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The following modifications will be made to the Zymark Robot
Module to meet the Remote Operated Material Processing System
requirements:
• Modify the 'C' Robot Module Source Code supplied by Zymaxk
in order to re-compile and test a baseline version of the
Robot Module.
• Modify the axis terminology used by Zymark to be consistent
with the axis terminology used by Goddard (Vertical =
Elevation, Reach = Radial, Rotary = Azimuth).
• Modify the axis calibration factors to accommodate the
ROMPS Robot.
• Modify error handling so that an error is always sent back to
the interpreter if, for any reason, a command does not
complete successfully.
• Add ROMPS Robot/XP commands.
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NAME: S:ELEVATION
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION = x or ? S:ELEVATION
x = absolute elevation axis position in inches
0<=x <= 18
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION POSITION COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #9
Move elevation axis to an absolute position or get the
current elevation axis position from the XP servo
controller.
EXAMPLE: S:ELEVATION = 3
? S:ELEVATION
NAME: "S..;.]E_d212_
SYNTAX: S:RADIAL = x or ? S:RADIAL
a = absolute radial axis position in inches
3<=X <=7
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL POSITION COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #10
Move radial axis to an absolute position or get the current
radial axis position from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:RADIAL = 4.5
? S:RADIAL
4.5






S:AZIMUTH = x or ? S:AZIMUTH
x = absolute azimuth axis position in degrees
O <= x <= 360
AZIMUTH POSITION COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #11
Move azimuth axis to an absolute position or get the






SYNTAX: S:SPEED = x or ? S:SPEED
x = 3 axis speed. Speed is not a direct measure of
units/time, but is a relative measure (i.e. 2 is faster than
1).
DESCRIPTION: 3 AXIS SPEED COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #15
Set new speed for elevation, radial, and azimuth axes or
return the last 3 axis speed setting. Note that the speed
value returned reflects the actual axis speeds only if the
last speed setting was a 3 axis speed. To guarantee the
speed value returned is the actual axis speed, use the
individual axis speed commands: S:ELEVATION.SPEED,
S:RADIAL.SPEED, and S:AZIMUTH.SPEED.
EXAMPLE: S:SPEE, D = 2
? S:SPEED
2
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NAME: S: ELEVATION. SPEED
SYNTAX: S :ELEVATION. SPEED = x
x = elevation axis speed.
of units/time, but is a relative measure (i.e.
than 1).




Speed is not a direct measure
2 is faster
Set new speed for elevation axis or get the current speed





SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.SPEED = x
x = radial axis speed.
units/time, but is a relative measure (i.e.
1).




Speed is not a direct measure of
2 is faster than
Set new speed for radial axis or get the current speed








S:AZIMUTH.SPEED = x or ? S :AZIMUTH. SPEED
x = azimuth axis speed. Speed is not a direct measure of
units/time, but is a relative measure (i.e. 2 is faster than
l).
DESCRIPTION: AZIMUTH SPEED COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #18
Set new speed for azimuth axis or get the current speed
setting from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:AZIMUTH.SPEED = 1
? S:AZIMUTH.SPEED
NAME: S:GRIP.SPEED
SYNTAX: S:GRIP.SPEED = x or ? S:GRIP.SPEED
x = gripper axis speed.
units/time, but is a relative measure (i.e.
1).
DESCRIPTION: (;RIP SPEED COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #20
EXAMPLE:
Speed is not a direct measure of
2 is faster than
Set new speed for gripper or get the current speed
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NAME:
SYNTAX: S:SET.ABS <variable>
<variable> = absolute command variable or rack location.
DESCRIPTION: SET ABSOLUTE COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #28
Set last absolute position to the absolute or rack position
defined by <variable>. No robot moves are executed. This
command is used to define an absolute position before
executing relative moves.




D E S C R I PTI O N: TRANSITION POSITION ON COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #31
Allow transitional moves. Once the current move is in
the vicinity of it's target position, the next move can be
executed.
EXAMPLE: S:TRANS.ON
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NAME: S:TRANS.OFF
SYNTAX: S:TRANS.OFF
DESCRIPTION: TRANSITION POSITION OFF COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #32
Do not allow transitional moves. The current move must




SYNTAX: S:GRIP = x or ? S:GRIP
x = absolute gripper axis position in inches
0 <= x <= .7
DESCRIPTION: GRIP POSITION COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANI_ODE #37
Move gripper axis to an absolute position or get the
current gripper position from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:GRIP = 0
? S:GRIP
0
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NAME: S:ELEVATION.CMD
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.CMD = x or ? S:ELEVATION.CMD
x -- absolute elevation axis position in inches
0 <= x <= 18
DESCRIPTION: COMMAND VARIABLE ELEVATION POSITION
COMMANDCODE #50
Define/modify or return the elevation position of a
command variable. When defining/modifying an
elevation position, the command variable isn't updated
until an S:SET.BASE.CMD is executed. The elevation






SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.CMD = x or ? S:RADIAL.CMD
x = absolute radial axis position in inches
3 <= x <= 7
DESCRIPTION: COMMAND VARIABLE RADIAL POSITION
COMMANDCODE #51
Define/modify or return the radial position of a command
variable. When defining/modifying a radial position, the
command variable isn't updated until an S:SET.BASE.CMD
is executed. The radial position returned from a query is
from the last S:GET.BASE.CMD command.
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NAME: S: AZIMUT H.CM D
SYNTAX: S:AZIMUTH.CMD - x or .9 S:AZIMUTH.CMD
x = absolute azimuth axis position in degrees
0 <= X <= 360
DESCRIPTION: COMMAND VARIABLE AZIMUTH POSITION
COMMANDCODE #52
Define/modify or return the azimuth position of a
command variable. When defining/modifying an azimuth
position, the command variable isn't updated until an
S:SET.BASE.CMD is executed. The azimuth position
returned from a query is from the last S:GET.BASE.CMD
command.








SYNTAX: S:GRIP.CMD = x or ? S:GRIP.CMD
x = absolute gripper axis position in inches
0 <= X <= .7
DESCRIPTION: COMMAND VARIABLE GRIP POSITION
COMMANDCODE #53
Define/modify or return the grip position of a command
variable. When defining/modifying a grip position, the
command variable isn't updated until an S:SET.HAND.CMD
is executed. The grip position returned from a query is
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NAME: S:SET.BASE.CMD
SYNTAX: S:SET.BASE.CMD <variable>
<variable> = absolute command variable.
DESCRIPTION: SET BASE COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #54
Define/modify the elevation, radial, and















<variable> = absolute command variable.
DESCRIPTION: GET BASE COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #55
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NAME: S:SET.HAND.CMD
SYNTAX: S:SET.HAND.CMD <variable>
<variable> = hand definition variable.
DESCRIPTION: SET HAND COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #56
Set the grip position of a hand definition variable.
EXAMPLE: S :GET.HAND.CMD <variable>
? S:GRIP
.4
S :GRIP = 0
S :SET.HAND.CMD <variable>
N A ME: S: GET.HAND.C MD
SYNTAX: S :GET.HAND.CMD <variable>
<variable> = hand definition variable.
DESCRIPTION: GET HAND COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #57
Get the grip position of a hand definition variable.
EXAMPLE: S :GET.HAND.CMD <variable>
? S:GRIP
0




DESCRIPTION: ZERO ELEVATION AXIS
COMMANDCODE #58
EXAMPLE:
Set the current elevation axis position to { 0 }. This
command can be used to recover from a situation where




DESCRIPTION: ZERO RADIAL AXIS
COMMANDCODE #59
EXAMPLE:
Set the current radial axis position to { 0 }. This
command can be used to recover from a situation where
the axis position is unknown.
S:ZERO.RADIAL
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NA ME: S: ZE R O,,_ Z IMUTH
SYNTAX: S:ZERO,A2_[MUTH
DESCRIPTION: Z_RO AZIMUTH AXIS
COMMANDCODE #60
EXAMPLE:
Set the current azimuth axis position to { O ). This
command can be used to recover from a situation where




DESCRIPTION: Z_RO GRIP AXIS
COMMANDCODE 061
EXAMPLE:
Set the current grip axis position to { 0 }. This command
can be used to recover from a situation where the axis
position is unknown.
S'ZERO.GRIP
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NAME: S:CALIB RATE.ELEVATION
SYNTAX: S :CALIBRATE.ELEVATION
DESCRIPTION: CALIBRATE _J_EVATION AXIS
COMMANDCODE #62
Determine where absolute zero is by moving the axis into
the limit, backing away from the limit, and setting the
axis position to {0}.
E XAM PL E: S :CALIBRATE.ELEVATION
NAME: _:CALIB RATE.RADIAL
SYNTAX: S:CALIBRATE.RADIAL
DESCRIPTION: CALIBRATE RADIAL AXIS
COMMANDCODE #63
Determine where absolute zero is by moving the axis into
the limit, backing away from the limit, and setting the
axis position to {0}.
EXAMPLE: S:CALIBRATE.RADIAL
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NAME: S:CALIBRATE.AZIMUTH
SYNTAX: S:CALIBRATE.AZIMUTH
DESCRIPTION: CALIBRATE AZIMUTH AXIS
COMMANDCODE #64
EXAMPLE:
Determine where absolute zero is by moving the axis into
the limit, backing away from the limit, and setting the




DESCRIPTION: CALIBRATE GRIP AXIS
COMMANIN_ODE #65
EXAMPLE:
Determine where absolute zero is by moving the axis into
the limit, backing away from the limit, and setting the
axis position to {O}.
S :CALIBRATE.GRIP
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NAME: S" ELEVATION.PGAIN
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.PGAIN ---x or ? S:ELEVATION.PGAIN
x = proportional gain term (KP) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION PROPORTIONAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #66
Define the proportional gain term (K.P) used in the servo
calculations for the elevation axis or get the current






SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.PGAIN = x or .9 S:RADIAL.PGAIN
x = proportional gain term (KP) for servo calculations.
O <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL PROPORTIONAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #67
Define the proportional gain term (KP) used in the servo
calculations for the radial axis or get the current
proportional gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:RADIAL.PGAIN - 0
? S:RADIAL.PGAIN
O
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NAME: S :AZIMUTH.PGAIN
SYN'IAX: S:AZIMUTH.PGAIN = x or ? S:AZIMUTH.PGAIN
r = proportional gain term (KP) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: AZIMUTH PROPORTIONAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #68
Define the proportional gain term (KP) used in the servo
calculations for the azimuth axis or get the current
proportional gain term from the XP servo controller.








0 <= x <= 255.999
or ? S:GRIP.PGAIN
term (KP) for servo calculations.
(accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: GRIP PROPORTIONAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANIX2ODE #69
Define the proportional gain term (KP) used in the servo
calculations for the grip axis or get the current
proportional gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:GRIP.PGAIN = 0
? S:GRIP.PGAIN
0
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NAME: S:ELEVATION.IGAIN
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.IGAIN = x or ? S:ELEVATION.IGAIN
= integral gain term (KI) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION INTEGRAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #70
Define the integral gain term (KI) used in the servo
calculations for the elevation axis or get the current
integral gain term from the XP servo controller.




SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.IGAIN = x or ? S:RADIAL.IGAIN
x = integral gain term (KI) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL INTEGRAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMA.NDCODE #71
Define the integral gain term (KI) used in the servo
calculations for the radial axis or get the current integral
gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:RADIAL.IGAIN = O
? S:RADIAL.IGAIN
0
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NAME: S:AZIMUTH.IGAIN
SYNTAX: S:AZIMUTH.IGAIN = x or ? S:AZIMUTH.IGAIN
x = integral gain term (KI) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: AZIMUTH INTEGRAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #72
Define the integral gain term (KI) used in the servo
calculations for the azimuth axis or get the current
integral gain term from the XP servo controller.




SYNTAX: S:GRIP.IGAIN = x or ? S:GRIP.IGAIN
.3 = integral gain term (KI) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: GRIP INTEGRAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #73
Define the integral gain term (KI) used in the servo
calculations for the grip axis or get the current integral
gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:GRIP.IGAIN = 0
? S:GRIP.IGAIN
0
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NAME: S:ELEVATION.DGAIN
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.DGAIN = x or ? S:ELEVATION.DGAIN
x = derivative gain term (KD) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION DERIVATIVE GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #74
Define the derivative gain term (KD) used in the servo
calculations for the elevation axis or get the current
derivative gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:ELEVATION.DGAIN = 0
? S:ELEVATION.DGAIN
0
NAME: _ _R ADIAL.DGAIN
SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.DGAIN = x or ? S:RADIAL.DGAIN
:t = derivative gain term (KD) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL DERIVATIVE GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #75
Define the derivative gain term (KD) used in the servo
calculations for the radial axis or get the current
derivative gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:RADIAL.DGAIN = O
? S:RADIAL.DGAIN
0
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NAME: S:AZIMUTH.DGAIN
SYNTAX: S:AZIMUTH.DGAIN = x or ? S:AZIMUTH.DGAIN
x = derivative gain term (KD) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: AZIMUTH DERIVATIVE GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #76
Define the derivative gain term (KD) used in the servo
calculations for the azimuth axis or get the current






SYNTAX: S:GRIP.DGAIN = x or ? S:GRIP.DGAIN
x = derivative gain term (KD) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: GRIP DERIVATIVE GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #77
Define the derivative gain term (KD) used in the servo
calculations for the grip axis or get the current derivative
gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:GRIP.DGAIN = 0
? S:GRIP.DGAIN
0
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NAME: S: EL EyATIO N.ILIM IT
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.ILIMIT = x or .9 S:ELEVATION.ILIMIT
x = inetgrator limit for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION INTEGRATOR LIMIT COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #78
Define the integrator limit used in the servo calculations
for the elevation axis or get the current integrator limit
from the XP servo controller.




SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.ILIMIT = x or .9 S:RADIAL.ILIMIT
x = integrator limit for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL INTEGRATOR LIMIT COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #79
Define the integrator limit used in the servo calculations
for the radial axis or get the current integrator limit from
the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:RADIAL.ILIMIT = 0
'.) S:RADIAL.ILIMIT
0
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NAME: S:AZIMUTH.ILIMIT
SYNTAX: S:AZIMUTH.ILIMIT = x or ? S:AZIMUTH.ILIMIT
x = integrator limit for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: AZIMUTH INTEGRATOR LIMIT COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #80
Define the integrator limit used in the servo calculations
for the azimuth axis or get the current integrator limit





NAME: S : G RIP.ILIMIT
SYNTAX: S:GRIP.ILIMIT = x or ? S:GRIP.ILIMIT
x = integrator limit for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: GRIP INTEGRATOR LIMIT COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #81
Define the integrator limit used in the servo calculations
for the grip axis or get the current integrator limit from
the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:GRIP.ILIMIT = 0
? S:GRIP.ILIMIT
0
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NAME: S: ELEVATIO N.IWIND OW
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.IWINIX)W = x or ? S:ELEVATION.IWINDOW
x = integrator window for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION IN TGRATOR WINDOW COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #82
Define the integrator window used in the servo
calculations for the elevation axis or get the current
integrator window from the XP servo controller.




SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.IWINDOW = x or ? S:RADIAL.IWINDOW
a = integrator window for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESC RIPTION: RADIAL INTEGRATOR WINDOW COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #83
Define the integrator window used in the servo
calculations for the radial axis or get the current
integrator window from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:RADIAL.IWINDOW = 0
? S:RADIAL.IWINDOW
0
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NAME: S • AZIM UT H.IWIN DO W
SYNTAX: S:AZIMUTH.IWINDOW = x or ? S:AZ/MUTH.IWINDOW
x = integrator window for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: AZIMUTH INTEGRATOR WINDOW COMMAND
COMMANI)CODE #84
Define the integrator window used in the servo
calculations for the azimuth axis or get the current
integrator window from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:AZIMUTH.IWINDOW = 0
? S:AZIMUTH.IWlNDOW
O
NAME: $: G RIP.IWINDOW
SYNTAX: S:GRIP.IWINDOW = x or ? S:GRIP.IWINDOW
x = integrator window for servo calculations.
O <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: GRIP INTEGRATOR WINDOW COMMAND
COM34ANDCODE #85
Define the integrator window used in the servo
calculations for the grip axis or get the current integrator
window from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:GRIP.IWINDOW = O
? S:GRIP.IW OW
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NAME: S:ELEVATION.EOT.OVERRIDE
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.EOT.OVERRIDE = 0/1
or
? S-_ ._.VATION.EOT.OVERRIDE
0 = don't override
1 = override
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION END OF TRAVEL OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #86
Override/don't override end of travel fault condition or
get the current end of travel override setting from the XP
controller. If an end of travel fault is overridden, it is
important to clear the override after the fault condition is
removed. If the override is not cleared, end of travel on





SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.EOT.OVERRIDE = 0/1
or
? S:RADIAL.EOT.OVERRIDE
0 = don't override
1 = override
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL END OF TRAVEL OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #87
Override/don't override end of travel fault condition or
get the current end of travel override setting from the XP
controller. If an end of travel fault is overridden, it is
important to clear the override after the fault condition is
removed. If the override is not cleared, end of travel on
that axis cannot be detected.
EXAMPLE: ? S :RADIAL.EOT.OVERR/DE
1
S:RADIAL.EOT.OVERRIDE = 0
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NAME: S :AZIMUTH.EOT.OVERRIDE
SYNTAX: S:AZIMUTH.EOT.OVERRrDE = 0/1
or
? S :AZIMUTHEOT.OVERRIDE
0 = don't override
1 = override
DESCRIPTION: AZIMUTH END OF TRAVEL OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #88
Override/don't override end of travel fault condition or
get the current end of travel override setting from the XP
controller. If an end of travel fault is overridden, it is
important to clear the override after the fault condition is
removed. If the override is not cleared, end of travel on
that axis cannot be detected.




SYNTAX: S:GRIP.EOT.OVERRIDE = 0/I
or
? S:GRIP.F, OT.OVERRIDE
0 = don't override
1 = override
DESC RIPTION: GRIP END OF TRAVEL OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #89
Override/don't override end of travel fault condition or
get the current end of travel override setting from the XP
controller. If an end of travel fault is overridden, it is
important to clear the override after the fault condition is
removed. If the override is not cleared, end of travel on
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NAME: S:ELEVATION.OVF.OVERRIDE
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.OVF.OVERRIDE = 0/1
or
? S'FJ ._.VATION.OVF.OVERRIDE
0 = don't override
I = override
DESCRIPTION: FI,EVATION OVERFORCE OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #90
Override/don't override overforce fault condition or get
the current overforce override setting from the XP
controller. If an overforce fault condition is overridden,
it is important to clear the override after the fault
condition is removed. If the override is not cleared,





SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.OVF.OVERRII)E = 0/1
or
? S :RADIAL.OVF.OVERRIDE
0 = don't override
1 = override
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL OVERtK)RCE OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #91
Override/don't override overforce fault condition or get
the current overforce override setting from the XP
controller. If an overforce fault condition is overridden,
it is important to clear the override after the fault
condition is removed. If the override is not cleared,
overforce on that axis cannot be detected.
EXAMPLE: ? S :RADIAL.OVF.OVERRI DE
1
S:RADIAL.OVF.OVERRIDE = 0
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NAME: S:AZIMUTH.OVF.OVERRIDE
SYNTAX: S:AZIMUTH.OVF.OVERRIDE = 0/I
or
? S:AZIMUTH.OVF.OVERRIDE
0 = don't override
1 = override
DESCRIPTION: AZIMUTH OVERFORCE OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #92
Override/don't override overforce fault condition or get
the current overforce override setting from the XP
controller. If an overforce fault condition is overridden,
it is important to clear the override after the fault
condition is removed. If the override is not cleared,
overforce on that axis cannot be detected.
EXAMPLE: ? S :AZIMUTH.OVF.OVERRXDE
1
S :AZIMUTH.OVF.OVERRIDE = 0
NAME: :G RIP.OVF.OVE R RIDE
SYNTAX: S:GRIP.OVF.OVERRIDE = 0/1
or
? S:GRIP.OVF.OVERRIDE
0 = don't override
1 = override
DESCRIPTION: GRIP OVERFORCE OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #93
Override/don't override overforce fault condition or get
the current overforce override setting from the XP
controller. If an overforce fault condition is overridden,
it is important to clear the override after the fault
condition is removed. If the override is not cleared,
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NAME: S:OVF.STATUS
SYNTAX: ? S:OVF.STATUS
DESCRIPTION: OVERIK)RCE STA'I_S COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #94
Get the limit status from the XP controller and return a










Left gripper is in 'open' overforce state
Left gripper is in 'closed' overforce state
Right gripper is in 'open' overforce state
Right gripper is in 'closed' overforce state
Radial axis is in 'in' ovefforce state
Radial axis is in 'out' overforce state
Elevation axis is in 'up' overforce state






DESC RIPTION: F2q'D OF TRAVEL STATUS COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #95
Get the limit status from the XP controller and return a










Gripper is in 'open' end of travel
Gripper is 'closed' end of travel
Azimuth axis ns in 'left' end of travel
Azimuth axis ns in 'right' end of travel
Radial axis is m 'in' end of travel
Radial axis is m 'out' end of travel
Elevation axis is in 'up' end of travel
Elevation axis _s in 'down' end of travel
EXAMPLE: ? S:EOT.STATUS
0
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NAME: S:VER.STATUS
SYNTAX: ? S:VER.STATUS
DESCRIPTION: VELOCITY ERROR STATUS COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #96
Get the limit status from the XP controller and return a
bitmapped status byte containing the velocity error
status for all axes:
Bit 0 Gripper axis stalled
Bit 1 Azimuth axis stalled
Bit 2 Radial axis stalled
Bit 3 Elevation axis stalled
Bit 4 Not used
Bit 5 Not used
Bit 6 Not used





DESCRIPTION: BASE MOVE STATUS COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #97
Get the move status from the XP controller and return a










Azimuth axis failed to reach position
Vertical axis failed to reach position
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NAME: S: G RIP.M OVE. STATUS
SYNTAX: ? S:GRIP.MOVE.STATUS
DESCRIPTION: GRIP MOVE STATUS COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #98
Get the hand status from the XP controller and return a
bitmapped status byte containing the move status for the
gripper:
Bit 0 Not used
Bit 1 Not used
Bit 2 Gripper failed to reach position
Bit 3 Not used
Bit 4 Not used
Bit 5 Not used
Bit 6 Not used





DESCRIPTION: COMMUNICATION STATUS COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #99
Return a bitmapped status byte containing the
communication status of the last XP servo command:
Bit 0 Not used
Bit 1 Not used
Bit 2 Not used
Bit 3 Not used
Bit 4 Invalid checksum
Bit 5 Invalid command code
Bit 6 Invalid byte count
Bit 7 Interbyte timeout
EXAMPLE: ? S:COMM.STATUS
0
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NA M E: S: MODULE. STATUS
SYNTAX: ? S:MODULE.STAIUS
DESCRIPTION: ROBOT MODULE STATUS COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #100

















= XP Servo communication error





= Robot cannot sign on
Robot version is not available
Invalid robot command
Command is not for this robot
Memory request denied (insufficient memory)
Dictionary entry does not exist






DESCRIPTION: ERROR DESCR/FI'ION COMMAND
COMMANDCODE # 101
Return a description of the last error.
EXAMPLE: ? S:ERROR.DESCR1P'IXON
NOT IN POSITION
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3 AXIS SPEED COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #1 S


















return robot | calculate
speed value J elevation, radialand azimuth
speeds




































I get basespeed calculate
elevation speed
serial message II d new elevatior_








































































I get. base Ispeed
serial message I
_xchanae -ql-lm_[
! e u 'z'mu hI
calculate
azimuth speed




































ssaae _ new grip









































































TRANSITION POSITION ON COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #31
i _r_ _ :n_.,_.. p/._r.-,- _





































command message _ J























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































, Ir 1_Iget azimuth I I set azimuth
int MODULEID
char COMMANDCODE J sedal message










































































I get elevation I I set elevation
,n  O00 ,O
char COMMANDCODE serial message














































































get azimuth J set azimuth













































































get eleva _ 1
• t/on J set elevation
































get radial set radial











































































































get elevation I set elevation J
t pid factors pid factors
























































































































































get override I I set override
int MODULEID
char COMMANDCODE I serial message



































I getoverride I override I
int MODULEID
char COMMANDCODE [ serial message


































































char *NAME I r
char *COMMAND L get override I































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DESCRIPTION: Get a sample from a rack. The rack number and sample







In addition to a NOTOK error return, a message is printed







DESCRIPTION: Put a sample into a rack. The rack number and sample






In addition to a NOTOK error return, a message is printed
on the terminal and S:MODULE.STATUS is set to indicate
the error.
EXAMPLE: RACK.NUMBER = I
SAMPLE.NUMBER = 5
GETFROM.RACK
Furnace Command Variable Definitions Page 2
NAME: LAUNCH.LOCK
SYNTAX: I_UN_
DESCRIPTION: Move the robot arm to the launch lock position. This






In addition to a NOTOK error return, a message is printed
on the terminal and S:MODULE.STATUS is set to indicate
the error.
EXAMPLE: _,UNCKI.,(XX







RACK.INDEX to build rack
vanables
I ove to laserdear position
S
YES
Move to rack dear portion;








Return NOT OK to
Interpreter
t
I ove in front of bin I
t
I_rameter_: hand is empty,
bin is full
Return OK toInte preter
I o1_7o2 I 11/24/921
EASYLAB PROGRAM: GET.FROM.RACK
PROCESSING FLOW CHART
J Use RACK.NUMBER and
RACK.INDEX to build rack
variables












Return NOT OK to
Interpreter
Move in front of bin
t
I Update processing








I Move to last clear position
+
Move to launch clear position;
Update last clear position
NO _ES
Return NOT OK to
Interpreter

















• Invalid byte count
• Invalid command code
• Invalid checksum
XP Processing Errors
• Elevation axis failed to reach position
• Elevation axis is in end of travel limit
• Elevation axis overforce
• Elevation axis stalled
• Radial axis failed to reach position
• Radial axis is in end of travel limit
• Radial axis overforce
• Radial axis stalled
• Azimuth axis failed to reach position
• Azimuth axis is in end of travel limit
• Azimuth axis stalled
• Gripper axis failed to reach position
• Gripper axis is in end of travel limit
• Gripper axis overforce
• Gripper axis stalled
Robot Processing Errors
• WARNING.. ILLEGAL SET ABSOLUTE COMMAND
Either the command variable does not exist or an absolute
move was issued for a command variable of the wrong type
• INDEX VALUE OUT OF RANGE FOR THIS RACK
I < rack index < row * col
• STOP KEY PRESSED
User pressed STOP key
• ROBOT INIT ERROR AXIS: <axis>
Initialization error on the specified axis
• ENTRY NOT FOUND
Command variable not found in data dictionary
• CALIBRATION DATA IS OUT OF 10% ALLOWABLE RANGE
The calibration data entered must be within 10% of the
minimum and maximum axis range
• MONUMENT DEFINITION CANNOT BE STORED IN DICTIONARY
Error trying to store the monument definition
• NAME CANNOT BE USED AS A MONUMENT POSITION
A symbol exists with the same name but different type or is
owned by someone else
• MONUMENT MUST BE DEFINED BEFORE A HAND
Monument position must be defined before the user can
define a hand
• NAME ALREADY USED - CANNOT BE STORED IN DICTIONARY
Cannot use an existing hand name when defining a new
hand
• COMM_ND IS NOT AN OUTPUT COMMAND
Attempt to do an output operation on a command which is
not an output command
• COMMAND IS NOT FOR THIS ROBOT
Attempt to execute a command which is not owned by the
robot module
• NOT IN POSITION
An axis did not move to the desired location, either because
the STOP key was pressed or because the XP could not
position the axis correctly
• ROBOT CANNOT SIGN ON
Robot module cannot sign into the Zymate system
• ROBOT VERSION IS NOT AVAILABLE
Robot version is not stored in the data dictionary
• HAND MUST BE ENTERED BEFORE A RACK CAN BE ACCESSED
Attempt to move to a rack before picking up a hand
ROBOT STATUS COMMAND VARIABLES











Gripper Left is in OVF Open
Gripper Left is in OVF Closed
Gripper Right is in OVF Open
Gripper Right is in OVF Closed
Radial axis is in OVF In
Radial axis is in OVF Out
Elevation axis is in OVF Up










Gripper is in EOT Open
Gripper is in EOT Closed
Azimuth axis is in EOT Left
Azimuth axis is in EOT Right
Radial axis is in EOT In
Radial axis is in EOT Out
Elevation axis is in EOT Up






















Azimuth axis failed to reach position
Elevation axis failed to reach position























Grip failed to reach position
Not used
Not used





































Robot cannot sign on
Robot version is not available
Invalid command
Command is not for this robot
Memory request denied
Dictionary entry does not exist

























User presses STOP key OR
System ISR updates EZC
Processing status monitored by
Robot Stop Task.
Robot Task sends a message to
the XP Servo Controller; XP
Servo Controller sends a one
byte error code in response.
Robot Task sends a "READ
LIMIT STATUS" message to the
XP Servo Controller; XP Servo
Controller sends three status
bytes in response.
Robot Task sends a "READ
MOVE STATUS" message to the
XP Servo Controller; XP Servo
Controller sends one status
byte in response.
Robot Task compares Command
Code to valid Command Codes.
Robot Task compares Command
Module ID to it's own Module
ID
Robot Task compares the
Command Rack Index with the
number of rows multiplied by
the number of columns in the
rack.
Fault Response
Robot Stop Task sends "STOP
ROBOT' command to XP Servo
Controller.
Robot Task updates Error
Status and terminates
command.
Robot Task attempts to send
the message until the retries
are exhausted, then updates
Error Status and terminates
command.
Robot Task updates Error
Status and terminates
command.
Robot Task updates Error
Status and terminates
command.
Robot Task updates Error
Status and terminates
command.
Robot Task updates Error
Status and terminates
command.
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OlV DOUBLEDMUL LO_/ SIGNED
--TELLPOSlTION
















































































































_OPOSITIONCONTROL ( 47 )
,.UHSIGH IABS
--MOVEHAND ( 37 )
--GETPOSIT]OH ( 30 )
_VEZYMATE ( 16 )
--440VEHAND ( 37 )
--ZYMATEWAIT ( 20 )






















ESTZYMATEPOSITION ( 18 )
LLPOSITION ( 34 )
VEZYNATE ( 16 )
OPANDREINITROBOT( 27 )
RO6ECHARINPUT DISPLAY RECEIVEMESSAGETINEDWAIT








DISPLAY LAST FINPUT SIZE
..DISPLAY LAST SIZE FINDB
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--CLEARFUNCTIONAREA ( 96 )
.--BASESPEEDSCREEN
._,gLEARFUNCTIONAREA ( 94 )
ASEFKEYS (84)
TORECOle_kNDVARIABLE ( 97 )
ISPLAY LAST FINDB SIZE
--STOREROBOTI_OSITIOM







pSTOREANDCHECKSYMBOL ( 98 )
..FINPUT SIZE DISPLAY
---BASESENSESCREEN
•--CLEARrUNCTIONAREA ( 94 )
•--BASEFKEYS ( 84 )
---.GETBASEFORCEVALUES
ETUPROBOTMESSAGE ( 6 )







--STORECOMMANDVARIABLE ( 97 )
..DISPLAY LAST SIZE FZNDB
----MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
----UI_)ATELASTNAME ( 82 )
--VALUEENTERED
















--SETUPROeOTMESSAGE ( 6 )
---COle4UNICATEMITHROBOT ( 8 )
--ZYMATEHANDMAIT ( 61 )


























































































































































--FORCELJPPER ( 71 )
----OOCAL
._VALUEENTERED ( 134 )












---MOVEZYHATE ( 16 )
--TELLPOSITiON ( 34 )
,.DISPLAY STROBECHARLAST FDISPLAY








I '' D I SPLAY




TESTHANDPOSITION ( 39 )




--LOADDATA_RIST ( 67 )
--HANDCCX)RDINATESCREEN
.._Ds_EARFUNCTIONAREA( 94 )
NDFKEYS ( 245 )
ORECOMMANDVARIABLE( 97 )
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_CONNUNICATENITHROBOT ( 8 )
--TOIMTEGER ( 124 )
--01VR NO
---01SPLAYCURRENTGRl PFORCE
_..ODISPLAYNUHBER( 127 '[ UNSIGN lABS
--STORECO_4AMDVARIABLE ( 97 )








--DISPLAYHANDFUNCTiONKEYS ( 239 )
--GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS( 159 )
---DISPLAYCURRENTHAND( 143 )
..LOM HIGH LOOKUPEXPSYMBOLDISPLAY MOVB SAL FINPUT LAST FLOAT COS FIX SIN SIZE STOREEXPSYNBOL
CHANGEEXPSYMBOL
_STOREROBOTPOSITION ( 108 )
---.NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN( 132 )
--NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN( 165 )
_HANGELOCATIORSCREEN ( 176 )
----DELETECOI4MANDSCREEN( 212 )
I STCALI BRATI ONSCREEN
•--CLEARFUHCT|ONAREA( 94 )
_FORCEUPPER ( 71 )






---CON4UNICATENITHROBOT ( 8 )
_SETFACTORYCAL ( 15 )
--SAVECALIBRATIONDATA ( ;)28 )
--MOVEHAND ( 37 )
--TELLPOSITION ( 34 )
..DISPLAY STRO6ECHARLAST FDISPLAY
--FORCEUPPER ( 71 )
..DISPLAY LAST SIZE FINDB TYPEN STROBECHARRECEIVENESSAGETINEDNAIT
•--CLEARKEYBOXES( 237 )
--FORCEUPPER ( 71 )
..CLEARSCREENLAST SIZE FINDB DISPLAY TYPEN STROBECHARRECEIVENESSAGET1NEDt_AIT
--CORPUTEABSOLUTE( 136 )
--COI_:_JTERELATIVE ( 138 )
--CONI_JTEHAND( 140 )
---CONPUTERACKLOCATION
.._TRTORACKINDEX ( 145 )
AN NOVB LOOKUPEXPSYHBOLUNS]GN FIX TYPES TYPEMTYPECRLF FREERAN
_TESTNEI,/FORPENO|NG
---RAIIGECHECKPOSI T!ON
---OIVRNO ( 271 )
_SETUPROgOTMESSAGE( 6 )
--CONMUNICATE_JITHROBOT( 8 )
--GETPOSlTIOR ( 30 )
--STOPMORITOR ( 50 )
_ZYNATEHANDUAIT ( 41 )
--GETNRISTFORCEVALUES ( 267 )
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-----RANGECHECKEDSPEEDIN
I..FLOAT SIGNED FIX UNS|GN
--LON)DATABASEWAIT





--ZY_ATEWAZT ( 20 )
--_.,ETBASEFORCEVALUES( 121 )
---GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS( 159 )
.--_,OVEZYMATE { 16 )
----MOVEHAND( 3T )
..GETRA_ SIZE LOWHIGH CREATEEXCHANGEMOVB STOREEXPSYMBOLTYPEN TYPECRLF CHANGEEXPSYMBOLFREERAM
RECEIVEMESSAGESHR XLAT CLEARSCREENSTROBECHARFIX FLOAT RECEIVEMESSAGETIMEDWAITSIGNED
LOOKUPEXPSYMBOLSAL
343 STOPPROGRAN
344 I,.GETRAJ4 SIZE RECEIVEMESSAGERECEIVEMESSAGETIHEDWA[TSENDMESSAGE
C-OOC





















































































208 STORE I N, IED I AT E CONNAND
108 STOREROBOTPOSi T ION
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--LQADCATABASE ( 55 )




---MOVEZYICkTE ( 16 }
,._MOVEHAND ( 37 )
_TELLPOSITION ( 34 )




_VALUEENTERED ( 136 )
---RESTOREPOSITION
_--TELLPOSITION ( 36 )
--GETSCALEDRN1
I..ASCIITOREAL FLOAT FIX
---NOVEZYMATE ( 16 )
---NOVEHAND( 37 )
--TELLPOSITION ( 34 )
..DISPLAY
_-CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN
I _LIPDATELASTNAME ( 82 )
I _m-SETABSOLUTE ( 112 )
I _-SETRELATIVE ( 114 )
I _--SETHAND ( 110 }
• I..FINPUT LOOKUPEXPSYNBOLDISPLAY CHANGEEXPSYNBOLTYPEN
---RACKSETUPSCREEN
•---CLEARFUNCTIONAREA( 94 )
•_UPDATELASTNAME ( 82 )
---DISPLAYCURRENTHAND( 143 }
--FORCEUPPER ( 71 )
---GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS( 159 }
--LOADDATABASE ( 55 )
---MOVEZYNATETILLACKNO_LEDGE
ASEFKEYS ( 8_ )
OADDATABASE( 55 )
--ROVETORACKINDEX ( 145 )
--TELLPOSITION ( 34 )
---NOVEZYMATE ( 16 )
..GETRAN DISPLAY FINPUT LOOKUPEXPSYMBOLGETCHARLAST MOVB FDISPLAY FLOAT SORT ATAN COS SIN SIGNED
SiZE STOREEXPSYMBOLCHANGEEXPSYNBOLFREERAN
----MONUNENTSCREEN




--FORCEUPPER ( 71 )
_VEZYMATETILLACKNOWLEDGE ( 189 )
_SETABSOLUTE ( 112 )




ASEFKEYS ( 84 )
TOREIHMEDIATECOMHAND
STOREANDCHECKSYHBOL( 98 )
DISPLAY LAST FINPUT SIZE
C-DOC
FUNCTION COMMENT BLOCK
C-OOC 10-07-1992 14:16 Page 1
Function CONNENT-BLOCK (of USERs/CALLS end LOCALS/GLOBAL$)



























































































.............................................. o ................... ................................. o ..............................





.................... o .... o ........................................................................ . ..............................
FUNCT: LOADDATASASEWAIT START: 160 ORCAI.CC
USERS: INITZYMATE
CALLS: ZYMATEWAIT LOADDATABASE
PARAM: AXIS1ACCEL AXISIOFFSET AXIS1SPEED
AXJSZACCEL AXIS2OFFSET AXIS2SPEED
AXIS3ACCEL AXIS3OFFSET AXIS3SPEED
......................... o ....................................................................................... . ...............
FUNCT: LOADDATAURISTWAIT START: 17'$ ORCA1.CC
USERS: IN]TZYMATE
CALLS: ZYMATEHANDWAIT LOADDATAiaRIST
PARAM: AX%S1ACCEL AXIS1SPEED AXIS2ACCEL
AXISZSPEED AXIS3ACCEL AXIS3SPEED
..... o .... . ............................................... o ............................. . .... .ooooo ..............................
FUMCT: CLEARKEYSOXES START: 189 ORCA1.CC
USERS: HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN ZYMATENANDPROGRAMMING ZYMATEPROGRAMMING
CALLS: DISPLAY LAST
GLr'_* : I SPACES
......... . ......................... o .............................................. . .... . .... . ..............................
• CLEARFUNCTIONAREA START: 210 ORCA1.CC





USERS: DOCAL NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN
CALLS: CURSORON DISPLAY GETCHAR
CURSOROFF TYPEN TYPECHAR
CURRUBOUT
GLOBL: BUFFER CHAR I
PARAN: BUFFER_IDTH COL ROll

















FUNCT: HANDFUNCTiONSCREEH START: 406 ORCAI.CC
U r " ZYNATEHANDPROGRAMMING
C, . DISPLAY
............................................................................................................................
F ,: BASECOORDINATESCREEN START: 422 ORCAI.CC
USERS: ZYNATEPROGRAMMING






FUNCT: BASESPEEDSCREEN START: 460 ORCAI.CC
USERS: ZYNATEPROGRANNING






FUNCT: BASESENSESCREEN START: 502 ORCA1.CC
USERS: ZYNATEPROGRAJ4MIHG






FUNCT: MONUNENTSCREEN START: 545 ORCA1.CC
USERS: ZYMATEPROGRANN1NG















L : ZYNATEPROGRANN I HG
CALLS: CLEARFUNCT ZC#IAREA
BASEFKEYS
STORE ! MNED! ATECONNAND
GLORL : CHAR
LOCAL : ZPKEYS










PARAN: AX I SCAL FACTORPTR
COL
LOCAL : TENPCALFACTOR
C-0OC 10-07-1992 14:16 Page 3
LOrlL: NEIA_ONUNENT HEWMANE
..................... ..... ° ................ ... ............. . ................................................................
START: 7'19 ORCAI.CC





















START: 833 ORCA1. CC
FU)ICT : DOWRI STZEROS






FUHCT : CALI BRAT IONSCREEN






































.............. . ..................................... o ............................................................................
START: 1062 ORCAI.CCFUNCT: WRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEH
USERS: ZYMATEHANDPROG_IHG












..... o.°.°..°°. .................. . .............................................................................................. .
FUNCT: HAk'DCOORDINATESCREEN START: 1152 ORCAI.CC
U_" : ZYNATEHAHDPROGR/U911NG





FUMCT: HANDSPEEDSCREEH START: 1190 ORCAI.CC
C-DOC
USFOS: ZYNATE HANOPROGRAMNI #G



















































































..... ..o.. .......... ....o ...................... o .............. °..o. .................. o°.°o .......................................





..... o...... ........ ...oo.o.. .................. o .............. ..°.. .................. ..... .............. . .............. . .........




......... °°..o ...... o........ .................. _ ..................................... o°°.. .......................................
FUNCT: 14OVETOLOCATIONSCREEM START: 1457 ORCA1.CC
USERS: ZYI_LATEHANDPROGRANdlING ZYNATEPROGRAMMING











DF" ': COHMANO CONHANDENTRY ZYNATEPLACE






















LOCAL: CODE DICSYNPTR INT















FUNCT: GETSCALEDRH1 START: 1868 ORCAI.CC
USERS: NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN
CALLS: ASCIITOREAL FLOAT FIX
GLOBL: BUFFER RN1
PARAM: MAX MIN SCALEFACTOR
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: MOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN START: 1890 ORCA1.CC
USERS: ZYMATEHANDPROGRAMMING ZYMATEPROGRAMMING
CALLS: UPDATELASTNAME VALUEENTERED RESTOREPOSITION
GETSCALEDRN1 MOVEZYNATE MOVEHAND
DISPLAY TELLPOSITION
G, . BUFFER FIRSTDISPLAY I
PENDINGANGLE PENDINGGRIP PENDINGHEIGNT
PENDINGREACH PENDINGSYRINGE PENDINGI,/RIST
........ o°o° ............................................. °. ......................... o ............................................
START: lq;_80RCA1.CCFUHCT: CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN
USERS: ZYMATEHANDPROGRAMMIMG ZYNATEPROGRAMMING






















FUNCT: ZYNATEHAHDPROCRAMMING START: 2052 ORCA1.CC
USERS: ZYNATEPROGRAMMING











































































................ .°°°°°. .......... ° ................ ° ..... . ..... ° ...................... . ..... . ..................... ° ...............
FUNCT: RANGECHECKEDSPEEDIN START: 2283 ORCAI.CC
USERS: INITZYMATE




PARAM: MAXSPEED NI NSPEED
..... o ................ . ...................................................................................... o ....................
FUNCT: RANGECHECKPOSITIOM START: 2303 ORCAI.CC
USERS: IN I TZYMATE
DEFIN: VARl ABLECOMMAND
GLORL: VALUE
F" ' TESTNEWFORPENDING START: 2320 ORCA1.CC
U : IN I TZYNATE
I: VAR IABLECONNAND
b..._L : NOVENENTCONMAND VALUE


















RANGECHECKPOS i T 1ON
DIVRND
GETPOSI T ION
RECE 1VEMESSAGE T 1NEDWA! T
RANGECHECKEDSPEED ZN






























SETUPROBOTMESSAGE COMMUN] CATEWI TNROBOT
STOPMC_ I TOR ZYMATE HANDMAI T



















































































I H I TZYMATEROBOT I N I T ZYMATE
































FUNCT: DISPLAYCOLLISIONNESSAGE START: 203 ORCA2.CC
USERS: STOPANDREINITROBOT
CALLS: DISPLAY TYPEN SHE











REFHE I GHT REFREACH
........... .°.°o.°o ...................... ° ................................. o ..............
START: 282 ORCA2. CC
CHANGELOCAT I ONSCREEN
SYRINGE bIRIST













...................... . .......... . ..... . .... °..°..°.°.°°.°°°°_ ............ . .... .....° .... °. ..... . ................ . ..............
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FUNCT: CCNPIJTERELATIVE START: 298 ORCA2.CC
U" : NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN INITZYNATE
r : SAL
, J: COMMAND




























FUNCT: FORCEUPPER START: 392 ORCA2.CC




































































FUNCT: DISPLAYCURRENTGRIPFORCE START: 613 ORCA2.CC
USERS: HANDSENSESCREEN




F_R_T:DISPLAYBASEFORCES START:630ORCA2.CCUSERS:BASESENSESCREENCALLS:DISPLAY lABS UNSIGN
DISPLAYNUNBERGLOBL:ANGLEFORCE HEIGHTFORCE REACHFORCE
LOCAL: NUN
FUNCT: STOREANDCHECKSYMBOL START: 669 ORCA2.CC
USERS: STORECOMHANDVARIABLE STOREIHNEDIATECO_tMAND STOREROBOTPOSITION
CALLS: MOVB STOREEXPSYMBOL DISPLAY
DEFIM: CONNANDENTRY
GLOBL: CURRENTNAHE NAHELENGTH RAHPTR
RESPONSE
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: STOiqECONNANDVARIABLE START: 693 ORCA2.CC
USERS : BASECOORD )NATE SCREEN BASESPEEDSCREEN BASESENSESCREEN
HAMDCOORDI NATESCRE EN HANDSPEEDSCREEN HANDSEMSESCREEN
CALLS: DISPLAY LAST F INPUT
S i ZE STOREANDCHECKSYMBOL
DEFIN: COMNANDVAR I ABLE VAR [ABLEDATA
GLOOL : ABBREV FORRAT LENGTH
NCOULE [ O MYMODULE I D NAHE
NAHELENGTH SPACES TYPE
VARIABLEDATAPTR
PARAN: COL COIdHANDCODE FORNATCODE
FUNCT: STOREII, g4EDIATECOHHAND
USERS: PROGRkJ4NINGCONNANDSCREEN
CALLS: DISPLAY LAST FINPUT
SIZE STOREANDCHECKSYHBOL
D • COI4NAND COIdHANDENTRY




PARAM: COL COHMANDCOOE ROW
START: 715 ORCA2.CC



















FUNCT: GETCALIBRATIONDATA START: 775 ORCA2.CC
USERS: l NI TZYNATERO60T
CALLS: SETUPROBOTMESSAGE CO_NJN I CATE_/I THROBOT MOV_
GLOBL : CAL FACTOR. ANGLE CAL FACTOR, HE l GHT CALFACTOR. i,/R[ ST
ROBOTMESSAGE TEXT
o. .................. o ..................... .oo .... . ...................................... . .........................................
FUNCT: SAVECALIBRATIONDATA START: 812 ORCA2.CC
USERS: CALI BRAT I ONSCREEN _ I STCAL I BRAT IONSCREEN
CALLS: SE TUPROBOTNESSAGE NOV',/ CON'K.IN I CATEW] THROBOT
GLOBL: CALFACTOR. HE ! GHT CAL FACTOR. MRl ST ROBOTMESSAGE
TEXT
































G' CHAR REACHACCEL REACHTRANSOFFSET
ROTARYACCEL ROTARYTRANSOFFSET VERTICALACCEL
VERTICALTRANSOFFSET




.......... . .......... oo....°.. .............. . .................. ° .......................... o .................. . ...................
FUNCT: DISPLAYCURRENTHAND START: 879 ORCA2.CC




...... ...°. .............. ° ........................................................................................................










































































































............... . ................................. o ..................................... o .........................................
FUNCT: CONPUTERACKLOCATiON START: 1277 ORCA2.CC
USERS: ]NITZYHATE
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....... . ............... o ................................. _.°o. .......



































































°.o. ........................................................ °°..o ................................................................




















................. . .................................................................. . .......................................... ..
FUNCT: CONPUTECHECKSUN START: 190 ORCA].CC
USERS: CONMUNICATEWITHROBOT
GLOBL: CNECKSI.IM ROBOTNESSAGE TEXT
PAR/U4: INDEX
LOCAL: !
........ ° ...................................................................................................................... ..
FUNCT: RETURNCHECXSUNOK START: 204 ORCA3.CC
USERS: CONI_NICATEWITHROBOT
GLOBL: I ROBOTNESSAGE TEXT
PARAM: BUFFERINDEX CHECKSUMINDEX
LOCAL: RETURNCHECK




























F" : STOPNONITOR START: 268 ORCA].CC
U : DOPOSITIONCONTROL INITZYMATE
;: SEHDNESSAGE
.L: NOVING STOPEXCHANGE.EXCHANGEID STOPMON1TORACTIVE
STOPTASKNESSAGE
............. ° ........................................................ o .... o .....................................................
FUNCT: DOPOS I T IONCOWTROL
USERS: NOVEZYNATE
CALLS: SETUPROBOTNESSAGE
CCNNJN I CATEWI THROBOT
GLOBL : BASEAXIS1POS
ROBOTCON4ANDCOOE
l S TAX I S I POS
PARAN: kXI S1POS
PORTADDR
.... o ........ . .........................
FUNCT : REDOPOSI T IOMCONTROL
USERS: ZYMATEMA) T
CALLS: SETUPROBOTNESSAGE
COMNUN ) CATEl,/] T HROBOT


































: TESTZYMATEPOSITION START: 4]20RCA].CC
GLOBLI CALCULATEBASEAX I SCOUNTS BASEFKEYSPEND I NGANGLE PENDINGHEIGHT PEND INGREACH
............................ . ............. . .... ..o ..... . ..... o ....................... . ........................... ° ...............
FUNCT: CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS START: 47] ORCA3.CC
USERS : NOVEZYNATE
CALLS: TESTZYMATEPOS I T ION DDIV DNUL
C-DOC 10-07-199214:17Page13




............. . ............. o .................. ° .... . .............................................................................
FUNCT: LOADDATABASE START: 482 ORCA].CC











































.................... . .................. ° ......................................................................................
T: TESTHANDPOSITION START: US ORCA3.CC
$: HANDFKEYS CALCULATENANOAXISCOUNTS
GLUBL: PENDINGGRIP PENDINGSYRiNGE PENDINGk'RIST



























FUNCT: MOVENANO START: 826 ORCA3.CC
USERS: STOPANDREINITROBOT HANDFKEYS SETFACTORYCAL
DOWR%STZEROS I,/RISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN INITZYMATEROBOT
MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN MOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN INITZYMATE
CALLS: CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS ZYMATENANDWAIT DOPOSITIONCONTROL




















FUNCT: GETBASEFORCEVALUES START: 915 ORCA3.CC
USERS: BASESENSESCREEN INITZYI_ATE
CALLS: SETUPROBOTMESSAGE CONMUNICATE_]THROBOT TOIHTEGER




FUNCT: GETWRISTFORCEVALUES START: 929 ORCA3.CC
USERS: HANDSENSESCREEN ]NITZYHATE
CALLS: SETUPROGOTMESSAGE CONMUNICATEW%THROBOT TOINTEGER
DIVRND
GLO6L: GRIPFORCE RC_OTMESSAGE SYRINGEFORCE
TEXT I,/RISTFORCE MRISTSTATUS
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: TELLPOSITIOM START: 968 ORCA3.CC




CALLS: DISPLAY UNSIGN SAR
FDISPLAY IABS







F" ' DISPLAYNUNBER START: 1073 ORCA3,CC
U : DISPLAYCURRENTGRIPFORCE DISPLAYBASEFORCES
_: DISPLAY





C-DOC 10-07-1992 14:17 Page 1
De+;_ed (InternaL) Functior_, Function XREF (of CALLS/USERs) (1 of 2)
t' /ttOQQ_tQQQ_QQt_QQQQQWQQQtQQ_ItOtWmQ_t_ttQt_ttWt_tt_ttQmWt_
..... . ..................................................................................... . ................................
: BASECOORDINATESCREEN FILE=ORCAI.CC
u_,._S: 2177 ZYHATEPROGRAJ_ING
CALLS: 427 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 429 DISPLAY 430 DISPLAY 431 DISPLAY
440 RASEFKEYS 441 SIZE 441 F[NDB 446 STORECOMHANDVARIABLE
452 STORECONMANDVARIABLE
.......................... . ........................................................................... ° ..........................
FUNCT: BASEFKEYS FILE:ORCA2.CC
USERS: 440 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 479 BASESPEEDSCREEN 523 BASESENSESCREEN 739 PROGRAJ_INGCONMANDSCREEN
CALLS: 412 FORCEUPPER 412 STROBECHAR 42_ INPUT 430 LOADDATABASE
488 DISPLAY 492 TELLPOSITION 495 NOVEZYI_kTE 497 RECEIVENESSAGETINEDWAIT
505 STOPANDREINITROBOT
.......................... . ..................................................................... o ................................
FUNCT: BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN FILE:ORCAI.CC
USERS: 21S5 ZYNATEPROGRN_IING 2179 ZYMATEPROGRAJ4NING 2185 ZYIqATEPROGRAN41NG 2197 ZYI,IATEPROGRAJ_ING
2263 ZYMATEPROGRN_ING
CALLS: 392 DISPLAY 393 DISPLAY 394 DISPLAY 395 DISPLAY
398 DISPLAY 399 DISPLAY 400 DISPLAY 401 DISPLAY
403 DISPLAY 404 DISPLAY
°. .............................................................................................. ° ............................... °
FUNCT: BASESENSESCREEN FILE:ORCA1.CC
USERS: 2195 ZYHATEPROGRAMNING
CALLS: 507 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 509 DISPLAY 510 DISPLAY 511 DISPLAY
514 DISPLAY 515 DISPLAY 518 LAST 523 BASEFKEYS





CALLS: 465 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 467 DISPLAY 468 DISPLAY 469 DISPLAY
474 LAST 45'9 BASEFKEYS 480 FINDB 480 SIZE




_: 47"7 TESTZYNATEPOSITIOM 478 DDIV 478 DHUL 478 DOUBLE
478 LO_ 479 DOUBLE 479DNUL 47_ LOEI
47"9 DOUBLE 479 DDlV 480 DDIV 480 DNUL
480 UNSIGM 480 DOUBLE 480 LOW
FUNCT: CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS FILE=ORCA3.CC
USERS: 831MOVEHAND
CALLS: 752 TESTHANDPOSITION 755 LOU 755 DOUBLE 7_5 DDIV
755 DOUBLE 759 LO_/ 759 UMSIGN 759 DNUL
759 DOUBLE 759 IABS 759 DOUBLE 762 DDIV
762 DOUBLE 762 DOUBLE 762 UNSIGN 762 LOM
763 DOUBLE 763 DDIV 763 DOUBLE 763 DNUL
.................................................... o ..................................... o ......................................
FILE:ORCA1.CCFUNCT: CALIBRATIONSCREEN
USERS: 2228 ZYI_ATEPROGRAIN_4ING
CALLS: 962 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 964 DISPLAY 965 DISPLAY 966 DISPLAY
971 FORCEUPPER 979 DOCAL 980 LAST 980 DISPLAY
982 DISPLAY 982 LAST 992 CLEARFIJ_CTIONAREA 994 DISPLAY
996 DISPLAY 997 DOBASEZEROS _005 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 1006 DISPLAY
1008 FDISPLAY 1009 FDISPLAY 1010 FDISPLAY 1011 FDISPLAY
1013 FDISPLAY 1014 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE 1015 COI41vIUNICATE_ITHROBOT 1018 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE
1021 DISPLAY 1022 FDISPLAY _023 FOiSPLAY 1024 FDISPLAY
1026 FDISPLAY 1027 FDISPLAY 1032 SETFACTORYCAL 1033 SAVECALIBRATIONDATA
1044 DISPLAY 1046 NOVEZYNATE 1049 TELLPOSITIO_
FUNCT: CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN FILEi:ORCA1.CC
USERS: 2111 ZYNATEHANDPROGRA_ING 2207 ZYNATEPROGRANNING
CALLS: 1962 UPDATELASTNAHE 1963 FINF'UT 1968 LOOKUPEXPSYNBOL 1974 DISPLAY
198/, DISPLAY 1985 SETRELATIVE 1988 DISPLAY 1989 SETHAND
_993 DISPLAY _996 TYPE_ _000 TYPE_ 2001 DISPLAY



























220 LAST 220 DISPLAY
C-DOC 10-07-199214:17Page2
FUNrT:CLEARKEYBOXES FfLE:O_CA1.CC
U' 1348 HANDOEFINITIONSCREEN 1354 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 2058 ZYNATEHANDPROGRAMMING 2242 ZYMATEPROGRAMMING
r, 206 DISPLAY 206 LAST 207 DISPLAY 207 LAST
............ . ............. o .................................................................. . ..............................
F_.,.T: CLEARNAMEAREA FILE=ORCA1.CC
USERS: 552 MONUMENTSCREEN
CALLS: 227 DISPLAY 227 LAST 228 LAST 228 DISPLAY



























............ o .... • ..................................... o .........................................................................
FUNCT: CC_4PUTEASSOLUTE FiL_=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 1536 MOVETOLOCATiONSCREEN 2506 INITZYMATE






USERS: 1548 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 2514 INITZYMATE
CALLS: 310 SAL 311SAL 312 SAL
..o. ................................................................................................... . .........................
FUNCT: COMPUTERACKLOCATION FILE:ORCA2.CC
USERS: 2526 INITZYMATE 2813 INITZYMATE
CALLS: 1286 MOVETORACKINDEX 1290 GETRAM 1291MOVB 1292 LOOKUPEXPSYMBOL
1296 FIX 1302 TYPES 1303 TYPEN 130_ TYPECRLF
........ . ........................................................................... . ............................................
FUU_T: COMPUTERELATIVE FILE=ORCA2.CC
P : 1542 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 2510 INITZYMATE
L s: 302 SAL 303 SAL 304 SAL
.... . ................................ • ............................................................. o .........................
(: DELETECOMMANDSCREEN FILE=ORCAI.CC
USERS: 2114 ZYMATEHANDPROGRAMMING 2224 ZYMATEPROGRAMMING
CALLS: 2015 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 2017 DISPLAY 2018 DISPLAY 2019 FINI:qJT
2032 DISPLAY 2036 DELETEEXPSYNBOL 2039 DISPLAY 2043 DISPLAY
FUNCT: DISPLAYBASEFORCES FILE=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 526 BASESENSESCREEN
CALLS: 637 DISPLAY 641 DISPLAY 644 lABS 644 LINSlGN
652 DISPLAY 655 UNSIGN 655 lASS 656 DISPLAYNUMBER
663 DISPLAY 666 lABS 666 UNSiGN 667 DISPLAYNUNBER
........................... o .....................................................................................................
FUNCT: DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS FILE=ORCA1,CC
USERS: 1349 HANDDEFINIT[ONSCREEN 2154 ZYMATEPROGRAMM[NG 2243 ZYMATEPROGRAMMING
CALLS: 362 DISPLAY ]63 DISPLAY 364 DISPLAY 365 DISPLAY
368 DISPLAY ]69 DISPLAY 370 DISPLAY 371 DISPLAY
FUNCT: DISPLAYCOLLISIONMESSAGE FILE=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 349 STOPANDREINITROBOT
CALLS: 211 DISPLAY 217 TYPEN 221SHR 223 TYPEN
235 TYPEN 241TYPEN 245 SHR 247 TYPEN
253 TYPEN 259 TYPEN
............. o ............. • .......................................... . ................................ • .........................
FUNCT: DISPLAYCURRENTGRIPFORCE FILE:ORCA2.CC
USERS: 1254 HANDSENSESCREEN
CALLS: 620 DISPLAY 624 DISPLAY 627 UNSIGN 627 IABS
............. . ...................................................................................................................
FUNCT: DISPLAYCURRENTHAND FILE=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 998 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1109 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1385 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 1408 INPUTANDMOVETORACKINDEX
CALLS: 883 DISPLAY 886 FDISPLAY
FUNCT: DISPLAYHANDFUNCTIONKEYS FILE=ORCA1.CC
USERS: 1355 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEM 2059 ZYMATEHANDPROGRAMMING
_'S: 377 DISPLAY 378 DISPLAY 379 DISPLAY 380 DISPLAY
383 DISPLAY 384 DISPLAY 385 DISPLAY
......... . .... . ............. . ........................................................ . .................. . .................. o.
FUNCT: DISPLAYMAINSCREEN FILE=ORCA1.CC
USERS: 2153 ZYMATEPROGRAHMING
CALLS: 336 DISPLAY 337 DISPLAY 338 DISPLAY 339 DISPLAY
342 DISPLAY 343 DISPLAY 344 DISPLAY 345 DISPLAY
347 DISPLAY 348 DISPLAY 349 DISPLAY 350 DISPLAY
C -DOC
CALLS:
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117'0 HANDFKEYS 1171 SIZE 1171 FIND8 1176 STORECONNANDVAR]ABLE
1182 STORECONMANDVAR|ABLE
......... . ............................... o .......... • ............. , .......... . .............................................
FILE=ORCA1.CC
1282 LOW 1283 HIGH 1285 LOOKUPEXPSYNSOL
1299 DISPLAY 1303 SAL 1304 SAL
1310 DISPLAY 1311 FINPUT 1318 LOOKUPEXPSYMBOL
1342 MOVEHANOTILLACKNOMLEDGE 1348 CLEARKEYBOXES 1349 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS
1351 DISPLAY 1351 LAST 1352 DISPLAY
1355 OISPLAYHANDFUNCTIONKEYS 1370 FLOAT 1370 COS
1372 FIX 1372 FLOAT 1372 SIN
1374 MOVB 1375 SIZE 1375 SIZE














USERS: 876 MOVEHANDTILLACKNC)I,JLEDGE 1170 HANDCOORDINATESCREEN
CALLS: 513 STROBECHAR 513 FORCEUPPER








................................. o ............................ o ..................................................................
FUNCT: HANDFUNCTIONSCREEN FILE:ORCAI.CC
USERS: 2061 ZYMATEHANDPROGRANNING 2082 ZYHATEHANDPROGRANNING 2088 ZYMATEHANDPROGRANNING 2094 ZYNATENANDPROGRAMMING
CALLS: 611 DISPLAY 412 DISPLAY 413 DISPLAY 414 DISPLAY




CALLS: 1237 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 1239 DISPLAY 1240 DISPLAY 1241 DISPLAY
1246 LAST 1251HANDFKEYS 1252 FINDS 1252 SIZE
1254 DISPLAYCURRENTGRZPFORCE 1259 STORECOt4HANDVARIASLE 1262 STORECONNANDVARIABLE 1265 STORECONMANDVARIABLE
.......................... o ................................................................... . ..................................
FUNCT: HANDSPEEDSCREEN F[LE=ORCAI.CC
USERS: 2086 ZYNATEHANDPROGRAMNING
CALLS: 1195 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 1197 DISPLAY 1198 DISPLAY 1199 DISPLAY
1204 LAST 1209 HANDFKEYS 1210 SIZE 1210 FINDB







2357 GETRAN 2359 SIZE 2365 LOW 2366 NIGH
2373 STOREEXPSYMBOL 2376 TYPEN 2377 TYPECRLF 2383 SIZE
2388 CHANGEEXPSYMBOL 2391 TYPEN 2392 TYPECRLF 2394 FREERAN
2413 LOADDATAWRIST 2414 LOADDATABASE 2419 RECEIVEMESSAGE 2630 SHR
2451 CLEARSCREEN 2453 TYPEN 245T TYPEN 2661 TYPEN
2669 TYPEN 2471 TYPECRLF 2472 TYPEN 2476 FORCEUPPER
2687 TYPECRLF 2488 RETURNTOEXEC 2497 GETRAM 2501 ZYNATEPROGRANMING
2506 CONPUTEABSOLUTE 2510 COMPUTERELAT]VE 2514 CONPUTEHAND 2520 TYPEN
2526 COMPUTERACKLOCATIC_t 2549 TESTNEWFORPENDING 2550 RANGECNECKPOSITION 2551 F|X
2562 TESTNEWFORPENDING 2563 RANGECHECKPOSITZON 256_ FIX 2568 FLOAT
2576 RANGECNECKPOSITION 257'7 FIX 2581 FLOAT 2596 FIX
2598 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE 2601 COMMUNICATEWITHROBOT 2606 GETPOSITION 2610 STOPMONITOR
2618 RECE%VENESSAGET[MEDWAIT 2619 GETMRISTFOACEVALUES 2620 FLOAT 2635 FIX
2637 VIBRATORUNITS 2638 CONNUNICATEWITHROBOT 2642 FLOAT 2657 FIX
2662 COMMUNICATEVITHROBOT 2666 FLOAT 2673 RANGECHECKEDSPEEDIN 2677 LOADDATABASE_IAIT
2681 FLOAT 2688 RANGECNECKEDSPEEDIN 2689 LOADDATABASEMAIT 2693 FLOAT
2700 RANGECNECKEDSPEEOrN 2701 LOADOATABASEWAIT 2705 SIGHED 2705 FLOAT
2713 LOADDATABASEMAIT 2717 FLOAT 2717 SIGNED 2724 RANGECHECKEOSPEEDIN
2729 SIGNED 27'29 FLOAT 2736 RANGECHECKEOSPEEDIN 2737 LOADOATA_/RISTWA[T
2741 FLOAT 2748 RANGECHECKEDSPEEDIN 2749 LOADDATA_ISTWAiT 2753 FLOAT
2764 GETWRISTFORCEVALUES 2776 ZYMATEWAIT 27"/'7 RECEIVENESSAGETIMEDMAIT 2778 GETBASEFORCEVALUES
2782 ZYNATE_AXT 2783 RECEIVEMESSAGETINED_AIT 2784 GETBASEFORCEVALUES 2785 FLOAT
2789 RECEIVENESSAGET|NEDWA|T 2790 GETBASEFORCEVALUES 2791 FLOAT 2796 GETRAN
2_ LOOIOdPEXPSYMBOL 2804 SAL 2805 SAL 2806 SAL
2827 TYPEN 2828 TYPECRLF 2836 TYPEN 2837 TYPECRLF
2847 LOADDATABASEMAIT 2863 GETDICTIONARYNANDOFFSETS 2865 NOVB 2871 TESTNEWFORPENDING
2873 FIX 287'7 FLOAT 2884 TESTNE_FORPENDING 28,85 RANGECHECKPOSIT]ON
2891 GETPOSITION 2892 FLOAT 2899 TESTNEWFORPEND[NG 2900 RANGECHECKPOSITION
2905 FLOAT 2914 RETURNTOEXEC 2920 ZYMATEWAIT 2925 NOVEZYNATE




1338 GETRN4 1338 SIZE





1368 SETFACTORYCAL 137'3 LAST







..................... ..... ............. . .....................................................................................
• DISPLAYNUNBER FILE=ORCA3.CC
S: 628 DISPLAYCURREMTGIiIPFORCE 645 DISPLAYBASEFORCES 656 OlSPLAYRASEFORCES 667 DISPLAYBASEFORCES
L._LLS: 1088 DISPLAY
FUNCT: DIVRND FILE=ORCA3.CC




CALLS: 839 STROBECHAR 839 FORCEUPPER 848 INPUT 881NOVEZYNATE
........... o ......................................... . ..........................................................................
FUNCT: DOCAL FILE=ORCAI.CC
USERS: 979 CALISRATIONSCREEN 981CAL|BRATIONSCREEN 1083 WRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1085 _ISTCALIBRAT_ONSCREEN
CALLS: 776 STROBECHAR 780 VALUEENTERED 788 ASCIITOEEAL 801 FIX
804 LOM 804 DOUBLE 804 UNSIGN 804 DDIV
804 DOUBLE 805 UNSIGN 805 UNSIGN 805 SIGNED
805 SIGNED 805 SIGNED 808 SIGNED 813 DISPLAY
FUNCT: DOPOSIT]ONCONTROL FILE=ORCA].CC
USERS: 680 NOVEZYNATE 836 NOVEHAND
CALLS: 282 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE 283 LO_ 284 HIGH 285 LC_
288 HIGH 289 COMMUNICATEUITHROBOT 290 STOPNONITOR
...................... o ....................................................................... . ..................................
FUNCT: DO_RISTZEROS FI_E=ORCAI.CC
USERS: 1100 _RISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
CALLS: 906 STROBECHAR 906 FORCEUPPER 915 INPUT 948 MOVEHAND
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: FORCEUPPER FI,.E=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 612 BASEFKEYS 513 HANDFKEYS 593 NONUNENTSCREEN 608 NOHUHENTSCREEN
971CALIBRATiONSCREEN 1017 RAC_SETUPSCREEN 1048 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1075 i,'RISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
2256 ZYNATEPROGRAMNING 2476 INITZYNATE
CALLS:
.............................................. . .............................................................................
c ,: GETBASEFORCEVALUES FILE=ORCA3.CC
_S: 525 BASESENSESCREEN 2778 INITZYHATE 2784 INITZYMATE 2790 INITZYMATE




CALLS: 7'79 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE 780 COMNUNICATEWITHROBOT 783 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE 786 COMNUNICATEWITHROSOT
788 CONNUNICATEgITHROBOT 789 NOVW
..................................................................... . ............. . ............................ . ................
FUNCT: GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS FILE=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 107"/' RACKSETUPSCREEN 1373 NANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 1740 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 2863 INITZYHATE
CALLS: 893 SAL 896 SAL 895 SAL
FUNCT: GETPOSITION FILE=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 361 STOPANDREINITROBOT 362 STOPANDREINITROBOT 1386 INITZYNATEROBOT 1391 INITZYMATEROBOT
CALLS: 98 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE 99 COMIeJNICATEWITHROSOT 111DDIV 111 DOUBLE
111 LOW 111 SIGNED 120 DMUL 120 DOUBLE
120 SIGNED 120 DDIV 120 DOUBLE 129 DOUBLE
129 DDIV 129 DIeJL 129 SIGNED 129 DOUBLE
139 LOW 139 DOUBLE 139 SIGNED 139 DOUBLE
143 DDIV 143 DOUBLE 143 LO_/ 143 SIGNED
143 DNUL 152 DDIV 152 DOUBLE 152 DNUL
152 SIGNED 152 DOUBLE 173 DOUBLE 17"3 SIGNED
173 00[V 173 DOUBLE 173 DMUL
..... . ...... . ...... .o ........................................................................................... o ................
FUNCT: GETSCALEDDATA FILE=ORCAI.CC
USERS: 1567 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1572 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1577 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1582 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1597 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1619 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1748 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1753 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
CALLS: 1636 FIX
............ . ................................... . ................................................. . ............. o ................
FUNCT: GETSCALEDRN1 FILE=ORCA1.CC
USERS: 1902 NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1911NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1920 NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1929 NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREI
CALLS: 1875 ASCIJTI_EAL 1876 FLOAT 1878 FLOAT 1882 FLOAT
r ..... T: GETE/RISTFORCEVALUES FILE=ORCA3.CC
;: 1253 HANDSENSESCREEN 2619 [NITZYMATE 2764 INITZYI4ATE
LS: 933 SETUPROBOTHESSAGE 936 COHMUNICATEWITHROBOT 935 TOINTEGER 935 DIVRND
937 TOINTEGER 937 DIVR_D
.............................. o ................. . ............................................................... . ................
FUNCT: HANDCOORDINATESCREEN FILE=ORCA1.CC
USERS: 2080 ZYNATEHANDPROGRANNING
CALLS: 1157 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 1159 DISPLAY 1160 DISPLAY 1161 DISPLAY
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............... o .................. ° ........................ • ......................................................................
F IMP1JTAMDNOVETORACKIMDEX FILE=ORCAI.CC
,' ,: 1553 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEX 1696 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
,: 1608 DISPLAYCURREXTXAXD 1609 DISPLAY 1610 FIXPUT 1617 NOVETORACKINDEX
.................. .. ................... , .................. • .......................................... ° ...........................
FUNCT: LOADDATABASE FILE=ORCA3.CC
USERS: 173 LOADDATABASE_AIT 630 BASEFKEYS 635 BASEFKEYS 678 MOVEZYNATE
1633 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEM 1639 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1645 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1651MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
2616 %NITZYMATE
CALLS: 695 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 529 COMNUNICATEWITHROBOT
............... ° .... . ....................... ° ....................................................................................
FUNCT: LOADDATABASEWAIT FILE=ORCAI.CC
USERS: 2677 ]NITZYMATE 2689 INITZYMATE _701 ]NITZYNATE 2713 ]NITZYHATE
CALLS: 17"2 ZYMATEWAIT 173 LOADDATABASE
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: LOADDATAMRIST FILE=ORCA3.CC
USERS: 185 LOADDATAI_t_ISTWAIT 531 XANDFKEYS 536 HANDFKEYS 1657 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
2076 ZYNATEHANDPROGRAMMING 2413 IXITZYHATE
CALLS: 851 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 882 CONMUNicATEWITHROBOT
.................... . .......................................... . ............................ o ........ . ...........................
FUNCT: LOADOATAWRISTWA[T FILE=OECAI.CC
USERS: 2725 INITZYNATE 2737 INITZYMATE 2749 IXITZYNATE











552 CLEARNAHEAREA 553 UPDATELASTNAME 554 LAST
561 HiGH 563 LOOKUPEXPSYMBOL 567 FINDSYMBOL
588 FDISPLAY 589 DISPLAY 593 FORCEUPPER
604 DISPLAY 608 FORCEUPPER 608 GETCHAR
636 NOVEZYMATETILLACKNC_LEDGE 663 DISPLAY 644 FINPUT
656 CHANGEEXPSYMBOL 6S9 DISPLAY 670 NOVB








708 LAST 708 DISPLAY 711 DISPLAY
......................... . .......................................................................................................
T: NOVEHAND FILE:ORCA3.CC
, S: _ STOPANDREINITROBOT 581HANDFKEYS 851SETFACTORYCAL 948 DOURISTZEROS
1764 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEX 1950 NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 2963 IXITZYMATE







1895 VALUEEXTERED 1899 RESTOREPOSITION 1902 GETSCALEDRX1
1913 VALUEENTERED 1917 RESTOREPOSITION 1920 GETSCALEDRN1
1929 GETSCALEDRN1 1931 VALUEENTERED 1935 RESTOREPOSITION
1966 RESTOREPOSITION 1967 GETSCALEDRN1 1949 NOVEZYMATE
1956 TELLPOSITION





CALLS: 1664 UPDATELASTNANE 1465 LAST 1465 DISPLAY 1666 DISPLAY
1474 NOV8 167'9 FINDSYNBOL 1682 MOVB 1488 DISPLAY
1495 VALUEENTERED 1497 ASCIITOREAL 1535 DISPLAY 1536 COI_PUTEABSOLUTE
1562 COMPUTERELATIVE 1567 DISPLAY 1548 CONPUTEXAND 1553 INPUTANDMOVETORACKINDE)
1567 GETSCALEDDATA 1571 RANGECHECKVALUE, 1572 GETSCALEDDATA 1576 RANGECHECKVALUE
1581 RANGECHECKVALUE 1582 GETSCALEDDATA 1586 RANGECHECKVALUE 1587 GETSCALEDDATA
1592 GETSCALEDDATA 1596 RANGECHECKVALUE 1597 GETSCALEDDATA 1601 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE
1605 2YNATEHAMD_AIT 1610 RANGECHECKVALUE 1611 FIX 1612 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE
1616 COMNUXICATEMITHROBOT 1618 RAMGECHECKVALUE 1619 GETSCALEDDATA 1621 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE
1628 FLOAT 1628 FLOAT 1628 RANGECHECKVALUE 1629 FIX
1633 LOAODATABASE 1637 RANGECXECKVALUE 1637 FLOAT 1637 FLOAT
1638 UNSIGN 1639 LOADDATABASE 1643 FLOAT 1643 RANGECHECKVALUE
1646 FIX 1646 UNSIGN 1645 LOADDATABASE 1649 FLOAT
1649 FLOAT 1650 UXSIGN 1650 FiX 1651 LOADDATABASE
1655 FLOAT 1655 FLOAT 1656 FIX 1656 UNSIGN
1661 RAHGECHECKVALUE 1661 FLOAT 1661 FLOAT 1662 FIX
166_ LOADDATAWRIST 1667 RANGECHECKVALUE 1667 FLOAT 1667 FLOAT
1668 UNSIGN 1669 LOADOATAWRIST 1673 UPDATELASTMANE 1676 FINPUT
1678 LOOKUPEXPSYNBOL 1684 SAL 1685 SAL 1686 SAL
1696 INPUTANDNOVETORACKINDEX 1703 DISPLAY 1711 DISPLAY 1760 GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSE1
1763 DISPLAYCURRENTHAND 1767 RANGECHECKVALUE 1748 GETSCALEDDATA 17'32 RANGECHECKVALUE
17'57 RANGECHECKVALUE 1758 GETSCALEDDATA 1763 MOVEZYI_TE 1764 NOVEHAND
1776 DISPLAY 1785 DISPLAY 1788 DISPLAY 1791 DISPLAY
1797 DISPLAY 1800 DISPLAY 1809 DISPLAY 1812 DISPLAY
C-DOC
1826TELLPOSITION 1829 NOVB 1830 REALTOASCI1
1861 FDISPLAY 1845 DISPLAY 1851 DISPLAY
: NOVETORACKINDEX FILIi=ORCA2.CC
U_KS: 1120 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1156 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1197 RACKSETUPSCREEN
CALLS: 910 FIX 919 TYPEN 920 TYPECRLF
933 SIGNED 933 FLOAT 936 FLOAT
936 SIGNED 935 SIGNED 935 FLOAT
937 FIX 961 SORT 962 ATAN
966 COS 950 FIX 955 FIX










USERS: 379 STOPANOREINITROBOT 695 BASEFKEYS 838 SETFACTORYCAL 881DOBASEZEROS
1158 RAC_SETUPSCREEN 1199 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1390 INITZYMATEROBOT 1763 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
2925 INITZYMATE
CALLS: 559 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 576 UNSIGN 576 IABS 577 lABS
578 lABS 676 ZYNATEWAIT 678 LOADDATABASE 680 DOPOSITIONCONTROL
............................................................ . ....................................................................
FUNCT: MOVEZYNATET]LLACKNOWLEDGE FILE=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 636 NONUMENTSCREEN 1115 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1126 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1163 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1353 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN
CALLS: 863 BASEFKEYS 866 LOADDATABASE
......................... . ....................................................................................... ° ...............
FUNCT: PROGRAHMINGCOMMANDSCREEN F[L_=ORCA1.CC
USERS: 2218 ZYNATEPROGR/UC4ING
CALLS: 726 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 726 DISPLAY 727 DISPLAY 728 DISPLAY
731 DISPLAY 736 LAST 7'39 BASEFKEYS 760 FINDB





CALLS: 995 GETRAM 996 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 997 UPOATELASTNANE 998 OISPLAYCURRENTNAMD
1005 LOOKUPEXPSYMBOL 1016 DISPLAY 1017 FORCEUPPER 1017 GETCHAR
1035 DISPLAY 1039 DISPLAY 1067 DISPLAY 1048 FORCEUPPER
1056 DISPLAY 1057 FINPUT 1063 DISPLAY 1067 FINPUT
1068 LAST 1071 LOOKUPEXPSYNBOL 1077 GETDICTIONARYNANDOFFSETS 1078 NOVB
1089 DISPLAY 1098 FDISPLAY 1109 DISPLAYCURRENTNAND 1111 LOADDATABASE
1115 NOVEZYMATETILLACKNO_/LEDGE 1120 MOVETORACKINDEX 1121 TELLPOSITION 1122 NOVEZYMATE
1126 DISPLAY 1125 DISPLAY 1126 HOVEZYMATET1LLACKNO_LEDGE 1131 FLOAT
1132 SORT 1133 FLOAT 1133 ATAN 1133 FLOAT
1135 SIN 1136 FLOAT 1137 DISPLAY 1161 FOISPLAY
1156 NOVETORACKINDEX 1157 TELLPOSITION 1158 NOVEZYMATE 1160 DISPLAY
1162 DISPLAY 1163 NOVEZYMATETILLACKNO_LEDGE 1168 FLOAT 1169 SORT
1170 FLOAT 1170 FLOAT 1170 ATAN 1171 FLOAT
1173 COS 1176 SIN 1175 FLOAT 1176 DISPLAY
1185 FINPUT 1197 MOVETORACKINDEX 1198 TELLPOSITION 1199 MOVEZYMATE
1202 FDISPLAY 1203 DISPLAY 1204 MOVEZYI_TETILLACKNC_dLEDGE 1209 FLOAT
1210 FLOAT 1211 ATAN 1211 FLOAT 1211 FLOAT
1212 FLOAT 1213 FLOAT 1213 SIGNED 1213 COS
1216 SiN 1216 FLOAT 1215 SIGNED 1215 FLOAT
1260 DISPLAY 1261 NOVEZYNATETILLACKNOWLEDGE 1246 FLOAT 1268 SIZE
1256 STOREEXPSYMBOL 1260 CHANGEEXPSYNBOL 1265 DISPLAY 1269 DISPLAY
........ . ........................................................................................................................
FUNCT: RANGECHECKEDSPEEDIN FILE=ORCA1.CC
USERS: 2673 INITZYMATE 2688 INITZYNATE 2700 INITZYNATE 2712 IMITZYMATE
2748 IMITZYMATE
CALLS: 2289 FLOAT 2289 SIGNED 2291 FLOAT 2291 SIGNED
2297 SIGNED 2297 FLOAT 2301 FIX 2301UNSIGN
..................... . ........ ..... ....................................... . .................................. °...° ...............
FUNCT: RANGECHECKPOSITION FILE=ORCA1.CC
USERS: 2550 INITZYNATE 2563 INITZYNATE 2576 INITZYNATE 2872 INITZYMATE
CALLS:
.............................. .o..° ........ °. .... °..°°.°o ....................................... ....° ............................
FUNCT: RANGECNECKVALUE FILE=ORCA1.CC
USERS: 1566 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1571NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1576 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1581NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1596 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1610 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1618 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1628 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1643 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1649 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1655 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1661MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1767 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1752 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 17_7 HOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
CALLS:
.............................. ° ......... o...o ............ o ........................................................................
FI!_rT: REDOPOSITIONCONTROL FILE=ORCA3.CC
: 616 ZYNATEWAIT 793 ZYMATEHANDWAIT
.: 311SETUPROBOTHESSAGE 312 LOM 313 HIGH 314 LOW
317 HIGH 318 COI_4UNICATEWITHROBOT 319 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE 320 LOW
322 LOW 323 HIGH 326 LO_d 325 HIGH
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: RESETMESSAGEAREAANDUART FILE=ORCA3.CC
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CALLS: 11B TIME 122 TIME 12S TIME 127 TIME
136 TIME
..... o* ....... . ............................................................................. .oo.oooo.o...oo.o ...............
: RESTOREPOSITIOM FILE=OI_CA1.CC
U .... =: 1899 MOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1908 MOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1917 MOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1926 MOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN
2232 ZYMATEPROGRAMMING
CALLS: 1866 TELLPOSITiON




............... .°... ......................................................................... o ...................................
FUNCT: RETURNTOEXEC FILE:ORCAI.CC
USERS: 2688 INITZYMATE 2916 INITZYNATE 2954 INITZYMATE 2959 INITZYNATE
CALLS: 2342 SENDNESSAGE
............... o ..................................................................... . ...........................................
FUNCT: SAVECALIBRAT|ONDATA FILE:ORCA2.CC
USERS: 1013 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1043 CAL]BRATIONSCREEN 1136 IgRISTCALIBRATiONSCREEN 1166 _/RISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
CALLS: 816 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 817 MOVe/ 818 COI_UNICATEWITHROBOT 819 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE
........... .°o°o..o. ................................................................................. . ...........................
FUMCT: SENDNESSAGETILLGOODSTATUS FILE=ORCA6.CC
USERS: 2]5 CONMUNICATEWITHROBOT
CALLS: 160 SENDMESSAGE 161RECEIVEMESSAGE 167 RESETNESSAGEAREAANDUART 17'2 CLEARSCREEN
17'5 FDISPLAY 179 RELEASE
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: SETABSOLUTE FILE:ORCA2.CC
USERS: 698 MONUMENTSCREEN 761 STOREROBOTPOSIT]ON 1981 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN
CALLS: 268 SAR 270 SAR 272 SAR
............................................................................................. . ...................................
FUNCT: SETFACTORYCAL FILE:ORCA2.CC
USERS: 1032 CAL]BRATiONSCREEN 1115 VRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1368 INITZYHATEROBOT
CALLS: 838 NOVEZYNATE 851NOVEHAMD
............................................................................................. . ...................................
FUNCT: SETHAND FILE!:ORCA2.CC
USERS: 755 STOREROBOTPOSITION 1989 CHANGELOCATIDNSCREEN
• _: 286 SAR 287 SAR 288 SAR
............................................ . ................................ .oo.. ........... ° ....... . .......................
T: SETRELATIVE FILE:ORCA2.CC
CS:'ALL_: 766 STOREROBOTPOSITION 1985 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN278 SAR 279 SAR 280 SAR
........................................ . ....... ° ................................................................................
FILE=_CA6.CC
282 DOPOSITIONCONTROL 311REDOPOSITIONCONTROL 319 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL
69S LOADDATABASE 776 ZYMATEHANDt,_AIT 779 GETCALIBRATIONDATA
816 SAVECALIBRATIONDATA 819 SAVECALIBRATIONDATA 851LOADDATAk'RIST
1014 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1018 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1117 MRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
1612 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1621MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 2598 INITZYMATE
................ ....o .................................................... ° .......................................................
FUNCT: STOPANDREINITROBOT FILE=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 622 ZYNATEWAIT 505 BASEFKEYS 591 HANDFKEYS 800 ZYNATEHANDWAIT
CALLS: 338 TYPEN 342 D|SPLAY 369 OISPLAYCOLLISIONMESSAGE 352 TYPEN
361 GETPOSITION 362 GETPOSITION 373 TELLPOSITION 379 NOVEZYMATE
383 STROBEKEYPAD 386 STROBEKEYPAD 389 DISPLAY 389 LAST
................ o.... ....... ° ....................................................................................................
FUNCT: STOPNONITOR FIL_:ORCA6.CC
USERS: 290 DOPOSITIONCONTROL 2610 INITZYNATE
CALLS: 256 SENDMESSAGE
............ ..................... ..................... o ..........................................................................
FUNCT: STOPPROGRAM FILE:ORCA2.CC
USERS:
CALLS: 1612 GETRAM 1412 SIZE 1629 SIZE 1436 RECEIVENESSAGE
1446 RECEIVEMESSAGE
........ .°... ................... . ........... . ............ _°...°...°..o...°.... ...................................................
FUNCT: STOREANDCHECKSYNBOL FILE =ORCA2.CC
USERS: 712 STORECON_ANDVARIABLE 733 STOREIleqEOIATECOleqANO 772 STOREROBOTPOSlTION
CALLS: 673 NOVB 676 STOREEXPSYMBOL 677 DISPLAY 683 DISPLAY
............ o.°.o ........................................ ..o°. ...................................................................
FUNCT: STORECONMANDVARIABLE FILEuORCA2.CC
U_cRS: 646 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 449 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 452 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 685 BASESPEEDSCREEN
694 BASESPEEDSCREEN 531BASESENSESCREEN 534 BASESENSESCREEN 537 BASESENSESCREEN
1179 HANDCOORDINATESCREEN 1182 HANDCOORDINATESCREEN 1215 HANDSPEEDSCREEN 1218 HANDSPEEDSCREEN
1226 HANOSPEEDSCREEN 1259 HANDSENSESCREEN 1262 HANDSENSESCREEN 1265 HANDSENSESCREEN
CALLS: 701 DISPLAY 701 LAST 702 FINPUT 705 SIZE
ooo°.ooo. ........... o ............................................ .o..o ....... . ...................................................
FUNCT: STOREIMMEDIATECOMMAND FILE=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 745 PROGRAMNINGCOMKANDSCREEN 768 PROGRN4NINGCOI,_MANDSCREEN 751PROGRAMNINGCOI,I,_NDSCREEN 756 PROGRANNINGCOHNANDSCREE
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CALLS: 722 DISPLAY 7'22 LAST 723 FINPUT 7"26 SIZE
.................... . .... o ......................... . ........................................................................
F : STOREROBOTPOS [ T ION F] LE=ORCA2.CC
: 2102 ZYNATEHANDPROGRA/elING 2189 ZYNATEPROCRANNING 7192 ZYNATEPROGRA/4NIMG
C,,..a: 741 UPDATELASTNAME 742 FINPUT 745 SIZE 745 SIZE
761 SETABSOLUTE 762. DISPLAY 766 SETRELATIVE 767 DISPLAY
......................... . .... o .............................................................. _ ......... o ......... . ...............
FUNCT: TELLPOSITION FILE=ORCA3.CC
USERS: 37"3 STOPANDREINITROBOT 492 BASEFKEYS 578 HANDFKEYS I049CALIBRATIONSCREEN
1157 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1198 RACKSETUPSCREEH 1824 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1866 RESTOREPOSITION
2063 ZYNATEHANDPROGRNelING 2157 ZYMATEPROGRAHNING
CALLS: 979 DISPLAY 983 DISPLAY 984 UNSIGN 984 SAR
997 DISPLAY 998 SAR 998 UNSIGN 999 FDISPLAY
1011 DISPLAY 1012 U_SIGN 1012 SAR 1013 FDISPLAY
1027 DISPLAY 1028 lABS 1028 UMSIGN 1028 SAR
1030 DISPLAY 1034 DISPLAY 1035 UNSIGN 1035 SAR
1037 DISPLAY 1047 DISPLAY 1051 DISPLAY 1052 UNSIGN
1053 FDISPLAY 1061 DISPLAY _065 DISPLAY 1066 UNSIGN
1067 FDISPLAY
FUNCT: TESTHANDPOSITION FILE :ORCA3.CC
USERS: 568 HANDFKEYS 7_2 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS
CALLS:
FUNCT: TESTNEWFORPENDING F|LE=ORCAI.CC
USERS: 2549 [NITZYMATE 2562 IN[TZYMATE ;!575 IM1TZYMATE 2871 INITZYMATE
CALLS:
FUNCT: TESTZYMATEPOSZTION FILE=ORCA3.CC
USERS: 47'7 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 682 SASEFKEYS
CALLS:
FUNCT: TOINTEGER FIL/:ORCA3.CC
USERS: 921GETBASEFORCEVALUES 922 GETBASEFORCEVALUES 923 GETBASEFORCEVALUES 935 GETklRISTFORCEVALUES
CA_LS: 891 SIGNED 895 SIGNED
..................... . ........................................................................................................
, r: UPDATELASTNN,4E F]LE:ORCA2.CC
_: 553 NONUMENTSCREEM 741 STOREROBOTPOSITIOM 997 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1664 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1962 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN 2158 ZYMATEPROGRAM,qING
CALLS: 600 LAST 600 DISPLAY 601 DISPLAY 601 LAST
603 LAST 603 DISPLAY 604 FDISPLAY 605 LAST
FUNCT: VALUEENTERED FILE=ORCAI.CC
USERS: 780 DOCAL 1495 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1895 NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1904 NOVETOCOORDIMATESSCREEN
1931NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1940 NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN
CALLS: 267 CURSORON 268 DISPLAY 272 GETCHAR 276 CURSOROFF
289 DISPLAY 296 TYPECHAR 302 CURRUBOLJT 309 CURSOROFF
FUNCT: VlBRATORUNITS FILE:ORCAI.CC
USERS: 1613 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 2637 INiTZYMATE
CALLS: 144 lASS 168 IABS
o .... . ................................... . ............................................... • .............................. • .........
FILfi=ORCA1.CCFUNCT: WRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
USERS: 2118 ZYMATEHANDPROGRAJqNING
CALLS: 1067 CLEARFUHCTIONAREA 1068 DISPLAY 1069 DISPLAY 1070 DISPLAY
1075 STROBECHAR 1083 DOCAL 1084 DISPLAY 1084 LAST
1086 DISPLAY 1086 LAST 1087 DOCAL 1088 DISPLAY
1095 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 1097 DISPLAY 1098 DISPLAY 1099 DISPLAY
1108 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 1109 DISPLAY 1110 DISPLAY 1111FDISPLAY
1113 FDISPLAY 1114 FDISPLAY 1115 FDISPLAY 1116 FDISPLAY
1118 COI_UNICATEWITHROBOT 1121 SETUPROeOTNESSAGE 1122 CONNUNICATEWITHROBOT 1126 DISPLAY
1126 FDISPLAY 1127 FDISPLAY 1128 FDISPLAY 1129 FDISPLAY
1135 SETFACTORYCAL 1136 SAVECALIBRATIONDATA 1166 SAVECALIBRATIONDATA 1167 DISPLAY
1150 TELLPOSITION





































FUNCT : ZYMATEHANDWAI T F [ L:_:ORCA3.CC
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USERS: 184 LOADDATAWItlSTWAIT 834 MOVEHAND 1_011NITZYMATEROBOT 1605 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
2946 INITZYMATE
C : 7'74 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE 776 COI4/4UNICATEWXTHROBOT 785 TYPEN 786 TYPECRLF
793 REDOPOSXTXONCONTROL 800 STOPANDREINITROBOT
.......................... ° ........................................................ . .........................................
FUNCT: ZYNATEPROGRAMMING
USERS: Z501 INITZYIqATE
FI LE ;ORCA1. CC
CALLS: 2152 CLEARSCREEN 2153 DISPLAYMAINSCREEN 2154 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS 2155 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN
2161 LAST 2166 BASEFKEYS 2167 SIZE 2167 FINDB
2170 DISPLAY 2171 LOADDATABASE 2177 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 2178 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA
2180 LAST _180 DISPLAY 2183 BASESPEEDSCREEN 2184 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA
2186 LAST _186 DISPLAY 2189 STOREROBOTPOS[TION 2192 STOREROBOTPOSITION
2196 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA _197 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN 2198 DISPLAY 2198 LAST
2204 NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 2207 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN 2210 RACKSETUPSCREEN 2214 NONUI4ENTSCREEN
2219 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 2220 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN 2221 DISPLAY 22Z1 LAST
2228 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 2232 RESTOREPOSITION Z240 ZYVdtTEHANDPROGRAMI4ING 2261 DISPLAY
2243 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTiONKEYS 2244 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 2245 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN 2251 DISPLAY
2256 STROBECHAR 2256 FORCEUPPER 2262 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 2263 BASEFUNCT]ONSCREEN
2264 LAST 22_ RECEIVEMESSAGETINEDWAIT
....................................................................... ° ......... o ......... o .....................................
FUNCT: ZYMATEWAIT FILE=ORCA3.CC
USERS: 172 LOADDATABASEWAIT 674 MOVEZYMATE 1400 INITZYMATEROBOT 2776 INITZYHATE
2920 IWITZYNATE 2929 INITZY_UI, TE
CALLS: 350 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 354 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 358 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 362 CONNUN|CATEWITHROBOT
387 TYPEN 391SHR 393 TYPEN 399 TYPEN
409 TYPECRLF 412 RECE]VEHESSAGETIMEDMA|T 413 COMMUN]CATE_JTHROBOT 416 REDOPOSJT]ONCCWTROL
............................................................................................................... . ...... . ..........
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Undefined (Externa|) Functions, Function XREF (of USERs) (2 of 2)
Qt_'_ttQeQmeQteQtQQtQQOQQQ_Q_ttttteeteQ_e_e_emttt_tttmttQ
..o. ........... o ...........................................................................................................
! : ASCIITOI_EAL FILE:
U_..._: 7_ DOCAL 1497 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEH 1875 GETSCALEDRN1
..... o .............. _.ooo ...................... o .................................................................................
FUNCT: ATAM FILE,
USERS: 962 MOVETORACKINDEX 1133 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1170 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1211RACKSETUPSCREEN
......... .o**. ...................................................................................................................
FUNCT: CHANGEEXPSYMBOL FIL_=
USERS: 654 MONUMENTSCREEN 705 MONUMENTSCREEN _260 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1382 HANDDEF[NiT|ONSCREEN
............. . ............................................................................................. . ......................
FUNCT: CLEARSCREEN FILl=
USERS: 172 SENDMESSAGETILLGOOOSTATUS 2152 ZYMATEPROGRAMMING 2451 ]NITZYMATE
............. o ........................... . .............. . .........................................................................
FUNCT: COS FILE!=
USERS: 944 MOVETORACKINDEX 1134 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1173 RACKSETUPSCREEM 1213 RACKSETUPSCREEN
............. . ......................... ......................................................... o ...............................
FUNCT: CREATEEXCHANGE F|U;=
USERS: 1340 )NITZYMATEROBOT 1345 INITZYMATEROBOT 2370 |NITZYMATE







............. • ............................................................................... o..oo ...............................
FUMCT: CURSOROFF F|LE=
USERS: 276 VALUEENTERED 309 VALUEENTERED
..................... . ................................. . .......................... o ..............................................
FUNCT: CURSORON F|L_=
USERS: 267 VALUEENTERED
.................. o .......... o ................................................................................................
F . DDIV FILE=
_: 111 GETPOS|T|ON 120 GETPOSITION 129 GETPOSITION 139 GETPOSiTION
173 GETPOSITION 478 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 679 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 680 CALCULATEBASEAX|SCOUNTS
759 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 762 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 763 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 806 DOCAL
FUNCT: DELETEEXPSYMBOL FILE=
USERS: 571MONL_ENTSCREEN 2036 DELETEEOMMANDSCREEN
..................... . ................................................................................... . ...... o..o. ............
FUflCT: DISPLAY FILEs
USERS: 206 CLEARKEYBOXES 207 CLEARKEYBOXES 211DISPLAYCOLLISIONHESSAGE 216 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA
228 CLEARNAMEAREA 268 VALUEENTERED 263 VALUEENTERED 289 VALUEENTERED
337 DISPLAYMAINSCREEN 338 DISPLAYMAINSCREEN 339 DISPLAYMAINSCREEN 340 DISPLAYI_AINSCREEN
342 STOPAMDREINITR060T 3/,2 DISPLAYMAINSCREEN 343 DISPLAYMAINSCREEN 346 DISPLAYHAINSCREEN
346 DISPLAYMAINSCREEN 347 DISPLAYMAINSCREEN 348 DISPLAYMAINSCREEN 349 DISPLAYKAINSCREEN
356 DISPLAYMAINSCREEN 356 DISPLAYMAINSCREEN 362 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS 363 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS
_5 DISPLAYBASEFUMCT]ONKEYS 366 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS 367 DJSPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS 368 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIO_/KEYS
370 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS 371DISPLAYBASEFUNCT|ONKEYS 377 DISPLAYHANDFUNCTIONKEYS 378 DISPLAYHANDFUNCTIONKEY_
380 DISPLAYHANOFUNCTIONKEYS 381DISPLAYHANDFUNCTIO_KEYS 382 DISPLAYHA_DFUNCTIONKEYS 383 DISPLAYHANDFUNCTZONKEY$
385 DISPLAYHANDFUNCTIONKEYS 389 STOPANDREINITRO80T 392 BASEFUNCT|ONSCREEN 393 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN
395 BASEFUMCTIONSCREEN 396 8ASEFUNCTIONSCREEN 397 8ASEFUNCTIONSCREEN 398 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN
600 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN 601BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN 602 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN 603 BASEFUN_TIONSCREEN
411 HANDFUNCTIONSCREEN 412 HANDFUMCTIONSCREEN 413 HANDFUNCT|ONSCREEN 614 HANDFUN¢T|ONSCREEN
616 HANDFUNCTIONSCREEM 617 HANDFUNCTIONSCREEN 418 HANDFUNCTIONSCREEN 619 HANDFUNCTIONSCREEN
429 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 630 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 431 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 432 BASECOORDINATESCREEN
668 BASESPEEDSCREEN 469 BASESPEEDSCREEN 670 BASESPEEDSCREEN 671BASESPEEDSCREEN
509 BASESENSESCREEN 510 BASESENSESCREEN 511BASESENSESCREEN 512 BASESENSESCREER
516 DASESENSESCREEN 515 DASESENSESCREEN 554 MONU_ENTSCREEN 555 NO_UNENTSCREEN
587 IONUMENTSCREEN 589 MONUMENTSCREEN 600 UPDATELASTNN4E 601UPDATELASTNAME
603 UPOATELASTNA.qE 604 MONUMENTSCREEN 620 DISPLAYCURRENTGRIPFORCE 624 OlSPLAYCURRENTGRIPFORCE
637 DISPLAYBASEFORCES 641DISPLAYBASEFORCES 643 MONUMENTSCREEN 6/,8 DISPLAYBASEFORCES
659 MONUMENTSCREEN 659 DISPLAYRASEFORCES (>63 DISPLAYBASEFORCES 677 STOREANDCHECKSYNBOL
(>87 STOREANDCHECKSYMBOL 688 I_NUMENTSCREEN 701STORECOMMANDVAR|ABLE 708 MONUMENTSCREEN
715 MONUMENTSCREEN 722 ST01_EIMMEDIATECOMMAND 726 PROGRAMMINGCOIq_ANDSCREEN 727 PROGRN*#IINGCOI_/(ANDSCREI
PROGRA/4MINGCOMMANDSCREEN 730 PROGRAMMINGCOI_J4ANDSCREEN 731PROGRAIq41NGCOHMANDSCREEN "754 STOREROBOTPOSITION
767 STOREROeOTPOSITION 813 DOCAL 820 DOCAL 883 DISPLAYCURRENTHAND
96/, CALIBRATIONSCREEN 965 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 966 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 967 CALIBRATIONSCREEN
980 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 982 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 983 TELLPOSITION 993 TELLPOSITION
995 CALIBRATICWSCREEN 996 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 997 TELLPOSiT|OtJ _ RACKSETUPSEREEN
1007 TELLPOSITION 1007 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1011 TELLPOSITION 1016 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1021 TELLPOSITION 1027 TELLPOSITION 1030 TELLPOS|TION 1034 TELLPOSZTION
1037 TELLPOSITION 1039 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1066 _ALiBRATIONSCREEN 1047 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1051TELLPOSiTION 1056 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1061 TELLPOSITiON 1063 RACKSETUPSCREEN
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1068 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1068 WRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1069 },/RISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1070 WRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
1082 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1084 WRI$TCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1086 NRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1088 OISPLAYNUNBER
1089 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1097 NRISTCAL_BRATIOflSCREEN 1098 MRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1099 WRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
1110 MIIISTCALIBRATIOflSCREEN 1114 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1124 WRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1124 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1137 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1147 URISTCALIBRAT]ONSCREEN 1159 HANDCOORDINATESCREEN 1160 HAklDCOOItDINATESCREEN
1161HANDCOORDINATESCREEN 1162 HANDCOORDINATESCREEN 1162 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1176 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1198 NANDSPEEDSCREEN _199 HANDSPEEDSCREEN 1200 HANOSPEEDSCREEN 1201 HANDSPEEDSCREEN
1203 RACKSETUPSCREEN !239 HANDSENSESCREEN 1240 HANOSENSESCREEN 1260 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1242 HANOSENSESCREEN !243 HANDSENSESCREEN 1265 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1269 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1299 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN "309 HANOOEFINITIONSCREEN 1310 flANOOEFINITIONSCREEN 1325 HANOOEFINITIONSCREEN
1350 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN "351 HANDDEFINIT]ONSCREEN 1352 HANDOEFINITIONSCREEN 1388 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN
1398 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN _409 INPUTANDMOVETORACKINDEX 1465 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1466 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1696 HOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN !535 HOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1541MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1547 NOVETOLOCATIOflSCREEN
1711HOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN _767 HOVETOLOCATIOflSCREEN 1776 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1785 NOVETOLOCAT[OflSCREEN
1791MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN _796 HOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1797 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1800 NOVETOLOCATiONSCREEN
1812 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN _815 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1845 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1851MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1974 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN 1980 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN 1984 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN 1988 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN
2001 CHANGELOCAT]ONSCREEN 2007 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN 2017 OELETECOMHANDSCREEN 2018 DELETECOHHANDSCREEN
2032 DELETECONHANOSCREEN 2039 OELETECOeeMANOSCREEN 2043 OELETECOt6V_NDSCREEN 2057 ZYMATEHANOPROGRAte4[NG
2083 ZYMATEHANDPROGRAI_ING 2089 ZYNATEHANOPROGRN_ING 2095 ZYNATEHANDPROGRANNING 2127 ZYNATEHANDPROGRAMNING
2170 ZYNATEPROGRA/_4ING 2180 ZYHATEPROGRANMING 2186 ZYHATEPROGRA_IIMG 2198 ZYHATEPROGRA_IING
FUNCT: OMUL FILE::
USERS: 111GETPOS|TION 120 GETPOSITION
173 GETPOSITION 478 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS
7_9 CALCULATEHANDAX[SCOUNTS 762 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS
.......................................................................
129 GETPOSITION 139 GETPOSITION
479 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 480 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS
763 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 804 DOCAL
.........................................................
FUNCT: DOUBLE FILE::
USERS: 111GETPOSITION 111GETPOSITION 120 GETPOSITION
139 GETPOSITION 139 GETPOSITION 143 GETPOSITION
152 GETPOSITION 173 GETPOSITION 173 GETPOSITION
478 CALCULATEBASEAX[SCOUNTS 479 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 479 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS
7_5 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS _5 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS _9 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS
762 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 763 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 763 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS
804 DOCAL
120 GETPOSIT ION
143 GETPOSI T ION
176 SENDNESSAGE T [ LLGOODSTATU c.
480 CALCULATE BASEAX I SCOUNTS
759 CALCULATE HANDAX[ SCOUNTS
804 DOCAL
.................. . .................. o ................ , ........................................ o ............................
: FDISPLAY FILE=
_: 173 SENDNESSAGETILLGOODSTATUS 175 SENDMESSAGETILLGOCOSTATUS
999 TELLPOSITION 1008 CALIBRATIONSCREEN
1012 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1013 CALIBRATIONSCREEN
1024 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1025 CALIBRATIONSCREEN
1036 TELLPOSITION 1053 TELLPOSITION
1112 I_ISTCALJBRATIONSCREEN 1113 NRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
1125 _ISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1126 WRISTCALIBRAT]ONSCREEN




















USERS: 461BASECOORDINATESCREEN 480 BASESPEEDSCREEN 524 BASESENSESCREEN 740 PROGRAP_INGCOMHANDSCREEN
1252 HANDSENSESCREEN _0_ ZYHATEHANDPROGRA/QIING 2167 ZYNATEPROGRN_ING
.......... . ......................................................................................... . ............................
FUNCT: F]NDSYNBOL FILE=
USERS: 567 NONLAMENTSCREEN 1479 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
............................. . ............. . .... . ..................................... o ..........................................
FUNCT: FINPUT FILE=
USERS: 644 NOflUNENTSCREEN 702 STORECOMNANDVARIABLE 723 STOREII_4EOIATECOIO4AND 742 STOREROBOTPOSITION
1067 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1146 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1185 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1311 HANDOEF]NITIOe_SCREEN
1467 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1674 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1963 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN 2019 DELETECOMHANDSCREEN






















FUNCT: FLOAT FILE =





























































USERS: 1275 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1309 COMPUTERACKLOCATION 1364 INITZYHATEROBOT 2394 INITZyIVdlTE
.o. ..............................................................................................................................
FUNCT: GETCNAR FILE=
USERS: 272 VALUEENTERED 593 MONUMENTSCREEN 608 MONUMENTSCREEN 1017 RACKSETUPSCREEN
............................................................................................ o ....................................
FUNCT: GETRAM FILE=
USERS: 995 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1290 COt,IPUTERACKLOCATION 1338 IMITZYKATEROBOT 1355 INITZYKATEROBOT
2497 INITZYMATE 2794 IN|TZYMATE
............................................... o ................................ o ............................................ o.=o
FUNCT: HIGH FILE=
USERS: 2_ DOPOSITIONCONTROL 286 DOPOSITIONCONTROL 288 DOPOSITIONCONTROL 313 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL
321REDOPOSITIONCONTROL 323 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL 325 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL 561NONUMENTSCREEN
2366 INITZYMATE
............................................... o ............................................................................. o..o
FUNCT: IABS FILE=
USERS: 144 VIBRATORUNITS 148 VIBRATORUNITS 576 MOVEZYMATE 57"7 MOVE2YNATE
644 DISPLAYBASEFORCES 655 DISPLAYBASEFORCES 666 DISPLAYBASEFORCES 7'59 CALCULATEHANOAXiSCOUNTS
............................................................................................................................. .°o.
FUNCT: iNPUT FILE=
USERS: 421 BASEFKEYS 498 BASEFKEYS 5ZZ HANDFKEYS 5_ NANDFKEYS




............................... . ............... ° ................ ° ................................................................
FUNCT: LAST FILE:
USERS: 206 CLEARKEYBOXES 207 CLEARKEYBOXES 216 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA
389 STOPANDREINITROBOT 435 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 474 BASESPEEDSCREEN
600 UPDATELASTNNdE 601UPDATELASTNAME 602 UPDATELASTNAME
701STORECOMMANDVARIABLE 708 MONUMENTSCREEN 722 STOREIMMEDIATECOMMAND
982 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1035 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1068 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1088 I_RISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1124 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1165 HANDCOORDINATESCREEN
1350 HANDDEFINITiONSCREEN 1351 HANDOEFINITIONSCREEN 1373 INITZYMATEROBOT
2066 ZYMATEHANDPROGRAMMING 2075 ZYMATEHANDPROGRAMMING 2083 ZYMATEHANDPROGRN_41NG










2198 ZYMATEPROGRAN41NG 2221 ZYMATEPROGRN4MING 22(_ ZYMATEPROGRAJ_ING
................... . ............... o ....... . ............ ..o..oo.o ........... . ....................................................
FUNCT: LOOK'UPEXPSYMBOL FILE=
USERS: 563 MONUMENTSCREEN 672 NONUMENTSCREEN _005 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1071RACKSETUPSCREEN
1296 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 1318 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 1678 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1968 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN
2799 INITZYMATE
............................................................ • °... ............ ° ................................................ o.o.
FUNCT: LOW FILE!=
USERS: 111 GETPOSITION 120 GETPOSITION 129 GETPOSITION 139 GETPOSITION
173 GETPOSITION 283 DOPOSITIONCONTROL 285 DOPOSITIONCONTROL 287 OOPOSITIONCONTROL
314 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL 316 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL 320 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL 322 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL
478 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 479 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 480 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 560 NONUMENTSCREEN
759 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 762 CALCLILATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 763 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 804 DOCAL
2365 INITZYNATE
........... o ....... o .............................................................................................................
FUNCT: IqOVB FILE=
USERS: 670 NONUMENTSCREEN 673 STOREANDCHECKSYMBOL 1078 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1291COMPUTERACKLOCATION
1374 HANDDEFINiTIONSCREEN 1474 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1482 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 167"/' NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1829 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1834 NOVETOLOCATiONSCREEN _372 INITZYMATE 2386 INJTZYNATE
2865 INITZYMATE
............... ..... .................................... .°... .................................................... o...o...o...o...
FUNCT: MOVW FIL_=
USERS: 785 GETCALIBRATIONDATA 789 GETCALIBRATIONDATA 817 SAVECALIBRATIONDATA 820 SAVECALIBRATJONDATA
....... .oo.. ....... o ........................................................ _ ....................................................
FUNCT: NUM(_T FIL_=
USERS: 1835 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN





USERS: 161SENDMESSAGETILLGOOOSTATUS 1436 STOPPROGRAM 1446 STOPPROGRAM 2419 INITZYMATE
o... ....... . ........................................ . ................................................ o ...........................
FUNCT: RECEIVEMESSAGETIMEDWAIT FILE=
USERS: 412 ZYMATEWAIT 497 gASEFKEYS 583 HANOFKEYS ?89 ZYMATENANDWAIT
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1440STOPPROGRN4 2142 ZYHATEHANDPROGRAMNING 2266 ZYNATEPROGRA/eflNG 2618 INITZYHATE
2783 INITZYI4ATE 2789 INITZYHATE
............. . ............................................................ . ................................. . ...............
: : RELEASE FILE=
b ,: 179 SENDMESSAGETILLGOODStATUS 359 STOPANDREINITROSOT
.................. . .................. . ...................... ° ......................................... o ..........................
FUNCT: SAL FILE:
USERS: 296 COMPUTEABSOLUTE _ COHPUTEABSOLUTE 296 COHPUTEABSOLUTE 302 CONPUTERELATIVE
310 COMPUTEHAND 311COMPUTEHAND 312 COHPUTEHANO 893 GETDICTIONARTHANDOFFSETS
895 GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS 1303 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 1304 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 1305 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN
1685 HOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1686 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 2804 INITZYNATE 2805 INITZYNATE
......................................................................................................................... ° .......
FUNCT: SAR FILE=
USERS: 268 SETABSOLUTE 270 SETABSOLUTE 272 SETABSOLUTE 278 SETRELAT]VE
286 SETHAND 287 SETHAND 288 SETHAND 984 TELLPOSITION
1012 TELLPOSZTION 1028 TELLPOSITION 1035 TELLPOSITION 1052 TELLPOSITION
.... .............. ° ..................................... ° ...................... ° ....... . ................................. °...°...
FUNCT: SENDMESSAGE FILE:
USERS: 100 SENDMESSAGETILLGOOOSTATUS 256 STOPMONITOR 1445 STOPPROGRAN 2342 RETURNTOEXEC
.................. . ........................................................................................................... o...
FUNCT: SHR FILE=
USERS: 221DISPLAYCOLLISIONMESSAGE 227 DISPLAYCOLLISIONMESSAGE 245 DISPLAYCOLLISIONMESSAGE 251DISPLAYCOLLISIONHESSAGE
2430 INITZYHATE































..._o..o ....................................................................... _ ....... o .................. o ......................
FUNCT: SIN FILE:
USERS: 1135 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1174 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1214 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1372 HANDDEFIN|TIONSCREEN
...................................... . ......................................... ....° .........................................
: SIZE F]L[_=






















USERS: 941NOVETORACKINDEX 1132 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1169 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1210 RACKSETUPSCREEN
....... o.... ......................... ° ...........................................................................................
FUNCT: STOREEXPSYMROL FILE=
USERS: 650 NONL_ENTSCREEN 674 STOREANDCHECKSYMBOL 701NONUNENTSCREEN 1256 RACKSETUPSCREEN
...................... ...oo .................................................................................................. °..°
FUNCT: STROeECHAR FIL_ =
USERS: 412 BASEFKEYS 513 HANDFKEYS 776 DOCAL 839 DOSASEZEROS
107_ MR ISTCALISRATIONSCREEN 2132 ZYHATEHANDPROGRAHM]NG 2256 ZYMATEPROGRAMMING 2476 ]NITZYHATE
........... o ................................. . ........................................................................... ° .......
FUNCT: STRC_EKEYPAD FILE=
USERS: 383 STOPANDRE]NETROBOT 386 STOPANDREINITROBOT
........... ° .............. o .......... . ........... • ......................................... ° .....................................
FUNCT: TIME FILE"
USERS: 118 RESETMESSAGEAREAANDUART 122 RESETHESSAGEAREAANDUART 125 RESETNESSAGEAREAANDUART 127 RESETMESSAGEAREAANDUART
134 RESETMESSAGEAREAANDUART
....... . .................. . ..................................... .°.°° .......... o ....... . .........................................
FUNCT: TYPECHAR FILE=
USERS: 294 VALUEENTERED 602 NONUMENTSCREEN 631HONUMENTSCREEN
................................................. . ..................................... o°... .............. . .............. . .......
FUNCT: TYPECRLF FILE=
USERS: 355 STOPANDREINITROSOT 609 ZYMATEWAIT 786 ZYHATENANDMAIT 920 IqOVETORACKENOEX
2392 INITZYHATE 2671 INITZYMATE 2487 ]NITZYMATE 2521 INITZYHATE
2837 INITZYHATE
........... o .......... °.....°o. .................. . ..................................... °=... .............. . .............. ° .......
FUNCT: TYPEM FILE=







DISPLAYCOLLISIONMESSAGE 229 DISPLAYCOLLIS]ONNESSAGE 235 DISPLAYCOLLISIOIMESSAGI
DISPLAYCOLL[SIONMESSAGE 287 VALUEENTERED 338 STOPANDREINITROGOT
ZYHATEMAIT 393 ZYHATEMAIT 399 ZYHATENAIT
IqOVETORACK]NDEX 1303 COMPUTERACKLOCAT]ON 1996 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN
ZYMATEPROGRAMMING 2376 INITZYMATE 2391 INITZYHATE





................. o .............................................................. * ...........................................
": UNSIGN FILE=
,: 478 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 479 CALCULATEBASEAXISC(X,J_TS
627 DISPLAYCURRENTGRIPFORCE 6/*4 D|SPLAYBASEFORCES
759 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 762 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS
805 OOCAL 805 OOCAL
1028 TELLPOSIT|ON 1035 TELLPOSITION
1629 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN t638 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEM
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Local/PlrWGtobl[ Ver|ebtes/Constants, Function XREF
t Q_t_QtQQQOQ_QWtt_WQ_Q'I_tt'I_t_tt f QI_ _t _Q_t_QtQ












































































56 : 38 56
70 : 26 70





















_5 : 24 25
71 : 71
;2 : 42



















































EXPSYNBOLTABLEENTRY 0 : 2B
FKEY _9 : 41
GRIPCOUNTS 34 : 34
GRIPTOFORCEACTIVE _8 : 48
H 0 : 24
HANDGEOMETRYPTR 0 : 35
HEIGHTCOUNTS 33 : 33
HEIGHTMESSAGE 36 : 36
INITERRO_MESSAGE 34 : 34
J _3 : 43
LASTPOSITIONTYPE 8? : 87
NAINMESSAGE 33 : 33
MESSAGEPTR ]7 : 37
t¢30ULE_AIT 50 : 50
MONUMENTANGLE 83 : 83
MONUNENTHEIGHT _5 : 85
MONUNENTREACH _% : 84
MOVEMENTCONNAND ,,9 : 49
NE_ACK 45 : 45
NUMBER 96 : 44
OUTPUTVOLTAGE _ : 75
PARMPTR _0 : 80
POSZT[ONTYPE _ : 88
PRESSRETMESSAGE 39 : 39
RACKCONHANDENTRYPTR _8 : 28
RACKCOI_ANDPTR 0 : 30
RACKINDEXPTR 31 : 31
RAMPTR 0 :
REACHCOUNTS 32 : 32
REACHMESSAGE 37 : 37
RNO 55 : 55
RN1 54 : 54
RN2 _3 : 53
RN3 52 : 52
RN4 51 : 51
RN5 50 : 50
ROSOTCONNANDCOOE 52 : 52
ROBOTSTATUS 50 : SO
ROI,f 48 : 48
SPACES 42 : k2
SPEEDMUL 60 : 60
STOPKEYPRESSED 63 : 63
SYRINGECOUNTS 35 : 35
TIMEOUT 51 : 51
TRIES 42 : 42
VARIABLEDATAPTR 40 : 40
WAITFORRETURN 97 : 97
NIDENUMFORNAT 99 :
_RISTAXZSIPOS 49 : 49
_IRISTAXIS2POS 48 : 48
WISTAJ(IS3POS 47 : 47
WRISTCOUNTS 36 :
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FUNCT: 8ASECOORDINATESCREEN FILE:ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 441
ZPCASE 0 : 434
L_CAL: ZPKEYS 426 : 426
............... . ................................ o..
FUNCT: BASEFKEYS FILE:ORCA2.CC
GLO6L: BASEPAGE 0 : 480
BASESTATUS 0 : 501
BLINKSCLEARED 0 : 411
CHAR 0 : 412
DUMMYPTR 0 : 497
FKEY 0 : 421
I 0 : 486
KEYPADSTATUS 0 : 501
MOVING 0 : 503
PENDINGANGLE 0 : 458
PENDINGHEIGHT 0 : 440
PENDINGREACH , 0 : 448
REACHACCEL 0 : 430
REACHTRANSOFFSET 0 : 430
ROTARYACCEL 0 : 430
ROTARYTRANSOFFSET 0 : 430















442 446 450 454
470 470 474 474
466 47'8 483 483 464 493
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SPEEDMUL 0 : 429 434 440 444 448 452 456 458 462 468 470 474
VERTICALACCEL 0 : 430 435
VERTICALTRAHSOFFSET 0 : 430 435
FUN_T: BASESEHSESCREEN F[LE=ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 524
ZPCASE 0 : 517 518 520 521 524 528
LOCAL: ZPKEY$ 536 : 506 518 524 524
.................................... . .......................... o..°. ..................................... . .......................
FUNCT: 8ASESPEEDSCREEN FILE:ORCAI.CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 480
ZPCASE 0 : 473 474 476 477 480 482
LOCAL: ZPKEYS 4_ : 464 474 480 480
...................................................................................... . ..........................................
FUHCT: CALCULATEBASEAX|SCOUNT$ FILE=ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: ANGLECOUNTS 0 : 480
CALFACTOR.ANGLE 0 : 480
CALFACTOR.ANGLEZERO 0 : 480
CALFACTOR.HEIGHT 0 : 479
CALFACTOR.HE|GHTZERO 0 : 479
CALFACTOR.REACH 0 : 478
CALFACTOR.REACHZERO 0 : 478
HEIGHTCOUNTS 0 : 479
PENOINGANGLE 0 : 480
PENOINGHEIGHT 0 : 479
PEHD]HGREACH 0 : 478
REACHCOUNTS 0 : 478
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: CALCULATEHANDAX[SCOUNTS F]LE=ORCA3.CC
GLOflL: CALFACTOR.GRIP 0 : 763
CALFACTOR.GR[PZERO 0 : 763
CALFACTOR.SYR[NGE 0 : 762
CALFACTOR.SYRINGEZERO 0 : 762
CALFACTOR._RIST 0 : 755 759
CALFACTOR.WR|STZERO 0 : 755 759
GRIPCOUNTS 0 : 763
PENDINGGRIP 0 : 763
PENOINGSYRIHGE 0 : 762
PENDING_]ST 0 : 753 755 759
SYR|NGECOUNTS 0 : 762
k'RI$TCOUNTS 0 : 755 759
..................... °.°.. .......................................................................................................
FUNCT: CALIBRATIONSCREEN FILE!:ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: ACCESSPTR 0 : 1020
C 0 : 966
CAL 0 : 961 1040
CALFACTOR.AMGLE 0 : 1010
CALFACTOR.ANGLEZERO 0 : 1013
CALFACTOR.HEIGHT 0 : 979 1008
CALFACTOR.HEIGHTZERO 0 : 1011
CALFACTOR.REACH 0 : 981 1009
CALFACTOR.REACHZERO 0 : 1012
CHAR 0 : 968 969 969 969 969 971 972 977 989 1003
f 0 : 967
FIRSTD|SPLAY 0 : 1048
PEHDINGHEIGHT 0 : 979
PENDINGREACH 0 : 981
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 1016 1020
SPACES 0 : 980 980 982 982
TEXT 0 : 1016 1020
WIDEMUNFORNAT 0 : 1008 1009 1010 1011 1012 1013 1022 1023 1026 1025 1026 1027
WORDOATA 0 : 1022 1023 1024 1025 1026 1027
Z 0 : 965
...................................................................................... . ..........................................
FUNCT: CHAHGELOCATIONSCREEH FILE=ORCAI.CC
OEFIN: COMMAND 0 : 1970 1970 1972
CONMANDEMTRY 0 : 1963 1964 1969
GLOBL: ABSOLUTESIGN 0 : 1980
COMIdANDCOOE 0 : 1970 1970 1977
CCINMAMDPTR 0 : 1969
ENTRYNOTFOUNDMESSAGE 0 : 2007
HANDSIGM 0 : 1988
NODULEID 0 : 1972
MYNODULE|D 0 : 197"2
NAME 0 : 1969
HANEFORNAT 0 : 1963
NANELENGTH 0 : 1963 1964 1969




RELATIVESIGH _ : 1984
RESPONSE 0 : 1968 1970 1992 1994
TYPE 0 : 1970
...o ........ . ............ • ........ • .................................................... • ............ - .......................
FUm_T: CLEARFUNCTIONAREA FILE:ORCA1.CC
GLOSL: I 0 : 216 214 214 216 218 218 218 220
SPACES 0 : 216 216 220 220
FUHCT: CLEARKEYBOXES FILE=ORCA1.CC
GLOeL: I 0 : 206 204 204 204 206 207
SPACES 0 : 206 206 207 207
FUHCT: CLEARNANEAREA FILE:ORCAI.CC
GLOBL: SPACES 0 : 227 227 228 228
................. . ............ • ............................................................. ° ....................................
FUNCT: COMMUNICATEWITHROBOT FILE=ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: BYTESIN 0 : 242
BYTESOUT 0 : 231 242 242 242
CHECKSUN 0 : 242
KEYPADSTATUS 0 : 236
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 231 238 242 242 242 242 262
ROBOTSTATUS 0 : 232 233 241 244
TEXT 0 : 238 242
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: CCI,IPUTEABSOLUTE FILE:ORCA2.CC
DEFIN: CONNAND 0 : 294 295 296
GLOSL: ANGLE 0 : 296
HEIGHT 0 : 294
PENDZNGANGLE 0 : 296
PEND[NGHEIGHT 0 : 294
PENDIHGREACH 0 : 295
REACH 0 : Z95
REFANGLE 0 : 296
REFHEIGHT 0 : 294
REFREACH 0 : 295
............................................ • ........................................... . ....................................
Ft .: COMPUTECHECKSUN FILE:ORCA3.CC
,: CHECKSUN 0 : 196 199 199 201 201 202
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 199 202
TEXT 0 : 199 202
PARAN: INDEX 193 : 192 193 197 202
LOCAL: I 195 : 195 197 197 197 199
FZLE=ORCA2.CC

















OEFIN: RACKCOIC'_ND 0 : 1284 1284 1284 1284 1284 1284 1284 1291 1291
RACK]NDEX 0 : 1291 1292 1295 1295 1302
REALDATA 0 : 1296
GLOBL: ABORT 0 : 1305
ACCESSPTR 0 : 129S
COL 0 : 1284
COI@¢_NDNCOF 0 : 1300
COMMANOPTR 0 : 1281
DXC 0 : 1284
DXR 0 : 1284
DYC 0 : 1284
OYR 0 : 1284
OZC 0 : 1284
OZR 0 : 1284
NAME 0 : 1295
NAMELENGTH 0 : 1291 1295 1302
NAMES 0 : 1291 1291
RACKCOI_IANOPTR 0 : 1281
RACKINDEXPTR 0 : 1290 1309
RESPONSE 0 : 1292 1293
......... • ..................... . ..................... ....° ............................................... . .......................
FUNCT: CONPUTERELATIVE FKLE=ORCA2.CC
DEFIN: CONNAND 0 : 302
GLOSL: ANGLE 0 : 304
HEIGHT 0 : 302
303 304
C'DOC
PENDINGANGLE 0 : 304
PEHDINGHE1GHT 0 : 302
PEHOXHGREACH 0 : 303
REACH 0 : 303
REFANGLE 0 : 304
REFHEIGHT 0 : 302
REFREACH 0 : 303
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FUNCT: OELETECONNAND$CREEH FILE=ORCAI.CC
DEFIH: COMMAND 0 : 2030
CONNANDENTRY 0 : 2019 2020 2020 2029 2029
GL08L: CON&U_NDPTR 0 : 2029
ENTRYNOTFOUNDNESSAGE 0 : 2025
NOOULEID 0 : 2030
NYNODULEID 0 : 2030
NAME 0 : 2020 2029
NAMEFORI4AT 0 : 2019
NAMELENGTH 0 : 2019 2020 2029
RAMPTR 0 : 2022 2036
RESPONSE 0 : 2022 2023 2036 2037
.............. ° ............. ° ......................... . ..... ° ....................................................................
FUNCT: DI SPLAYBASE FORCES FI LE ::ORCA2. CC
GLOSL: AHGLEFORCE 0 : 657 666
HEIGHTFORCE 0 : 635 644
REACNFORCE 0 : 646 65S
LOCAL: NUN 6:_4 : 634 644 6Z,5 655 656 666 667
FUNCT : D I SPLAYCOLL I S I ONMESSAGE F I LE::ORCA2. CC
GLOSL: 8ASESTATUS 0 : 215 221 227
CONMANONODE 0 : 209
I,/RISTSTATUS 0 : 239 2¢5 251
PARAM: AXISID 206 : 205 206 213
LOCAL: NOTINPOSMSG 208 : 208 235 259
°... .............................. . .............................................................. o ...............................
FUNCT : D I SPLAYCURRENTGR ! P FORCE F] LE =ORCA2. CC
G' • GRIPFORCE 0 : 618 627
LL : NUN 617 : 617 627 628
.° ............. .... .........................................................................................................
F. , : DISPLAYCURRENTHAND FILE:ORCA2.CC
GLORL: CURREklTHANDHANE 0 : _ 886
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT : D I SPLAYMA I NSCREEN F I LE:ORCA1. CC
GLOBL: I 0 : 352 352 352 354
NAiNNESSAGE 0 : 336
.......................... • ........................................................ °.°° ..........................................
FUNCT : DI SPLAYNUNBER F I LE=ORCA].CC
PARA,M: COL lOTf : 1075 107'7' 1088
NUNBER 1078 : 1075 1078 1082 1083 1083 1084 1085 1085 1087
RObt 1076 : 1075 1076 1088
LOCAL: BUFFER 1080 : 1080 1081 1082 108/, 1086 1087 1088
......... . ................... . ............................................................................ ° ......................
FUNCT : D I VRNO F ! LE =ORCA]. CC
PARAH: DIVIDEND 70 : 69 70 73 75 79
DIVISOR 71 : 69 71 75 75 79 79
............................. o ............. ° .....................................................................................
FUMCT: OOBASEZEROS FILE=ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: CAL 0 : 882
CALFACTOR.AHGLEZERO 0 : 873
CALFACTOR.HEIGHTZERO 0 : 857
CALFACTOR.REACHZERO 0 : 865 865
DUN4YPTR 0 : 884
LOCAL: CHAR 837 : 837 839
FKEY 838 : 838 848




FUNCT : DOCAL F I LE_:ORCA1. CC
GLOBL: BUFFER 0 : 782 788
CAL 0 : 809
CALFACTOR 0 : 804 805 805
CAL'dARNING 0 : 813 820
CHAR 0 : 7"76
NUI48ER 0 : 777 778 801
PENDINGVALUE 0 : 804 808
RN1 0 : ?88 789 791
PARAN: AXISCALFACTORPTR 771 : 767 771
AXISPOSPTR 7'72 : 767 772
CALIOPERCENT TT5 : 767 773 805
COL 769 : 767 769 780









F : DOPOSITIONCONTROL FILE=ORCk3.CC
GL_,oL: llASEAXIS1POS 0 : 270
BASEAXIS2PO$ 0 : 271
BASEAXIS3POS 0 : 27'2
ROBOTCONNANDCOOE 0 : 269 276 282
ROaOTMESSAGE 0 : 283 28/, 285 286
TEXT 0 : 283 284 285 286
WRISTAXISIPOS 0 : 277
i,_RISTAX|S2POS 0 : 278
WRISTAXIS3POS 0 : 279
PARAN: AXIS1POS 263 : 261 263 270 277
AXlS2POS 264 : 261 264 271 278
AXIS3POS ,._65 : 261 265 272 279







GLOaL: CAL 0 : 949
CALFACTOR.GRIPZERO 0 : 932 932 936 936
CALFACTOR.SYRINGEZERO 0 : 924 924 928 928
CALFACTOR.W'RISTZERO 0 : 940 940 944 944
DIX4MYPTR 0 : 951
LOCAL: CHAR _04 : 904 906 907 909 911 913 916 955
FKEY 90S : 905 915 918 921 921 922 926 930 934 938 942 946 952
FUNCT: FORCEUPPER FILE=ORCA2.CC
PARAM: CHAR 395 : 394 395 397 397 3_ 403
................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: GETBASEFORCEVALUES FILE=ORCA3.CC
GLOSL: ANGLEFORCE 0 : 921
6ASESTATUS 0 : 927
HEIGHTFORCE 0 : 922
RDIR 0 : 926
REACH 0 : 926
REACHFORCE 0 : 923 926 926
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 921 922 923 927
TEXT 0 : 921 922 923 927
.......... o .............................................................................................. . .......................
FUNCT: GETCALIBRATIONDATA FILE=ORCA2.CC
GLOBL: CALFACTOR.ANGLE 0 : 786
CALFACTOR.HE_GHT 0 : 735
CALFACTOR.I,,'R]ST 0 : 789
ROaOTMESSAGE 0 : 781 785 789
TEXT 0 : 781 785 789
FUNCT: GETOICTIONARYHANOOFFSETS FILE=ORCA2.CC
DEFrN: NANOGEOMETRY 0 : 893
GLOBL: CURREHTHANDHEIGHTOFFSET 0 : 893
CURRENTHANDLATERALOFFSET 0 : 895
CURRENTHANDREACHOFFSET 0 : 894
HEIGHTADDON 0 : 893
REACHADDON 0 : 894
SZDEADDOtt 0 : 895




A 0 : 105
ANGLE 0 : 107
B 0 : 114
C 0 : 123
CALFACTOR.ANGLE 0 : 111
CALFACTOR.ANGLEZERO 0 : 105
CALFACTOR.GRIP 0 : 173
CALFACTOR.GRIPZERO 0 : 167
CALFACTOR.HEIGHT 0 : 120
CALFACTDR.HEJGHTZERO 0 : 114
CALFACTOR.REACH 0 : 129
CALFACTOR.REACHZERO 0 : 123
CALFACTOR.SYRINGE 0 : 152
CALFACTOR.SYRINGEZERO 0 : 146
CALFACTOR.WRIST 0 : 139
CALFACTOR.WRISTZERO 0 : 137
GRIP 0 : 169
HEIGHT 0 : 116
PENDINGGRIP 0 : 178
PENOINGSYRINGE 0 : 157
REACH 0 : 125
894 895


















ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 101
SYRINGE 0 : 148 152 155 157
TEMP 0 : 105 111 114 120
TEXT 0 : 101
WRIST 0 : 139 143
PORTADDRESS 81 : 80 81 89 102
..A 86 : 86
..B 85 : 85
..C 84 : 84
ROBOTCONI_NDCOOE 88 : 88 91 95 98
TENPPTR 87 : 87 101
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161 163
123 129 137 139 143 146 152 167 173
°.° ..............................................................................................................................
FUNCT: GETSCALEDDATA FILE=ORCAI.CC
GLOBL: RN1 0 : 1436
PARA/4: SCALEFACTOR 1_34 : 1433 1634 1636
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: GETSCALEDRN1 FILE=ORCAI.CC
GLO6L: BUFFER 0 : 1875
RN1 0 : 1875 1876 1878 1882 1884 1868
PARAN: MAX 1872 : 1870 1872 1882 1884
NIN 1871 : 1870 1871 1876 1878
SCALEFACTOR 1873 : 1870 1873 1875
...................................................................................... . ..................... . ....................
FUNCT: GETWRISTFORCEVALUES F]LE=ORCA3.CC
GLO6L: GRIPFORCE 0 : 937
ROBOTHESSAGE 0 : 935 936 937 938
SYRIHGEFORCE 0 : 936
TEXT 0 : 935 936 937 938
I,/RISTFORCE 0 : 935
6'RISTSTATUS 0 : 938
FUNCT: HANDCOORO|NATESCREEN FILE=ORCAI.CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 1171
ZPCASE 0 : 1164 1165 1167 1168 1171 1173
LOrAI: ZPKEYS 1156 : 1156 1165 1171 1171
.................................................. o .........................................................................
FL : HANDDEFINIT]ONSCREEN FILE=ORCA1.CC
' _: CONHANO 0 : 1303 1304 1305
CONNANDENTRY 0 : 1280 1281 1282 1283 1284 1294 1294 1294 1295 1295 1302 1302
HAHDGEONETRY 0 : 1323 1323 1365 1366 1369 1370 1371 1371 1372 1375
GLOBL: ABBREV 0 : 1368
ANGLE 0 : 1305 1370 1372
BASEPAGE 0 : 1343
CHAR 0 : 1344 1356
COK_NDCOOE 0 : 1323 1366
COf@_ANDPTR 0 : 1295 1302
CURRENTHANDNAJ4E 0 : 1376
FORMAT 0 : 1363
G 0 : 1341 1352
HANDGEONETRYPTR 0 : 1321 1364
HEIGHT 0 : 1303 1369
HEIGHTOFFSET 0 : 1369
LATERALOFFSET 0 : 1372
LENGTH 0 : 1375
NOOULEID 0 : 1323 1365
NONLWlENTANGLE 0 : 1305 1370 1372
NONUNENTHEIGHT 0 : 1303 1369
NONUNENTREACH 0 : 1304 1370 1372
NYNOOULEIO 0 : 1282 1283 1323 1365
NAME 0 : 1281 1282 1283 1284 1294 1294 1295 1302 1321 1364
NANELENGTH 0 : 1280 1294 1295 1302 1311 1312 1321 1364 1368 1374 1374 1375
RAHPTR 0 : 1285 1296 1318 1378 1382
REACH 0 : 1304 1371
REACHOFFSET 0 : 1370 1371 1371
RESPONSE 0 : 1285 1286 1296 1297 1318 1319 1378 1382 1386
SPACES 0 : 1350 1350 1351 1351
TYPE 0 : 1362
LOCAL: NEWHAND 1277 : 1277 1330 1336 1360 1376 1392
1311 1312 132
FUNCT: HANDFKEYS FILE=ORCA2.CC
GI'" : BASEPAGE 0 : 566
8ASESTATUS 0 : 587
BLIHKSCLEARED 0 : 512
CHAR 0 : 513
DUI_YPTR 0 : 5_
FKEY 0 : 522
GRIPACCEL 0 : 531
I 0 : 572
570 576
514 516 518 520 523 565
525 528 539 543 547 551
536
572 572 574
555 559 563 569 569 570 579 5
C'0OC
KEYPADSTATUS 0 : 587 590 590
MOVING 0 : 589
PENDIHGGRIP 0 : 549 549 553 553
PENDINGSYR]NGE 0 : 541 541 545 545
PENDINGI_RIST 0 : 557 557 561 561
SPEEDMUL 0 : 530 535 541 545
SYRINGEACCEL 0 : 531 536
WRISTACCEL 0 : 531 536
549 553 557 561
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FUNCT: HANOSENSESCREEN FILE=ORCA1.CC
GLORL: CHAR 0 : 1252
ZPCASE 0 : 1245 1246 1248 1249 1252 1256
LOCAL: ZPKEYS 1236 : 1236 1246 1252 1252
....................... . ...... . ..................................................................................................
FUNCT: HANDSPEEDSCREEN F]LE=ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 1210
ZPCASE 0 : 1203 1204 1206 1207 1210 1212





































GR l PACCE L
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GRIPSPEED




















F ! LE =ORCA1. CC
0 : 2420 2{,30 2433 2438 2449 2800 2802 2804 2805 2806 2811




0 : 2359 2359 2360 2361 2362 2363 2364 2365 2366 2367 2383 2383 2384 2385 2386
0 : 2370 2371 2372
0 : 2796 2796 2797 2865 2865 2866
0 : 2767 2771 2779 2785 2791
0 : 2547 2551 2555 2560 2564 2568 2573 2577 2581 2586 2588 2590 2592 2594 2596
0 : 2362 2386
0 : 2423 2427 2448 2492 2522 2814
0 : 2367
0 : 2806 2823
0 : 2791
0 : 2465
0 : 2414 2676 2677 2689 2701 2712 2713 2717 2847
0 : 2597 2600 2658 2661
0 : 2401 2918 2921
0:2475 2474 2476 2477 2479 2483
0:2430 2433 2433 2438 2438 2441 2449 2492 2494 2802 2811
0 : 2370
0 : 2369 2419
0 : 2415 2498 2502
0 : 2419
0 : 2420 2798 2862
0 : 2441
0 : 2441 2916
0 : 2518 2865 2866
0 : 2395 2500 2843 2846
0:2618 2777 2783 2789
0 : 2370
0 : 2361 2385
0 : 2547 2560 2573 2586 2625 2647 2671 2686 2698 2710 2722 2734 2746 2869 2882
0 : 2605 2892
0 : 2409 2413 2725 2737 2749
0 : 2620
0 : 2413 2725 2736 27"]7 274", 2749
0 : 2400 2609 2936 2939
0 : 2596 2597 2602
0 : 2862
0 : 2804 2821
0 : 2T79
0 : 2457
0 : 2414 2674 2677 2688 2689 2693 2701 2713 2847
0:2535 2535 2538 2538 254t 2541 2544 2544 2758 2758 2761 2761 2856 2856 285!
0 : 2453
0 : 2421 2447 2447
0 : 2396 2925 2926
0:2359 2383 2796 2797 2865 2866
O : 2800
0 : 2432 2437 2912 2927 2944 2952
0 : 2442 2507 2511 2515 2530 2611 2910
0 : 2411
0 : 2355 2387 2800
0:2364 2365 2366 2367 2372 2387 2387 2796 2798
0 : 2363 2499 2797 2798
0 : 2398 2657 2658 2666
C'DOC
PARMPTR 0 : 27'95 2864
PEHDINGANGLE 0 : 2529 2577 2581 2818 2823
PENDINGGRIP 0 : 2605 2886
PENDINGHEIGHT 0 : 2527 2551 2555 2816 2821
PEND|NGREACH 0 : 2528 2564 2568 2817 2822
PENDIHGSYRINGE 0 : 2901 2905
PENDING_ZST 0 : 2873 2877
POSITIOMTYPE 0 : 2397 2850 2853 2926
PRESSRETMESSAGE 0 : 2672
PTR 0 : 2796 2865
PTRTOPARNS 0 : 2795 2864
RAMPTR 0 : 2357 2373
REACH 0 : 2B05 2822
REACHACCEL 0 : 2406 2414
REACHFORCE 0 : 2785
REACHMESSAGE 0 : 2461
REACHSPEED 0 : 2414 2675
REACHTRANSOFFSET 0 : 2403 2414
REFANGLE 0 : 2529 2806
REFHEIGHT 0 : 2527 2804
REFREACH 0 : 2528 2805
RESPONSE 0 : 2373 2374
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 2600 2637
ROBOTSPEED 0 : 2673 2674
ROTARYACCEL 0 : 2405 2416
ROTARYTRANSOFFSET 0 : 2402 2414
SETABSWARN_NG 0 : 2827 2836
SETUPCOMMAND 0 : 2371
SYRINGEACCEL 0 : 2410 2413 2725 2737 2749
SYRINGESPEED 0 : 2413 2725 2737 2748 2749 2;'53
TEXT 0 : 2600 2637 2661
TYPE 0 : 2360 2384
VALUE 0 : 2551 2555 2564 2568 2577 2581 2588
VERTICALACCEL 0 : 2407 2414 2677 2689 2701 2713 2847
VERTICALTRANSOFFSET 0 : 2404 2414 2677 2689 2701 2713 2847
VIBRATONSPEED 0 : 2399 2635 2637 2642
WRISTACCEL 0 : 2408 2413 2725 2737 2749
WEISTMESSAGE 0 : 2469
WRISTSPEED 0 : 2413 2724 2725 2729 2737 2749
WRISTSTATUS 0 : 2765
PARAM: ZYMATE[D 2347 : 2566 2347 2355 2365 2366
LOCAL: ANGLEFAULT 2353 : 2353 2463
HEIGHTFAULT 2351 : 2351 2455
INITFAULT 2354 : 2354 2643
REACHFAULT 2352 : 2352 2659
SYRINGEFAULT 2349 : 2_9
WRISTFAULT 2350 : 2350 2467
2388 2394 2497 2503 2796 2799
2677 2689 2701 2713 2847
2677 2689 2700 2701 2705 2713




2388 2389 2799 2800
2661
2675 2676 2681
2677 2689 2701 2713 2847
2677 2689 2701 2713 2847
2840
2847
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2590 2592 2596 2596 2620 2627 2629 263
FUNCT: INITZYMATEROBOT FILE:ORCA2.CC
GLOBL: ANGLE 0 : 1387 1398
ANGLESPEED 0 : 1379
COOESEG 0 : 1358
CURRENTHANDHEIGHTOFFSET 0 : 1371
CURRENTHANDLATERALOFFSET 0 : 1371
CURRENTHANDN/_,IE 0 : 1372
CURRENTHANDREACHOFFSET 0 : 1371
C1JRRENTNAME 0 : 1373 1375
DATASlZE 0 : 1360
GRIP 0 : 1393
GRIPSPEED 0 : 1384
HEIGHT 0 : 1389 1396
HEIGHTSPEED 0 : 1380
I 0 : 1373 1373
INITXALIP 0 : 1359
MODULEID 0 : 1357
NOOULENAME 0 : 1356
MYMOOULEID 0 : 1348 1357
PENDJNGANGLE 0 : 1387
PENDINGGRIP 0 : 1393
PENDINGHE%GHT 0 : 1389
PEND]NGREACH 0 : 1388
PENDINGSYRINGE 0 : 1393
PENDINGWRIST 0 : 1392
PRIORITY 0 : 13(>2
RDIR 0 : 1399
REACH 0 : 1388 1397
REACHSPEED 0 : 1381




REFHEIGHT 0 : 1396
REFREACH 0 : 1397
RESPONSEID 0 : 1340
RETURNEXCHANGE 0 : 1340
RETURNEXCHANGE.EXCHANGEIO 0 : 1336
ROBOTNESSAGE 0 : 1336 1340
ROBOTNESSAGEPTR 0 : 1338
ROBOTSPEED 0 : 1378
STACXSIZE O : 1361
STATICTASKDESCRXPTOR 0 : 1333
STOPEXCNANGE 0 : 1345
STOPEXCHANGE.EXCHANGEID 0 : 1344 1349
STOPKEYPRESSED 0 : 1353
STOPMONITORACTWE 0 : 1352
STOPTASK 0 : 1356 1357 1358 1359 1360 1361 1362
STOPTASKMESSAGE 0 : 1351
STOPTASKMESSAGE.DESTINATIONID 0 : 1349
STOPTASKMESSAGE.HOMEID 0 : 1348
ST_TASKMESSAGE.LENGTH 0 : 1351
STOPTASKMESSAGE.RESPONSEID 0 : 1347
STOPTASKMESSAGE.TYPE 0 : 1350
SYRINGE 0 : 1393
SYRINGESPEED 0 : 1383
gRIST 0 : 1392
WRISTSPEED 0 : 1382
LOCAL: DUM,flYCOOE 1334 : 1334 1345 1363
STOPTASKPTR 1333 : 1333 1355 1363 1364
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FUNCT: INPUTANDMOVETORACKINDEX F[LE:_ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: ABORT 0 : 1418 1426
COMMANDPTR 0 : 1416
CURRENTNAMETYPE 0 : 14_
NUNBER 0 : 1410 1411 1413 1417
PENOINGANGLE 0 : 1422
PENDXNGHEIGHT 0 : 1420
PENDINGREACH 0 : 1421
RACKCOMMANDPTR 0 : 1416
REFANGLE 0 : 1422
REFHEIGHT 0 : 1420
REFREACH 0 : 1421
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: LOADDATABASE FILE=ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 498 502 507 511 516 520 523 524 525 526 527 528
TEXT 0 : 498 502 507 511 516 520 523 524 525 526 527 528
PARAM: ANGLEACCEL 4_ : 484 488 523
ANGLESPEED 485 : 484 485 496 498
HEIGHTACCEL 4S9 : 484 489 524
HEIGHTSPEED 486 : 484 486 505 507
REACHACCEL 490 : 484 490 525
REACHSPEED 487 : 684 487 514 516
TRANSOFFSET1 491 : 484 491 526
TRANSOFFSET2 492 : 484 492 52?
TRANSOFFSET3 493 : 484 493 528
............................ ° ....................................................................................................
FUNCT: IO_DATABASEWAIT FILE=ORCAI.CC
PAR_: AXISIACCEL 165 : 161 165 173
_ISIOFFSET IM : 161 168 173
AXISISPEED 162 : 161 162 173
AX]S2ACCEL 166 : 161 166 173
AXlSZOFFSET 169 : 161 169 173
AXIS2SPEED 163 : 161 163 173
AXXS3ACCEL 167 : 161 167 173
AXlS3OFFSET 170 : 161 170 173
AXlS3SPEEO 164 : 161 164 173
..................... . ............................... . ...........................................................................
FUNCT: LOADDATAWRIST F|LE:ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 854 858 863 867 872 876 879 660 881
TEXT 0 : 854 858 863 867 872 876 879 880 881
PARAM: GR]PACCEL 849 : 843 849 881
GRIPSPEED 846 : 843 846 870 872
SYRINGEACCEL _8 : 843 848
SYRINGESPEED 845 : 843 845 861 863
MAISTACCEL 847 : fi43 847 879
_/RISTSPEED 844 : 843 844 852 854
FUNCT: LOAODATA_IRISTWAIT F[LEzORCA1.CC
PARAM: AXlS1ACCEL 180 : 176 180 185
AXIS1SPEED 177 : 176 177 185
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AXIS2ACCEL 151 : 176 181 185
AXlS2SPEED 178 : 176 178 185
AXiS3ACCEL 182 : 176 182 185
AXIS3SPEED 179 : 176 17'9 185
FUNCT: MONUNENTSCREEN FILE=ORCAI.CC
DEFIM: COMMAND 0 : 676 680 681 686 686
COMMAMDENTRY 0 : 558 559 560 561 562 567 581 582 583 583 588 644 645 647 647
GLOBL: ABBREV 0 : 583 677
CHAR 0 : 590 591 593 594 594 598 600 602 605 606 608 609 613 619 625
CONHANDCOOE 0 : 681
COMMANDPTR 0 : 671 685
OUNNYPTR 0 : 567
FORMAT 0 : 582 679
G 0 : 635
LENGTH 0 : 647 676
MOOULEID 0 : 680
MYMODULEID 0 : 560 561 680 686
NAME 0 : 559 560 561 562 567 568 644 645 647 670 670 671 685
NAHEFORHAT 0 : 568
NAMELENGTH 0 : 558 583 670 671 676 67'7 685
RANPTR 0 : 563 571 650 654 672 701 705
RESPONSE 0 : 563 565 567 568 571 650 654 657 672 673 701 705 709
SPACES 0 : 554 554 708 708
TYPE 0 : 581 678
LOCAL: NE',,,'NONUMENT 550 : 550 557 570 576 579 641 648 675 693 699
NE_NAME 549 : 549 615 621 641
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: NOVEHAND FILE=ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: GRIP 0 : 839
GRIPCOUNTS 0 : 836
PENDINGGRIP 0 : 839
PEMDIMGSYRINGE 0 : 838
PEMDINGWRIST 0 : 837
SYR|NGE 0 : 838
SYRINGECOUNTS 0 : 836
MIST 0 : 837
gRISTCOUNTS 0 : 836
.: WAITTYPE 829 : 828 829 832
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: MOVEHAMDTILLACKNOWLEDGE FILE=ORCA2.CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 873 876 876
........... ....o .................................................................................................................
FUNCT: MOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN FILE=ORCAI.CC
GLOBL: BUFFER 0 : 1897 1906 1915 1924 1933 1942
FIRSTOISPLAY 0 : 1955
! 0 : 1951 1951 1951 1953
PENOINGANGLE 0 : 1920
PENDINGGRIP 0 : 1938
PENDINGHEIGHT 0 : 1902
PENDINGREACH 0 : 1911
PENDINGSYRINGE 0 : 1947
PENOINGQ4RIST 0 : 1929


























0 : 1664 1684 1466 1484 1484 1491 1491 1491 1491 1516 1516 1516 1516 1526 152;
0 : 1667 1468 1674 1474 1479 1483 1483 1674 1675 1677 1677 1679 1679 1762 174;
0 : 1684
0 : 1535
0 : 1686 1698
0 : 1632 1633 1639 1645 1651] 1651
0 : 1600 1603 1620 1623
0 : 1497
0 : 1484 1484 1486 1486 1491 1491 1491 1491 1516 1516 1516 1516 1526 1527 152_
0 : 1663 1679 1739
0 : 1762
0 : 1474 1677 1829 1830 1834 1835 1836 1839 1841
0 : 1677 1493 1699 1825 1827
0 : 1718 1721
0 : 1851
0 : 1823
0 : 1657 1663 1669
0 : 1657 1662 1663 1669
0 : 1597 1598 1600
O : 1739
O : 1547
0 : 1684 1696
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0 : 17"31 1731 17"35 1735 1765 1765 1765 1767 17"72 1772 17_ 1774
0 : 1484 1680
0 : 1478 1522 1537 1543 1549 1558 1761
0 : 1484 1680
0 : 1483 1679
0 : 1467 1674
0 : 1467 1468 1474 1474 1479 1483 1674 1675 1677 1677 1679 1742 1742
G : 1554 1635
C : 1619 1620
: 1592 1698
0 : 1572 1753
C : 1582 1696
C : 1587 1697
C : 1577 1758
: 1567 1748
C, : 1724 1727
0 : 1482 1678
C : 1685 1697
C : 1633 1639 1645 1651
CI : 1631 1633 1639 1644 1645 1651





0 : 1479 1480 1678 1680
0 : 1497 1504 1506 1510 1512 1516 1518 1516 1611 1629 1638 1644 1650 1656 1662
(I : 1603 1613 1623
0 : 1629 1630 1631 1632
[} : 1633 1639 1645 1651
[) : 1633 1639 1645 1651
0 : 1703 1711
0 : 1465 1465 1466 1466
0 : 1657 1663 1669
0 : 1657 1663 1668 1669
0 : 1603 1613 1623
O : 1484
0 : 1633 1639 1645 1651
0 : 1633 1639 1645 1651
0 : 1611 1613
0 : 1657 1663 1669
O : 1656 1657 1663 1669
1462 : 1462 1526 1777 1777 1777 1777 1780 1782 1806































........... . ................................ ° .... . ...............................................................................
FILE=ORCA2.CC
0 : 907 908 910 915 915 930 931 933 933 933 934 934 934 935 935
0 : 943 944 983
0 : 921
3 : 915 930 931 931 933 934 935
0 : 917









0 : 919 925
0 : 950 955 964 971 976 983 983 984 986
0 : 910 937
0 : 944
0 : 907 933 941 941 942 945 962
0 : 908 934 941 941 942 948 969
0 : 935 937
0 : 941 943 944
0 : 942 950 955 964
0 : 915 930 931 933 934 935
0 : 907 933
0 : 908 934
0 : 910 935
900 : 899 900 904 915 915 930 931
................................................ .................................................................................
FUNCT: MOVEZYMATE FILE:ORCA3.CC
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0 : 680




0 : 573 676
0 : 577 683
0 : 680
0 : 597 597 636 659 667
0 : 576 682
0 : 577' 6,53
0 : 561 563 578 681
0 : 565 569
0 : 561 563 578 681
0 : 678
0 : 680






534 : 533 534 672 674
539 : 539 596 605 605 607 628
545 : 545 628 629 631 658 666 678
544 : 544 636 637 639 659 667 678
543 : 543 644 _5 647 660 668 678
542 : 542 576 580 596 625
541 : 541 577 584 597 63_
540 : 540 578 58,8 598 642
538 : 538 597 605 611 613 636
536 : 536 607 613 617 622 628 628 636 636 644 664
546 : 546 579 582 582 586 586 590 590 592
537 : 537 598 605 611 617 6_4
F : MOVEZYNATET I LLACKNOt,/LEDGE F ] L£ =ORCA2. CC
G,. : CHAR 0 : 860 861 861
REACHACCEL 0 : 866
REACHTRANSOFFSET 0 : 866
ROTARYACCEL 0 : 866
ROTARYTRANSOFFSET 0 : 866
VERTICALACCEL 0 : 866
VERTICALTRANSOFFSET 0 : 866
FUNCT : PROGRAMM| NGCOMMANDSCREEN FI LE=ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 740
ZPCASE 0 : 733 734 736 737 740 742











CURRENTHANDHE | GHTOF FSET
CURRENTHANDLATERALOFFSET
CURRENT HANDNAME

















0 : 1064 1065 1067 1069 1074 1076 1078 1078 1083 1090 1099
0 : 1075 1075
0 : 1013 1013 1057 1058 1134 1135 1136 1140 1149 1172 1173 1173 1174 1174 11_
0 : 1000 1001 1006 1006 1013 1248 1248 1248 1251 1252 1253 1253
0 : 1253
0 : 1133 1170 1211
0 : 1017 1018 1024 1048 1049 1054 1116 1127 1164 1205 1262
0 : 1140 1149 1172 1194 1213 1216 1215 1229
0 : 1013 1075 1255
0 : 1136 1175 1215
0 : 1132 1132 1133 1169 1169 1170 1210 1210 1211
0 : 1078 1096 1098
0 : 1131 1168 1209
0 : 1173 1213 1230
0 : 1213 1220 1234
0 : 1174 1214 1231
0 : 1214 1221 1235
0 : 1175 1215 1232
0 : 1215 1222 1236
0 : 1252
0 : 1114 1125 1162 1203 1240
0 : 1074
0 : 1136 1175 1215 1239 1246
0 : 1248
0 : 1013 1075 1254
0 : 1013 1075 1254
0 : 1006 1074
0 : 1000 1001 1006 1064 1065 1067 1069 1074 1078 1078 1083 1090 1099 1248 125
C'DOC
NAMES 0 : 1057
NEW'RACK 0 : 1009
HUMBER 0 : 1140
PENDING/INGLE 0 : 1274
PEHDINGHE]GHT 0 : 1272
PEND]NGREACH 0 : 1273
RACKCOMMANDENTRYPTR 0 : 995 1005 1256 1260 1275
RACKCOMNANDPTR 0 : 1006
RAMPTR 0 : 1071
REACH 0 : 1131 1168 1209
REACHACCEL 0 : 1111
REACHTRANSOFFSET 0 : 1111
REFANGLE 0 : 1274
REFHE]GHT O : 1272
REFREACH 0 : 1273
RESPONSE 0 : 1005
RNO 0 : 1131
RN1 0 : 1132
RN2 0 : 1133
RN3 0 : 1171
ROTARYACCEL 0 : 1111
ROTARYTRANSOFFSET 0 : 1111
ROW 0 : 1179 1188 1193 1212 1219 1233
SPACES 0 : 1035 1035 1068 1068 1124 1124
TYPE 0 : 1013 1251
VERTICALACCEL 0 : 1111
VERT[CALTRANSOFFSET 0 : 1111
Xl 0 : 1134 1173 1213
Y1 0 : 1135 1174 1214
Zl 0 : 1136 1175 1215 1246 1246
LOCAL: MOVERACK _3 : 993 1020 1026 1112
TEMPIHT _4 : 994 1239 1246
1058 1248
1015 1045 1054 1112 1138 1147 1154 1177
1141 1143 1144 1144 1146 1147 1149 1152
1007 1071 1072 1256 1260 1263
1132 1132 1133 1168 1169 1169 1170 1209
1134 1135 1169 1173 1174 1210 1213 1216
1134 1135 1170 1173 1174 1211 1213 1214
1173 1174 1175 1212 1213 1214 1215
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1186 1195 1249
1156 1161 1171 1172 1179
FUNCT: RANGECHECKEDSPEEDIN FILE=ORCAI.CC
OEFrN: VAR[ABLECOMMAND 0 : 2289 2291 2295 2297 2301
G : VALUE 0 : 2289 2291 2295 2297 2301
p. : NAXSPEED 22_7 : 2285 2287 2295 2297
M|NSPEED 22_ : 2285 2286 2289 2291
1210 1210 1211
FUNCT: RANGECHECKPOSIT]ON FZLE:ORCAI.CC
DEF]N: VARIABLECOMMAND 0 : 2307 2309 2313 2315
GLOBL: VALUE 0 : 2307 2309 2313 2315
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: RANGECHECKVALUE F|LE:ORCAI.CC
GLO6L: RN1 0 : 1444 1446 1450 1452
PARAM: HXGH 1662 : 1440 1442 1450 1452
LO_ 1461 : 1440 1441 1444 1446
........................................... . .......................................... . ..........................................
319
314 315 316 317 320 321 322 323 324 325
314 315 316 317 320 321 322 323 324 325
FUNCT: REDOPOS|TIONCONTROL F[LE=ORCA3.CC
GLOeL: BASEAX|S1POS 0 : 312 313
8ASEAXXS2POS 0 : 314 315
BASEAXIS3POS 0 : 316 317
ROSOTCOICttANDCOOE 0 : 310 311
ROSOTMESSAGE 0 : 312 313
TEXT 0 : 312 313
WRISTAXIS1POS 0 : 320 321
WR|STAX]S2POS 0 : 322 323




DEFIN: T|MERO 0 : 121 123
TIMERCMD 0 : 117
UARTOFFSET 0 : 124 126 128 130 133 135
I,/ORDOATA 0 : 111 112
GLOBL: ACCESSPTR 0 : 110 114
CHANNELPTR 0 : 110 114
COflTROLIMAGE 0 : 108
DESTINATIONIO 0 : 101
HOME|D 0 : 100
MAXRXWA]T 0 : 103
MAXTXWAIT 0 : 104
MYMOOULEIO 0 : 100
OUTPUT 0 : 117 121 123 124 126 128
POSTTERMCHARS 0 : 107
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 100 101 102 103 104 105
TERMCHAR1 0 : 105
TERMCHAR2 0 : 106





G 0 : 1861
• RESTOREPOSITION
; ANGLE
FIRSTDISPLAY 0 : 1865
GRIP 0 : 1863
HEIGHT 0 : 1859
PENOINGANGLE 0 : 1861
PENDINGGRIP 0 : 1863
PENDINGHEIGNT 0 : 1859
PENDINGREACN 0 : 1860
PENDIMGSYRINGE 0 : 1864
PENDINGt,,/RIST 0 : 1862
REACH 0 : 1860
SYRINGE 0 : 1864
FUNCT: RETURNCHECKSUNOK FILE=ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: I 0 : 212 212 212 214
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 214 216
TEXT 0 : 216 216
PARAM: BUFFERINDEX 207 : 206 207 212
CHECKSUMINDEX 208 : 206 208 212 216
LOCAL: RETURNCHECK 210 : 210 211 214 214 216
FUNCT: RETURNTOEXEC FILE=ORCA1.CC
DEFIN: COMNAND 0 : 2340
COMMANDMSG 0 : 2342
GLOBL: ABORT 0 : 2338
COI,¢*,ANDCOOE 0 : 2340
COMMANDNSGPTR 0 : 2342
RESPONSEID 0 : 2342
........... . ....... .°.....°. .....................................................................................................
FUNCT: SAVECALIBRATIONDATA FILE=ORCA2.CC
GLOBL: CALFACTOR.HEIGHT 0 : 817
CALFACTOR.WRIST 0 : 820
ROSOTNESSAGE 0 : 817 820
TEXT 0 : 817 820
............................................................ o ................................................................
(: SENDNESSAGETILLGOOOSTATUS FILE=ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: J 0 : 174 175
KEYPADSTATUS 0 : 162 171 171
NESSAGEPTR 0 : 161
NYNOOULEIO 0 : 179
NANEFORNAT O : 17"3
RETURNCOOE 0 : 162 174
RETURNEXCNANGE.EXCHANGE]D 0 : 161
ROBOTNESSAGE 0 : 160 162 174
LOCAL: GOOD _55 : 155 157 158 185
TRIES 154 : 156 156 164 164 165 169
........... . ............................. . ........................................................................ . ...............
FUNCT: SETABSOLUTE FILE:ORCA2.CC
DEFIN: COMMAND 0 : 268
GLOBL: ANGLE 0 : 271
NEZGNT 0 : 267
REACH 0 : 269
REFANGLE 0 : 271
REFHEIGHT 0 : 267
REFREACH 0 : 269
.°._°...o°..°...°°.° ..............................
FUNCT: SETFACT_YCAL FILE:ORCA2.CC
GL_L: CALFACTOR.ANGLE 0 : 832
CALFACTOR.ANGLEZERO 0 : 835
CALFACTOR.GRIP 0 : 844
CALFACTOR.GRIPZERO 0 : 847
CALFACTOR.HEIGHT 0 : 8]0
CALFACTOR.HE|GHTZERO 0 : 833
CALFACTOR.REACH 0 : 831
CALFACTC_.REACHZERO 0 : 836
CALFACTOR.SYRINGE 0 : 845
CALFACTOR.SYRINGEZERO 0 : 848
CALFACTOR.WRIST 0 : 843





,: AXISID 826 : 825 826 828 828 836 8z.1 841 849
............................................ ....° ................................................................................
FUNCT: SETHANO FILE=ORCA2.CC
DEFIN: HANDCOHNAND 0 : 286 287 288
GLOBL: GRIP 0 : 287 287
SYRINGE 0 : 288 288
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I ST 0 : 286 286
.... ° ..................... ..°.. ........ . .............................. • ............ . ..................... .°.o. ..............
F j SETRELATIVE FILE=ORCA2.CC
I : COIql_NO 0 : 278 279 280
GL,.,,L: ANGLE 0 : 280 280
HEIGHT 0 : 278 278
REACH 0 : 279 279
REFANGLE 0 : 280
REFHEIGHT 0 : 278
REFREACH 0 : 279
• ................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: SETUPROBOTMESSAGE FILE:ORCA3.CC
GLORL: BYTESIN 0 : 145
BYTESOUT 0 : 144
LENGTH 0 : 146
R_OTNESSAGE 0 : 144 145 146 146 147 148
TEXT 0 : 147 148
PARAJ4: COMMAND I_2 : 139 142 148
DATABYTESIN I_I : 139 141 145 146
DATABYTESOUT I;0 : 139 140 144 146 147
FUNCT: STOPANDREINITROBOT FILE=ORCA2.CC
GLORL: ABORT 0 : 365
ANGLE 0 : 366
8ASESTATUS 0 : 377 377
CHAR 0 : 383 384 386
COMMANDNOOE 0 : 336 353 370 381
FIRSTDISPLAY 0 : 372
HEIGHT 0 : 367
KEYNESSAGE 0 : 352
KEYPADSTATUS 0 : 332 332 357 363 388 388
NOVING 0 : 348
NYNOOULEID 0 : 359
PENDINGANGLE 0 : 366
PENDINGHEIGHT 0 : 367
PEND%NGREACN 0 : 368
PENDINGQ/RIST 0 : 369
REACH 0 : 368
SPACES 0 : 389 389
STOPKEYPRESSED 0 : 334 376
STOPPEDNESSAGE 0 : 338 342
WRIST 0 : 369
NRISTSTATUS 0 : 378 378
PARAN: AXISID 330 : 329 330 3/.9
.............. . ........................................... . ..................... ° ................................................
FUNCT: STOPNONITOR FILE=ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: NOVING 0 : 252
STOPEXCHANGE.EXCHANGEID 0 : 256
STOPNONITORACTIVE 0 : 253 255
STOPTASKNESSAGE 0 : 256
.............. . ........ . ........................................................ ° ................................................
FUNCT: STOPPROGRAM FILE=ORCA2.CC
DEFIN: NORDDATA 0 : 1425 1426
GLOBL: BYTESIN 0 : 1428
8YTESOUT 0 : 1427
CHANNELHESSAGEDESCRIPTOR 0 : 1409
CHANNELPTR 0 : 1424
CONTROLINAGE 0 : 1422
DESTINATiONID 0 : 1414
HONEID 0 : 1413
KEYPADSTATUS 0 : 1442
LENGTH 0 : 1429
NAXRXWAIT 0 : 1417
NAXTXI_AIT 0 : 1418
NC]VING 0 : 1438 1442
NYMOOULEID 0 : 1413
P_TTERNCHARS 0 : 1421
RESPONSE[O 0 : 1415
STOPEXCHANGE.EXCHANGEID 0 : 1415 1436
STOPKEYPRESSED 0 : 1447
STOPNESSAGE 0 : 1412 1413
STOPNONITORACTZVE 0 : 1451
TERMCHARI 0 : 1419
TERMCHAR2 0 : 1420
TEXT 0 : 1430 1431
TYPE 0 : 1416
LOCAL: ACCESSPTR 1410 : 1410 1424
COUNTER 1407 : 1407 1437
1448
1446






VARIABLEDATA 0 : 7'10
GLOBL: ABBREV 0 : 70B
FORMAT 0 : 707
LENGTH 0 : 705
NODULEID 0 : 710
NYNOOULEID 0 : 710
NAJ4E 0 : 709
NANELENGTN 0 : 702
SPACES 0 : 701
TYPE 0 : 706
VARIABLEOATAPTR 0 : TO9
PARAN: COL 697 : 695
CONNANDCODE 698 : 695
FORNATC_E 699 : 695
ROW 696 : 695
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NESSAGEPTR 1408 : 1408 1436 1440 1446
STOI_ESSAGEPTR 1409 : 1409 1412
............... . ........... ° ......................................................... ° ........... .°.o ......................
: STOREANDCHECKSYNBOL Fl LE,,ORCA2.CC
d: COIqMANDENTRY 0 : 67'3 67"3
GLOSL: CURRENTNANE 0 : 673
NANELENGTH 0 : 673 673
RAHPTR 0 : 674
RESPONSE 0 : 674 675 681
F ILE=ORCA2. CC
0 : 702 703 705 705 705 706 707 708 708 709 709
711








GLOEL: ANGLE 0 : 1003
FIRSTDISPLAY 0 : 975 989
GRIP 0 : 1043
HEIGHT 0 : 975
PENDINGANGLE 0 : 1003 1005
PENDINGGRIP 0 : 1043 1045
PENDINGHEXGHT 0 : 975 977
PENDINGREACH 0 : 989 991
PENDINGSYRINGE 0 : 1057 1059
PENOINGWRIST 0 : 1017 1019
REACH 0 : 989
SYRINGE 0 : 1057
THREEDIGITFORNAT 0 : 1013
TWOI)IGITFORNAT 0 : 985






1019 1025 1028 1035
FUNCT: STORE ] FINEDI ATECC)t4NAND FI LE :ORCA2. CC
DEFIN: COHMAND 0 : 7"31 7"]2
COMMANDENTRY 0 : 723 724 726 726 726 727 728 729 729 730 730
GLOBL: ABBREV 0 : 729
CONMANDPTR 0 : 730
FORNAT 0 : 728
LENGTH 0 : 726
NODULE[D 0 : 7"31
NYMOOULEID 0 : 731
NAHE 0 : 730
N/U,IELENGTH 0 : 723 7_4 T_6 729 730
SPACES 0 : 722 722
TYPE 0 : 727
PARN_: COL 719 : 717 719 723
COK_NDCODE 720 : 717 720 732 732
ROW 718 : 717 718 723
°o ......................................... o ....................... . .............................................................
FUNCT : STOREROBOTPOSI T ION F I LE=ORCA2. CC
DEFIN: CONNANO 0 : 745 750 751
COMNANDENTRY 0 : 742 743 745 745 745 746 747 748 748 749 749
GLORL: ABBREV 0 : 748
ABSOLUTESIGN 0 : 762
COMMANDPTR 0 : 749
FOR_aULT 0 : 74"7
HANDSIGN 0 : 754
LENGTH 0 : 745
NOOULEID 0 : 750
NYNODULEID 0 : 750
NAME 0 : 749
NAMEFORRAT 0 : 742
NAHELENGTH 0 : 742 743 745 748 74(;
RELATIVESIGN 0 : 767
TYPE 0 : 746
PARAM: COI#tANOCODE ,'39 : 738 739 751 751 757. 759
...................... . ........ o ................................................................................................
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1036 1052 1053 1066
WRIST 0 : 1017
L" • NLINBER 972 : 972 984 985 998 999 1012 1013 1028 1029 1035
....................................................... .... .................................................................
T: TESTHANDPOS I T ION F I LE_ORCA3. CC
.: PENDINGGRIP 0 : 713. 71.5 719 721
PENOINGSYRINGE 0 : 701 703 707 709
PENDINGWRIST 0 : 689 691 695 697
................................................................................................... • .............................
FUNCT: TESTNEW/FORPENO ] NG F I LE -ORCA1. CC
DEF[N: VAR[ABLECON,,LAND 0 : 232c, 2326 2326
GLOBL: NOVENENTCOMNAND 0 : 2330
VALUE 0 : 2324 2326 2326
FUNCT : TESTZYNATEPOS | T I ON F! LE :ORCA3. CC
GLOBL: PENDINGANGLE 0 : 436 438 442 444
PEND]NGHEIGHT 0 : 448 450 454 456
PENDINGREACH 0 : 460 462 466 468
......................................................... °.o. .................................................. . .................
FUNCT : TO! NTEGER F l LE =ORCA3. CC
PARN4: BYTEIN _7 : 686 887 889 891 895
.................................... . ............................................................................................
FUNCT: UPOATELASTNAHE F! LE =ORCA2. CC
GLOBL: CURRENTNAME 0 : 598 604 605 607 609
CURREHTNANETYPE 0 : 610
l 0 : 605 605 605 607
SPACES 0 : 600 600 601 601 602 602 603 603
.................................... . ............................................................................................
FUNCT: VALUEENTERED FXLE:ORCAI.CC
GLOBL: BUFFER 0 : 275 286 292 304
CHAR 0 : 269 270 272 273 279 279 279 279 279 292 294 295 300
! 0 : 269 279 281 284 28_ 284 286 290 292 293 293 300 303 303
PARAH: BUFFERWIOTH ;!65 : 262 265 279 284
COL ;!6,4 : 262 264 268 283 289
ROW ;_63 : 262 263 268 283 289
......... o ....................... ° ..................... . ..........................................................................
F" _ Vl BRATORUNI TS F! LI_:ORCAI.CC
P, : VIBRATORSPEED 141 : 140 161 164 1/,8 153
I "_L: UNITS 143 : 143 168 149 151 155 155 158
.............................................................................................................................
.... T: VR! STCAL i BRAT I ONSCREEN F ] LI:=ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: ACCESSPTR 0 : 1123
C 0 : 1070
CAL 0 : 1066 1143
CALFACTOR.GRIP 0 : 1085 1113
CALFACTOR.GRIPZERO 0 : 1116
CALFACTOR.SYRINGE 0 : 1087 1112
CALFACTOR.SYRINGEZERO 0 : 1115
CALFACTOR.WRIST 0 : 1083 1111
CALFACTOR.IgRISTZERO 0 : 1114
CHAR 0 : 1072 1073 1073 1073 IOT$ 1075 1076 1081 1092 1106
F 0 : 1071
PENOINGGRIP 0 : 1085
PENDINGSYRINGE 0 : 1087
PENDINGtdRIST 0 : 1083
ROBOTNESSAGE 0 : 1119 1123
SPACES 0 : 1084 1084 1086 1086 10458 1088
TEXT 0 : 1119 1123
W1DENUNFORgAT 0 : 1111 1112 1113 111/, 1115 1116 1125 1126 1127 1128 1129 1130
I,_RDDATA 0 : 1125 1126 1127 1128 1129 1130
Z 0 : 1069
................................................................ • ........... .°....o..o... ........................................
FUNCT : ZYNATE HANOPROGRN4M I NG FILE:ORCAI.CC
GLOBL: BASEPAGE 0 : 2066
CHAR 0 : 2072 2129 2130 2132 2133 2135
OUNNYPTR 0 : 2142
FIRSTDISPLAY 0 : 2062
GRIPACCEL 0 : 2076
GRIPSPEED 0 : 2076
PRESSRETNESSAGE 0 : 2127
SPACES 0 : 2075 2075 2083 2083 2089 2089 2095 2095 2138 2138
SYRINGEACCEL 0 : 2076
SYRINGESPEED 0 : 2076
WAITFORRETURN 0 : 2074 2099 2115 2119 2175
gRISTACCEL 0 : 2076
M_ISTSPEEO 0 : 2076
ZPCASE 0 : 2065 2066 2068 2069 2072 2077
LOCAL: ZPKEYS ;!056 : 2056 2066 2072 20?'2













F l LE ::ORCA3. CC
0 : 8,01
0 : 771 772 779 794 803
0 : 789
0 : 775 777
0 : 778
0 : 775 T77 780 791
0 : 780 791
0 : 780 781 783 787 791 798
7_'0 : 770 785
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FUNCT: ZYMATEPROGRAJ4MING FiLE:ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: ANGLESPEED 0 : 2171
BASEPAGE 0 : 2150 2161 2164 2172 2239 2246
CHAR 0 : 2167 2253 2254 2256 2257 2259
OUMMYPTR 0 : 2266
FIRSTD|SPLAY 0 : 2156
HEiGHTSPEED 0 : 2171
MAINMESSAGE 0 : 2241
PRESSRETMESSAGE 0 : 2251
REACHACCEL 0 : 2171
REACHSPEED 0 : 2171
REACHTRANSOFFSET 0 : 2171
ROTARYACCEL 0 : 2171
ROTARYTRANSOFFSET 0 : 2171
SPACES 0 : 2170 2170 2180 2180 2186 2186 2198 2198 2221 2221 2264 2264
VERTICALACCEL 0 : 2171
VERTICALTRANSOFFSET 0 : 2171
WAITFORRETURM 0 : 2169 2211 2215 2225 2229 2249
ZPCASE 0 : 2160 2161 2163 2164 2167 2174
LOCAL: ZPKEYS 2149 : 2149 2161 2167 2167
................. o ...............................................................................................................
FUNCT: ZYMATEWAIT F|LE=ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: ABORT 0 : 423
AXISERROR 0 : 335 336 368 417 425
BASESTATUS 0 : 369 370 373 376 379 385 391 403 410 414
DUMMYPTR 0 : 412
MAXRXWAIT 0 : 361 363
MOV|NG 0 : 366
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 361 363 369 414
TEXT 0 : 369 414
PARN,I: WA|TTYPE 311 : 330 331 338 338 342 364
LOCAL: HOLOMSG 354 : 334 405
THERNALMSG 333 : 333 399
............. . ......................... ° .........................................................................................
C-DOC
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6 22 36 1 40
1 ? 9 0 11
5 20 30 0 32
1 4 6 0 8
1 4 6 0 8
1 9 11 0 13
9 38 60 1 65
2 5 9 0 11
& 38 46 8 51
3 10 20 0 24
2 16 20 0 22
2 15 19 0 21
4 23 35 0 39
14 52 94 2 105
7 16 ]6 1 41
2 5 11 0 14
7 16 36 0 41
2 6 12 I 15
3 11 17 0 19
8 35 56 3 60
4 11 19 1 20
9 58 82 3 90
17 76 92 1 93
? 26 44 1 46
21 101 121 ] 124
17 54 96 9 104
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The following modifications will be made to the Zymark Robot
Module to meet the Remote Operated Material Processing System
requirements:
• Modify the 'C' Robot Module Source Code supplied by Zymark
in order to re-compile and test a baseline version of the
Robot Module.
• Modify the axis terminology used by Zymark to be consistent
with the axis terminology used by Goddard (Vertical =
Elevation, Reach = Radial, Rotary = Azimuth).
• Modify the axis calibration factors to accommodate the
ROMPS Robot.
• Modify error handling so that an error is always sent back to
the interpreter if, for any reason, a command does not
complete successfully.
• Add ROMPS Robot/XP commands.
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NAME: S;ELEVATION
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION = x or ? S:ELEVATION
x = absolute elevation axis position in inches
O <=x <= 18
DESC RI PTION: ELEVATION POSITION COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #9
Move elevation axis to an absolute position or get the
current elevation axis position from the XP servo
controller.




SYNTAX: S:RADIAL = x or ? S:RADIAL
x = absolute radial axis position in inches
3 <= X <= 7
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL POSITION COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #10
Move radial axis to an absolute position or get the current
radial axis position from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:RADIAL = 4.5
? S:RADIAL
4.5







S:AZIMUTH = x or ? S:AZIMUTH
x = absolute azimuth axis position in degrees
O <= x <= 360
AZIMUTH POSITION COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #11
Move azimuth axis to an absolute position or get the






SYNTAX: S:SPEED = x or ? S:SPEED
x = 3 axis speed. Speed is not a direct measure of
units/time, but is a relative measure (i.e. 2 is faster than
1).
DESCRIPTION: 3 AXIS SPEED COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #15
Set new speed for elevation, radial, and azimuth axes or
return the last 3 axis speed setting. Note that the speed
value returned reflects the actual axis speeds only if the
last speed setting was a 3 axis speed. To guarantee the
speed value returned is the actual axis speed, use the
individual axis speed commands: S:ELEVATION.SPEED,
S:RADIAL.SPEED, and S:AZIMUTH.SPEED.
EXAMPLE: S:SPEED = 2
? S:SPEED
2




S:ELEVATION.SPEED = x or ? S:ELEVATION.SPEED
x = elevation axis speed.
of units/time, but is a relative measure (i.e.
than 1).
Speed is not a direct measure
2 is faster
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION SPEED COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #16
EXAMPLE:
Set new speed for elevation axis or get the current speed





SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.SPEED = x
x = radial axis speed.
units/time, but is a relative measure (i.e.
1).
or ? S:RADIAL.SPEED
Speed is not a direct measure of
2 is faster than
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL SPEED COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #17
EXAMPLE:
Set new speed for radial axis or get the current speed








S:AZIMUTH.SPEED = x or ? S :AZIMUTH.SPEED
x = azimuth axis speed. Speed is not a direct measure of
units/time, but is a relative measure (i.e. 2 is faster than
1).
DESCRIPTION: AZIMUTH SPEED COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #18
Set new speed for azimuth axis or get the current speed
setting from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:AZIMUTH.SP_.FD = 1
? S:AZIMUTI-LSPEED
NAME: S:GRIP.SPEED
SYNTAX: S:GRIP.SPEED = x or .9 S:GRIP.SPEED
x = gripper axis speed.
units/time, but is a relative measure (i.e.
1).
DESCRIPTION: GRIP SPEED COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #20
EXAMPLE:
Speed is not a direct measure of
2 is faster than
Set new speed for gripper or get the current speed
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NAME:
SYNTAX: S:SET.ABS <variable>
<variable> = absolute command variable or rack location.
DESCRIPTION: SI_ ABSOLUTE COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #28
Set last absolute position to the absolute or rack position
defined by <variable>. No robot moves are executed. This







DESCRIPTION: TRANSITION POSITION ON COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #31
Allow transitional moves. Once the current move is in
the vicinity of it's target position, the next move can be
executed.
S:TRANS.ON
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NA ME: S :TRANS. OFF
SYNTAX: S:TRANS.OFF
DESCRIPTION: TRANSITION POSITION OFF COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #32
Do not allow transitional moves. The current move must




SYNTAX: S:GRIP = x or ? S:GRIP
x = absolute gripper axis position in inches
0 <= x <= .7
DESCRIPTION: GRIP POSITION COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #37
Move gripper axis to an absolute position or get the
current gripper position from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:GRIP = 0
? S:GRIP
0
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NAME: S: ELEVATION.C MD
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.CMD = x or .9 S:ELEVATION.CMD
x = absolute elevation axis position in inches
0<=x <= 18
DESCRIPTION: COMMAND VARIABLE ELEVATION POSITION
COMMANDCODE #50
Define/modify or return the elevation position of a
command variable. When defining/modifying an
elevation position, the command variable isn't updated
until an S:SET.BASE.CMD is executed. The elevation






SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.CMD = x or ? S:RADIAL.CMD
x = absolute radial axis position in inches
3<=X <=7
DESCRIPTION: COMMAND VARIABLE RADIAL POSITION
COMMANDCODE #51
Define/modify or return the radial position of a command
variable. When defining/modifying a radial position, the
command variable isn't updated until an S:SET.BASE.CMD
is executed. The radial position returned from a query is
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NAME: S'AZIMUTH.CMD
SYNTAX: S:AZIMUTH.CMD = x or ? S:AZIMUTH.CMD
x = absolute azimuth axis position in degrees
0 <= x <= 360
DESCRIPTION: COMMAND VARIABLE AZIMUTH POSITION
COMMANDCODE #52
Dcfine/modify or return the azimuth position of a
command variable. When defining/modifying an azimuth
position, the command variable isn't updated until an
S:SET.BASE.CMD is executed. The azimuth position
returned from a query is from the last S:GET.BASE.CMD
command.









S:GRIP.CMD = x or ? S:GRIP.CMD
x = absolute gripper axis position in inches
0 <= x <= .7
DESCRIPTION: COMMAND VARIABLE GRIP POSITION
COMMANDCODE #53
EXAMPLE:
Define/modify or return the grip position of a command
variable. When defining/modifying a grip position, the
command variable isn't updated until an S:SET.HAND.CMD
is executed. The grip position returned from a query is
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NAME: S:SET.BASE.CMD
SYNTAX: S:SET.BASE.CMD <variable>
<variable> = absolute command
DESCRIPTION: SFT BASE COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #54
Define/modify the elevation, radial,




















<variable> = absolute command variable.
GET BASE COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #55
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NAME: S:SET.HAND.CMD
SYNTAX: S:SET.HAND.CMD <variable>
<variable> = hand definition variable.
DESCRIPTION: SET HAND COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #56





S: SET.HAND.CMD < variable >
NAME: S.'GET.HAND.CMD
SYNTAX: S:GET.HAND.CMD <variable>
<variable> = hand definitionvariable.
DESCRIPTION: GET HAND COMMAND VARIABLE
COMMANDCODE #57








DESCRIPTION: 2"J_RO ELEVATION AXIS
COMMANDCODE #58
EXAMPLE:
Set the current elevation axis position to { 0 }. This
command can be used to recover from a situation where




DESCRIPTION: ZERO RADIAL AXIS
COMMANDCODE #59
EXAMPLE:
Set the current radial axis position to { O }. This
command can be used to recover from a situation where
the axis position is unknown.
S:ZERO.RADIAL
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NAME: S:ZERO.AZIMUTH
SYNTAX: S'_ROAZIMUI_
DESCRIPTION: ZERO A2_MUTH AXIS
COMMANIX_ODE #60
EXAMPLE:
Set the current azimuth axis position to { 0 }. This
command can be used to recover from a situation where




DESCRIPTION: ZERO GRIP AXIS
COMMANDCODE #61
EXAMPLE:
Set the current grip axis position to { 0 }. This command
c,'m be used to recover from a situation where the axis
position is unknown.
S_ERO.GRIP
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EXAMPLE:
NAME: S:CALIBRATE.ELEVATION
SYNTAX: S :CALIB RATE.ELEVATION
DESCRIPTION: CALIBRATE ELEVATION AXIS
COMMANDCODE #62
Determine where absolute zero is by moving the axis into
the limit, backing away from the limit, and setting the




DESCRIPTION: CALIBRATE RADIAL AXIS
COMMANDCODE #63
Determine where absolute zero is by moving the axis into
the limit, backing away from the limit, and setting the
axis position to {0}.
EXAMPLE: S:CALIBRATE.RADIAL
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NAME: S:CALIBRATE.AZIMUTH
SYNTAX: S:CALIBRATE.AZIMU'_
DESCRIPTION: CALIBRATE AZIMUTH AXIS
COMMANDCODE #64
Determine where absolute zero is by moving the axis into
the limit, backing away from the limit, and setting the




DESCRIPTION: CALIBRATE GRIP AXIS
COMMANDCODE #65
Determine where absolute zero is by moving the axis into
the limit, backing away from the limit, and setting the
axis position to {0}.
EXAMPLE: S :CALIBRATE.GRIP
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NA ME: S: EL EVATIO N. PGAIN
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.PGAIN - x or ? S:ELEVATION.PGAIN
x = proportional gain term (KP) for servo calculations.
0 ,:= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION PROPORTIONAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #66
Define the proportional gain term (KP) used in the servo
calculations for the elevation axis or get the current






SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.PGAIN = x or ? S:RADIAL.PGAIN
x = proportional gain term (KP) for servo calculations.
O <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL PROPORTIONAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #67
Define the proportional gain term (KP) used in the servo
calculations for the radial axis or get the current
proportional gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:RADIAL.PGAIN = 0
? S:RADIAL.PGAIN
0
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NAME: S:AZIMUTH.PGAIN
SYNT[AX: S:AZIMUTH.PGAIN = x or ? S:AZIM TH.PGAIN
x = proportional gain term (KP) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: AZIMUTH PROPORTIONAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #68
Define the proportional gain term (KP) used in the servo
calculations for the azimuth axis or get the current
proportional gain term from the XP servo controller.




SYNTAX: S:GRIP.PGAIN = x or ? S:GRIP.PGAIN
x = proportional gain term (KP) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: GRIP PROPORTIONAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #69
Define the proportional gain term (KP) used in the servo
calculations for the grip axis or get the current
proportional gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:GRIP.PGAIN = 0
? S:GRIP.PGAIN
0
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NAME: S:ELEVATION.IGAIN
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.IGAIN = x or ? S:ELEVATION.IGAIN
x = integral gain term (KI) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION INTEGRAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #70
Define the integral gain term (KI) used in the servo
calculations for the elevation axis or get the current
integral gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:ELEVATION.IGAIN = O
? S :ELEVATION.IGAIN
0
NAME: _; R ADIAL,IG AIN
SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.IGAIN = x or ? S:RADIAL.IGAIN
x = integral gain term (KI) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: I_kDIAL INTEGRAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANI)CODE #71
Define the integral gain term (KI) used in the servo
calculations for the radial axis or get the current integral
gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:RADIAL.IGAIN = O
? S:RADIAL.IGAIN
0





x = integral gain term
or ? S:AZIMUTH.IGAIN
(KI) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: AZIMUTH INTEGRAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #72
Define the integral gain term (KI) used in the servo
calculations for the azimuth axis or get the current
integral gain term from the XP servo controller.




SYNTAX: S:GRIP.IGAIN = x or ? S:GRIP.IGAIN
.r = integral gain term (KI) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: GRIP INTEGRAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #73
Define the integral gain term (KI) used in the servo
calculations for the grip axis or get the current integral
gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:GRIP.IGAIN = O
? S:GRIP.IGAIN
0
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NAME: S:ELEVATION.DGAIN
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.DGAIN = x or ? S:ELEVATION.DGAIN
x = derivative gain term (KD) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION DERIVATIVE GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #74
r)efine the derivative gain term (KD) used in the servo
calculations for the elevation axis or get the current
derivative gain term from the XP servo controller.




SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.DGAIN = x or .9 S:RADIAL.DGAIN
z = derivative gain term (KD) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL DERIVATIVE GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #75
Define the derivative gain term (KD) used in the servo
calculations for the radial axis or get the current
derivative gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:RADIAL.DGAIN = O
.9 S:RADIAL.DGAIN
0
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NAME: S:AZIMUTH.DGAIN
SYNTAX: S:AZIMUTH.DGAIN = x or ? S:AZIMUTH.DGAIN
x = derivative gain term (KD) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: AZIMUTH DERIVATIVE GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #76
Define the derivative gain term (KD) used in the servo
calculations for the azimuth axis or get the current






SYNTAX: S:GRIP.DGAIN = x or ? S:GRIP.DGAIN
x = derivative gain term (KD) for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: GRIP DERIVATIVE GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #77
Define the derivative gain term (KD) used in the servo
calculations for the grip axis or get the current derivative
gain term from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:GRIP.DGAIN = 0
? S:GRIP.DGAIN
O
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NAME: S: EL EVATIO N.ILIM IT
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.ILIMIT = x or .9 S:ELEVATION.ILIMIT
x = inetgrator limit for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION INTEGRATOR LIMIT COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #78
Define the integrator limit used in the servo calculations
for the elevation axis or get the current integrator limit
from the XP servo controller.




SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.ILIMIT = x or ? S:RADIAL.ILIMIT
x = integrator limit for servo calculations.
O <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL INTEGRATOR LIMIT COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #79
Define the integrator limit used in the servo calculations
for the radial axis or get the current integrator limit from
the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:RADIAL.ILIMIT -- 0
? S :RADIAL.ILIMIT
0
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NAME: S:AZIMUTH.ILIMIT
SYNTAX: S:AZIMUTH.ILIMIT = x or .9 S:AZIMUTH.ILIMIT
x = integrator limit for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
D E S C RI PT I O N: AZIMUTH INTEGRATOR LIMIT COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #80
Define the integrator limit used in the servo calculations
for the azimuth axis or get the current integrator limit
from the XP servo controller.




SYNTAX: S:GRIP.ILIMIT - x or ? S:GRIP.ILIMIT
x = integrator limit for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: GRIP INTEGRATOR LIMIT COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #81
Define the integrator limit used in the servo calculations
for the grip axis or get the current integrator limit from
the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:GRIP.ILIMIT = O
? S:GRIP.ILIMIT
0
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NA ME: S: EL i_V AT IO N.IWIND oW
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.IWINDOW = x or ? S:ELEVATION.IWINDOW
x = integrator window for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION IN TGRATOR WINDOW COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #82
Define the integrator window used in the servo
calculations for the elevation axis or get the current






SYNTAX: SzRADIAL.IWINDOW = x or ? S:RADIAL.IWINDOW
x = integrator window for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL INTEGRATOR WINDOW COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #83
Define the integrator window used in the servo
calculations for the radial axis or get the current
integrator window from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:RADIAL.IWINDOW = 0
? S:RADIAL.IWINDOW
0
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NAME: S :AZIMUTH.IWINDOW
SYNTAX: S:AZIMUTH.IWINDOW = x or ? S:AZIMUTH.IWINDOW
x = integrator window for servo calculations.
0 <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: AZIMUTH INTEGRATOR WINDOW COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #84
Define the integrator window used in the servo
calculations for the azimuth axis or get the current
integrator window from the XP servo controller.




SYNTAX: S:GRIP.IWINDOW = x or ? S:GRIP.IWINDOW
x = integrator window for servo calculations.
O <= x <= 255.999 (accuracy of .004)
DESCRIPTION: GRIP INTEGRATOR WINDOW COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #85
Define the integrator window used in the servo
calculations for the grip axis or get the current integrator
window from the XP servo controller.
EXAMPLE: S:GRIP.IWlNDOW = 0
? S:GRIP.IWINDOW
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N AM E: S: ELEVATION.EOT.O VER RIDE
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.EOT.OVERRJDE = 0/I
O1"
? S'_ ._.VATION.EOT.OVERRIDE
0 = don't override
1 = override
DESCRIPTION: ELEVATION END OF TRAVEL OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #86
Override/don't override end of travel fault condition or
get the current end of travel override setting from the XP
controller. If an end of travel fault is overridden, it is
important to clear the override after the fault condition is
removed. If the override is not cleared, end of travel on





SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.EOT.OVERRIDE = 0/1
or
? S :RADIAL.EOT.OVERRIDE
0 = don't override
1 = override
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL END OF TRAVEL OVERR/DE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #87
Override/don't override end of travel fault condition or
get the current end of travel override setting from the XP
controller. If an end of travel fault is overridden, it is
important to clear the override after the fault condition is
removed. If the override is not cleared, end of travel on
that axis cannot be detected.
EXAMPLE: ? S :RADIAL.EOT.OVERRIDE
1
S:RADIAL.EOT.OVERRIDE = 0
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NAME: S:AZIMUTH.EOT.OVERRIDE
SYNTAX: S:AZIMUTH.EOT.OVERRIDE = 0/1
or
? S :AZIMUTH.EOT.OVERRIDE
0 = don't override
1 = override
DESC RIPTION: AZIMUTH END OF TRAVEL OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #88
Override/don't override end of travel fault condition or
get the current end of travel override setting from the XP
controller. If an end of travel fault is overridden, it is
important to clear the override after the fault condition is
removed. If the override is not cleared, end of travel on
that axis cannot be detected.
EXAMPLE: ? S :AZIMUTH.EOT.OVERRIDE
1
S:AZIMUTH.EOT.OVERRIDE = 0
NAME: S: G RIP.EOT.OVERR IDE
SYNTAX: S:GRIP.EOT.OVERRIDE = 0/1
or
? S:GRIP.EOT.OVERR/DE
0 = don't override
1 = override
DESCRIPTION: GRIP END OF TRAVEL OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #89
Override/don't override end of travel fault condition or
get the current end of travel override setting from the XP
controller. If an end of travel fault is overridden, it is
important to clear the override after the fault condition is
removed. If the override is not cleared, end of travel on
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NAME: S:ELEVATION.OVF.OVERRIDE
SYNTAX: S:ELEVATION.OVF.OVERRIDE = 0/1
or
? S'FJ FVATION.OVF.OVERR/DE
0 = don't override
1 = override
D E S C R I PT I O N: ELEVATION OVERFORCE OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #90
Override/don't override overforce fault condition or get
the current overforce override setting from the XP
controller. If an overforce fault condition is overridden,
it is important to clear the override after the fault
condition is removed. If the override is not cleared,




NAME: S: RADIAL.OVF.OVER RIDE
SYNTAX: S:RADIAL.OVF.OVERRIDE = 0/1
or
? S :RADIAL.OVF.OVERRIDE
0 = don't override
1 = override
DESCRIPTION: RADIAL OVERt_RCE OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #91
Override/don't override overforce fault condition or get
the current ovefforce override setting from the XP
controller. If an overforce fault condition is overridden,
it is important to clear the override after the fault
condition is removed. If the override is not cleared,
ovefforce on that axis cannot be detected.
EXAMPLE: ? S:RADIAL.OVF.OVERRIDE
1
S :RADIAL.OVF.OVERRIDE = 0
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NA ME: S :AZIMUTH.OVF.OVER R IDE
SYNTAX: S:AZIMUTH.OVF.OVERRIDE - 0/1
or
? S:AZIMUTH.OVF.OVERRU)E
0 = don't override
I = override
DESC RIPTION: ATJMUTH OVERFORCE OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #92
Override/don't override overforce fault condition or get
the current overforee override setting from the XP
controller. If an overforce fault condition is overridden,
it is important to clear the override after the fault
condition is removed. If the override is not cleared,
overforce on that axis cannot be detected.





SYNTAX: S:GRIP.OVF.OVERR/DE = 0/1
or
? S:GRIP.OVF.OVERRIDE
0 = don't override
1 = override
DESCRIPTION: GRIP OVERFORCE OVERRIDE COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #93
Override/don't override overforce fault condition or get
the current overforce override setting from the XP
controller. If an overforce fault condition is overridden,
it is important to clear the override after the fault
condition is removed. If the override is not cleared,
overforce on that axis cannot be detected.
EXAMPLE: ? S:GRIP.OVF.OVERRIDE
1
S :GRIP.OVF.OVERRIDE = 0
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NAME: S:OVF.STATUS
SYNTAX: ? S:OVF.STATUS
DESCRIPTION: OVERFORCE STA'IUS COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #94
Get the limit status from the XP controller and return a










Left gripper is in 'open' overforce state
Left gripper is in 'closed' overforce state
Right gripper is in 'open' overforce state
Right gripper is in 'closed' overforce state
Radial axis is in 'in' overforce state
Radial axis is in 'out' overforce state
Elevation axis is in 'up' overforce state







DESCRIPTION: END OF TRAVEL STATUS COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #95
Get the limit status from the XP controller and return a










Gripper is in 'open' end of travel
Gripper is 'closed' end of travel
Azimuth axis is in 'left' end of travel
Azimuth axis is in 'right' end of travel
Radial axis is in 'in' end of travel
Radial axis is in 'out' end of travel
Elevation axis is in 'up' end of travel
Elevation axis is in 'down' end of travel
EXAMPLE: ? S:EOT.STATUS
0
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NAME: S:VER.STATUS
SYNTAX: ? S:VER.STATUS
DESCRIPTION: VF_OCITY ERROR STATUS COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #96
Get the limit status from the XP controller and return a
bitmapped status byte containing the velocity error
status for all axes:
Bit 0 Gripper axis stalled
Bit 1 Azimuth axis stalled
Bit 2 Radial axis stalled
Bit 3 Elevation axis stalled
Bit 4 Not used
Bit 5 Not used
Bit 6 Not used
Bit 7 Not used




DESCRIPTION: BASE MOVE STATUS COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #97
Get the move status from the XP controller and return a










Azimuth axis failed to reach position
Vertical axis failed to reach position
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NAME: _:GRIP.MOVE.STATUS
SYNTAX: ? S:GRIP.MOVE.STATUS
DESCRIPTION: GRIP MOVE STATUS COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #98
Get the hand status from the XP controller
bitmapped status byte containing the move
gripper:
Bit 0 Not used
Bit 1 Not used
Bit 2 Gripper
Bit 3 Not used
Bit 4 Not used
Bit 5 Not used
Bit 6 Not used
Bit 7 Not used








DESCRIPTION: COMMUNICATION STATUS COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #99
Return a bitmapped status byte containing the
communication status of the last XP servo command:
Bit 0 Not used
Bit 1 Not used
Bit 2 Not used
Bit 3 Not used
Bit 4 Invalid checksum
Bit 5 Invalid command code
Bit 6 Invalid byte count
Bit 7 Interbyte timeout
EXAMPLE: ? S:COMM.STATUS
0
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NAME: S:MODULE.STATUS
SYNTAX: ? S:MODULE.STATUS
DESCRIPTION: ROBOT MODULE STATUS COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #100



















= XP Servo communication error





= Robot cannot sign on
Robot version is not available
Invalid robot command
Command is not for this robot
Memory request denied (insufficient memory)
Dictionary entry does not exist






DESCRIPTION: ERROR DESCRIFrlON COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #I01
Return a description of the last error.
EXAMPLE: ? S:ERROR.I)ESCRIVrlON
NOT IN POSITION





























































































































































































































I get base positio_ elevation to
serial message
, exchan_ I

































































































































speed value elevation, radial
and azimuth
speeds







































serial message IIoadnew elevatior





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I I set radial






























get azimuth I I set azimuth
,
int MODULEID
char COMMANDCODE I sedal message






































































































RADIAL INTEGRAL GAIN COMMAND
COMMANDCODE #71








char *COMMAND I r I r
get radial I I set radial
char COMMANDCODE serial message





























































































































































get radial I I set radial
int MODULEID
char COMMANDCODE I serial message







































































































































































































































get grip set grip










































































































get azimuth set azimuth ]
t pid factors pid factors
i MODULEID ___--J
char COMMANDCODE










































































I get override I override J
int MODULEID
char COMMANDCODE sedal message










































































int MODULEID | serialchar COMMANDCODE I message














































I get overTJde I I set override














































































































get override I I set override
int MODULEID
char COMMANDCODE I serial message


































































































































































































































































































0 = no error;,
































































DESCRIPTION: Get a sample from a rack. The rack number and sample






In addition to a NOTOK error return, a message is printed
on the terminal and S:MODULE.STATUS is set to indicate
the error.





DESCRIPTION: Put a sample into a rack. The rack number and sample






In addition to a NOTOK error return, a message is printed
on the terminal and S:MODULE.STATUS is set to indicate
the error.
EXAMPLE: RACK.NUMBER = 1
SAMPLE.NUMBER = 5
GET.FROM.RACK
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NAME: LAUNCH.LOCK
SYNTAX: LAUNCH2£X_
DESCRIPTION: Move the robot arm to the launch lock position. This






In addition to a NOTOK error return, a message is printed
on the terminal and S:MODULE.STATUS is set to indicate
the error.
EXAMPLE: LAUN_








RACK.INDEX to build rack
variables
I ove to laI clear positic_ J
Move to rack clear position;
Update last dear position
YES
I Move in front of bin
Reach into bin
Release sample
Move in front of bin
Update processing I
parameters: hand is empty,
r I bin is full
I .
Retum NOT OK to I _ I Return OK to
Interpreter _ Interpreter




RACK.INDEX to build rack
variables
t
Move to last clear position
t
Move to rack dear position;













Move in front of bin
t
I Update processing




i 010-70s i 11/24/92I
EASYLAB PROGRAM: LAUNCH.LOCK
PROCESSING FLOW CHART
Move to last clear position
I Move to launch clear position;
Update last clear position
NO _S
Reach into launch lock
Grab launch lock
Return NOT OK to
Interpreter
Update processing












• Invalid byte count
• Invalid command code
• Invalid checksum
XP Processing Errors
• Elevation axis failed to reach position
• Elevation axis is in end of travel limit
• Elevation axis overforce
• Elevation axis stalled
• Radial axis failed to reach position
• Radial axis is in end of travel limit
• Radial axis overforce
• Radial axis stalled
• Azimuth axis failed to reach position
• Azimuth axis is in end of travel limit
• Azimuth axis stalled
• Gripper axis failed to reach position
• Gripper axis is in end of travel limit
• Gripper axis overforce
• Gripper axis stalled
Robot Processing Errors
• WARNING.. IIJ._GAL SET ABSOLUTE COMMAND
Either the command variable does not exist or an absolute
move was issued for a command variable of the wrong type
• INDEX VALUE OUT OF RANGE FOR THIS RACK
1 < rack index < row * col
• STOP KEY PRESSED
User pressed STOP key
• ROBOT INIT ERROR AXIS: <axis>
Initialization error on the specified axis
• ENTRY NOT FOUND
Command variable not found in data dictionary
• CALIBRATION DATA IS OUT OF 10% ALLOWABLE RANGE
The calibration data entered must be within 10% of the
minimum and maximum axis range
• MONUMENT DEbTNITION CANNOT BE STORED IN DICTIONARY
Error trying to store the monument definition
• NAME CANNOT BE USED AS A MONUMENT POSITION
A symbol exists with the same name but different type or is
owned by someone else
• MONUMENT MUST BE DEFINED BEb_RE A HAND
Monument position must be defined before the user can
define a hand
• NAME ALREADY USED - CANNOT BE STORED IN DICTIONARY
Cannot use an existing hand name when defining a new
hand
• COMMAND IS NOT AN OUTPUT COMMAND
Attempt to do an output operation on a command which is
not an output command
• COMMAND IS NOT FOR THIS ROBOT
Attempt to execute a command which is not owned by the
robot module
• NOT IN POSITION
An axis did not move to the desired location, either because
the STOP key was pressed or because the XP could not
position the axis correctly
• ROBOT C_qNOT SIGN ON
Robot module cannot sign into the Zymate system
• ROBOT VERSION IS NOT AVAILABLE
Robot version is not stored in the data dictionary
• HAND I_JST BE ENTERED BEFORE A RACK CAN BE ACCF_SED
Attempt to move to a rack before picking up a hand
ROBOT STATUS COMMAND VARIABLES











Gripper Left is in OVF Open
Gripper Left is in OVF Closed
Gripper Right is in OVF Open
Gripper Right is in OVF Closed
Radial axis is in OVF In
Radial axis is in OVF Out
Elevation axis is in OVF Up










Gripper is in EOT Open
Gripper is in EOT Closed
Azimuth axis is in EOT Left
Azimuth axis is in EOT Right
Radial axis is in EOT In
Radial axis is in EOT Out
Elevation axis is in EOT Up






















Azimuth axis failed to reach position
Elevation axis failed to reach position






















Grip failed to reach position
Not used
Not used





































Robot cannot sign on
Robot version is not available
Invalid command
Command is not for this robot
Memory request denied
Dictionary entry does not exist

























User presses STOP key OR
System ISR updates EZC
Processing status monitored by
Robot Stop Task.
Robot Task sends a message to
the XP Servo Controller; XP
Servo Controller sends a one
byte error code in response.
Robot Task sends a "READ
LIMIT STATUS" message to the
XP Servo Controller; XP Servo
Controller sends three status
bytes in response.
Robot Task sends a "READ
MOVE STATUS" message to the
XP Servo Controller; XP Servo
Controller sends one status
byte in response.
Robot Task compares Command
Code to valid Command Codes.
Robot Task compares Command
Module ID to it's own Module
ID
Robot Task compares the
Command Rack Index with the
number of rows multiplied by
the number of columns in the
rack.
Fault Response
Robot Stop Task sends "STOP
ROBOT' command to XP Servo
Controller.
Robot Task updates Error
Status and terminates
command.
Robot Task attempts to send
the message until the retries
are exhausted, then updates
Error Status and terminates
command.
Robot Task updates Error
Status and terminates
command.
Robot Task updates Error
Status and terminates
command.
Robot Task updates Error
Status and terminates
command.
Robot Task updates Error
Status and terminates
command.
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._ETUPROBOTNESSAGE ( 6 )
OMMUNICATEMITHROBOT( 8 )
DIV DOUBLEDNUL LOU SIGNED
_TELLPOSITION





LOM DOUBLECOiV DI_L UHSIGN lABS
_ZYNATEHAHDWAIT










































































































--MOVEHAND ( 37 )
_ETPOSJT_ON ( 30 )
---MOVEZYMATE ( 16 )
---MOVEHAND ( 37 )
--ZYMATEMA]T ( 20 )





















_---LOADDATABASE ( 55 )
_---TESTZYMATEPOSITION ( 18 )








ASEFKEYS ( 84 )
I .MOVB STOREEXPSYMBOLDISPLAY
|..D_SPLAY LAST FXNPUT SIZE
I..DISPLAY LAST SIZE FINDB
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----CLEARFUMCIIONAREA ( 94 )
---BASESPEEDSCREEN
._.DsLEARFUNCTIONAREA ( 94 )
ASEFKEYS ( 84 )
TORECOMHANDVARIABLE ( 97 }
ISPLAY LAST FINDB SIZE
--STORERO6OTPOSITION







--STOREANDCHECKSYMBOL ( 98 )
..FINPUT SIZE DISPLAY
---BASESENSESCREEN
--CLEARFUNCT[OMAREA ( 96 )
•--BASEF_EYS ( 84 )
--GETBASEFORCEVALUES
E1UPROBOTMESSAGE ( 6 )







--STORECOMMANDVARIABLE ( 97 )
..DISPLAYLASTSIZEFI_DB
---MOVETOLOCATI(_SCREEN
---UPDATELASTNAME ( 82 )
--VALUEENTERED
















--SET_PROBOTMESSAGE ( 6 )
---C_NICATEWITHROBOT ( 8 )
--ZYM,_TEHANDWAIT ( 41 )


















































































































































_FORCEUPPER ( 71 )
-.-OOCAL
._-_VALUEENTERED( 134 )












---NOVEZYHATE ( 16 )
--TELLPOSITION ( 34 )
..DISPLAY STROBECNARLAST FDISPLAY













TESTHANDPOSITION ( 39 }
ELLPOSITiON ( 34 )
OVEHAND( 37 )
TOPANDREINITR_OT ( 27 )
TROIIECHARINPUT DISPLAY RECEIVEMESSAGETIMEDNAIT
--LOADOATA_IST ( 67 )
--HANDCOORDINATESCREEN
--CLEARFUNCTIONAREA ( 94 )
_----HANDFKEYS( 245 )
--STORECONMANDVARIABLE ( 97 )





ISPLAY LAST SIZE FINDB
--NANDSENSESCREEN
----CLEARFUNCTiONAREA( 94 )
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---GET_ICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS ( 159 )
---OISPLAYCURRENTHAND ( 143 )
..LOW HIGH LOOKUPEXPSYMBOLDISPLAY MOVB SAL FIflPUT LAST FLOAT COS FIX SIN SIZE STOREEXPSYMBOL
CHANGEEXPSYMBOL




_ELETEEOMMAHDSCREEN ( 212 )
---WRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEfl
---CLEARFUNCTiONAREA( 94 )
_FORCEUPPER ( 71 )
---DOCAL ( 218 )
--DC_RISTZEROS





--SETFACTORYCAL ( 15 )
--SAVECALIBRATIONDATA ( 228 )
---MOVEHANO( 37 )
--TELLPO$1TION ( 34 )
..DISPLAY STROBECHARLAST FDISPLAY
--FORCEUPPER ( 71 )
.DISPLAY LAST SIZE FINDB TYPEN STROBECHARRECEIVEMESSAGETIMEDWAIT
---CLEARKEYBOXES( 237 )
_FORCEUPPER ( 71 )
..CLEARSCREEHLAST SIZE FINDS DISPLAY TYPEN STROSECHARRECEIVEMESSAGETIMEDWAIT
---COMPUTEABSOLUTE( 136 )
---CONPUTERELATIVE { 138 )
_Olqla_JTEHAND ( 140 }
---CCI_UTERACKLOCATICN
TORACKINDEX( 145 )
AM MOVB LOOKUPEXPSYMBOLUNSIGN FIX TYPES TYPEN TYPECRLF FREERAM
_TESTNEWFORPEND|NG
-.--RANGECHECKPOSITION
---DZVRND ( 271 )
--SETUPRO6OTMESSAGE( 6 )
_OI_IUNICATEWITHROBOT ( 8 )
--._ETPOSITION ( 30 )
_STO_ITOR ( 50 )
--ZYMATEHANDWAIT ( 41 )
•---GETWRISTFORCEVALUES( 267 )






























J..FLOAT SIGNED FIX UNSiGN
-_LOADDATABASE_AIT




LOADDATA_IST ( 67 )
--ZYMATEWAIT C 20 )
---GETBASEFORCEVALUES( 121 )
--GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS ( 159 )
----NOVEZYMATE( 16 )
•--,NOVEHANO( 37 )
..GETRAN SiZE LOt,/ HiGH CREATEEXCHANGENOVB STOREEXPSYNBOLTYPEN TYPECRLF CHANGEEXPSYMBOLFREERAH
RECEIVEHESSAGESHR XLAT CLEARSCREENSTROBECHARFIX FLOAT RECE[VEHESSAGETiNEDMAITSIGNED
LOCKUPEXPSYMSOLSAL
343 STOPPROGR/U_
344 I..GETRAM SIZE _ECEIVEMESSAGERECEIVEMESSAGETIMEDWAITSENOMESSAGE
C-OOC
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STORE I MMED IAT ECOMMAND



















































































































































































































































--LOADDATABASE ( 55 )
--LOADOATAWRIST ( 67 )
----OISPLAYCURRENTHAND { 143 )
---GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS
I..SAL
_-MOVEZYMATE { 16 )
---HOVEHAND ( 37 )
--TELLPOSITION ( 34 )
..LAST DISPLAY FINPUT MOVB FINDSYMBOL ASCIITOREAL FIX FLOAT UNSIGN LOOKUPEXPSYNBOL SAL
REALTOASCII NUMOLIT FDISPLAY
.--MOVETOCOORD]NATESSCREEN
---UPDATELASTNAME ( 82 )
--VALUEENTERED ( 134 )
.---RESTOREPOSITION
_.-TELLPOSITION ( 34 )
---GETSCALEDRN1
j ]..ASCIITOREAL FLOAT FIX
J _OVEZV_UtTE ( 16 )
I ---MOVEHAND ( 37 )TELLPOSITION ( 34 )
I..DISPLAY
_CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN
_-_UPDATELASTNAME ( 82 )
_-.-SETAB_OLUTE ( 112 )
J_SETREI.ATIVE ( 116 )
._SETHAND ( 110 )
FINPUT LOOKUPEXPSYMBOL DISPLAY CHANGEEXPSYMBOL TYPEN
_ACKSETUPSCREEN
---CLEARFUNCTIONAREA ( 94 )
_PDATELASTNAME ( 82 )
---OISPLAYCURRENTHAND ( 143 )
--FORCEUPPER ( 71 )
--GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS ( 159 )
---LOADDATABASE ( 55 )
.---MOVEZYMATETILLACKNOq, JLEDGE
ASEFKEYS ( 84 )
OADDATABASE ( 55 )
----MOVETORACKINDEX ( 145 )
--TELLPOSITION ( 34 )
---I_VEZYMATE ( 16 )
..GETRA_ DISPLAY FINPUT LDOKUPEXPSYMBOL GETCHAR LAST MOVB FDISPLAY FLOAT SORT ATAN COS SIN SIGNED
SIZE STOREEXPSYMBOL CNANGEEXPSYMBOL FREERAM
---MONUMENTSCREEN
---CLEARFUNCTIONAREA ( 94 )
,---CLEARNAMEAREA
I..DISPLAY LAST
---UPOATELASTNAME ( 82 )
--FORCEUPPER ( 71 )
•--4qOVEZYMATETILLACKNOWLEDGE ( 189 )
--SETABSOLUTE ( 112 )
..LAST DISPLAY LOW HIGH LOOKUPEXPSYMBOL FINDSYMBOL DELETEEXPSYMBOL FDISPLAY GETCflAR TYPECHAR
FINPUT SIZE STOREEXPSYMBOL CHANGEEXPSYMBOL NOVB
---PROGRAMMINGCOMMANDSCREEN
LEARFUNCTIONAREA ( 94 )
ASEFKEYS ( 84 )
TOREIMMEDIATECOMMAND
STOREANDCHECKSYHBOL ( 98 )
DISPLAY LAST FINPUT SIZE
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• (nut[) START: I ORCAI.CC








VARIABLECONN, AMD VARIABLEDATA tJORDDATA
_ORKINGRANS|ZE ZYHATEPLACE

































........... . ......... _..o ...... . ...... ..o. ...... o ......... .... .... ...o ................ o ...........................................





..................... °oo° ...... _ ................ ° ......... . ......................................................................
FUNCT: LOADDATABASE_,_A|T START: 160 ORCA1.CC
USERS: INI TZYNATE
CALLS: ZYNATEUAX T LOADDATABASE
PARAM: AX| S1ACCEL AXISIOFFSET AXI S1SPEED
AX ] S2ACCE L AX l S20F FSET AX I SZSPEED
AX I S3ACCE L /iX I S30F FSE T AX ! S3SPEED
............................ . ......... . ......... • ................... ..._. ............ • ............................. ° .............
FUNCT: LOADDATA_,fR|STWAIT START: 17_ ORCAI.CC
USERS: ]Nl TZYNATE
CALLS: ZYNATEHANOMAI T LOADDATAMRI ST
PARAN: AXI S1ACCEL AXIS1SPEED /U(I S2ACCEL
AX i S2SPE ED /iX I S3ACCEL AXI S3SPEED
.................. o ............ ° ................ . ...... ° ......... ° ......... . ......... . ...... . ......... °..o .......................
FUNCT: CLEARKEYBOXES START: 189 ORCA1.CC
USERS: HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN ZYNATE HANDPROGRANN1NG ZYNATEPROGRANNI NG
CALLS: DISPLAY LAST
GL_a: : I SPACES
°=°..o ...... . ......... ...° ................. o ...... . .........................................................................
• CLEARFUNCTIO_MREA START: 210 ORCAI.CC
USERS: BASECOORD[ NATESCREEN BASESPEEDSCREEN BASESENSESCREEN
NONUt4ENT SCREEN PROGRAI_ I NGCOMMANDSCREEN CALi BRATI ONSCREEN
RACKSETUPSCREEN kPRJSTCAL I BRAT IONSCREEN NANDCOORD] NATESCREEN
HANDSPEEOSCREEN HANDSENSESCREEN HANDDEF]NIT IONSCREEN
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DELETECONNANDSCREEN ZY_TEHANDPROGR_ING ZYNATEPROGRAI_ING













































FUNCT: BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN START: 387 ORCAI.CC
USERS: ZYNATEPROGRN_ING
CALLS: DISPLAY
........ . ..................... ° .................................................... ....° .........................................
FUNCT: HANDFUNCTIOISCREEH START: 406 ORCAI.CC
U_ • ZYNATEHANDPROGRA/'MING
C, . DISPLAY
..°° ..................... ° ............ ° ........ °°..° ........ ° ................. ° ............................. . ...............
F .: BASECOORDINATESCREEN START: 422 OflCAI.CC
USERS: ZYNATEPROGRA_ING





.... °.°.. ........ . ............ . .................................. . ............................................... . ...............
FUNCT: BASESPEEDSCREEN START: 460 ORCAI.CC
USERS: zYIqATEPROGRAMNING











.... . ......................... ° ................................................................. ° ................................
FUNCT: NONUNENTSCREEN START: 545 ORCAI.CC
USERS: ZYI(ATEPROGRN_|NG
















........................ ............ .°.. .... . .......... . .... . ....... ..°.o... ........... ° ..................... o .............
F' : PROGRAMNINGCOMI_kNDSCREEN START: 719 ORCAI,CC
L : ZYNATEPROGRA/#I | NG
CAl.l.S: CLEARFUMCT | ONAREA D| SPLAY LAST
BASEFKEYS F! HDB S I ZE
STORE ! NMED ! ATE COMMAND
GLOBL : CHAR ZPCASE
LOCAL: ZPKEYS
FUNCT: DOCAL START: 765 ORCAIoCC
USERS: PAL I BRAT I OMSCREEN WRI STCAL I BRAT ! ONSCREEN
CALLS: STRO&ECHAR VALUEENTERED ASCJ JTOREAL
FIX UNSIGN DOUBLE
LOW DD I V DMUL
S ! GNED P ! SPLAY
GLOBL : BUFFER CAL CALFACTOR
CALMARN I NG CHAR NUMBER
PEND ! NGVALUE RN1

















......... °°.. .................. ° ..... . ............................ . ............... .°.. .................................. o..°
FUNCT: WRISTCALIBRAT!OMSCREEN
USERS: ZYMATENANDPROG_ING












........... . ..... . ............ .°°. ............... . .................................. o ........................................... °
START: 1062 ORCAI.CC
..... .o...*.o....°..* ...... **.. ............... . ............... o .................. . ..................... . .........................
FUNCT: HANDCOORDINATESCREEN START: 1152 ORCAI.CC
UP" : ZYHATEHANDPROGRAMM | NG
r CLEAR FUNCT iONAREA D [ SPLAY LAST




........ ...° ............... .=.. ............... . ..................................................................................
FUNCT: HANDSPEEOSCREEN START: 1190 ORCAI.CC
FUNCT: DOURISTZEROS START: 900 ORCAI.CC
USERS: I,JRISTCALXBRATIONSCREEN
CALLS: STROQECHAR FORCEUPPER INPUT
NOVEHAND RECEIVEMESSAGETIMEDWA|T
G CAL CALFACTOR.GRiPZERO CALFACTOR.SYRINGEZERO
CALFACTOR.WRISTZERO OUNMYPTR
: CHAR FKEY
FUNCT: CALIBRATIONSCREEN START: 957 ORCAI.CC
USERS: ZYMATEPROGRAMM!NG



















................................... . .................................................................. . ..................... . ....





















DEFIN: COMMAND CDMMANDENTRY HANDGEOMETRY













CALLS: DISPLAYCURRENTHAND DISPLAY FINPUT
NOVETORACKINDEX




............. .o.. ............................ * .................. o ............... . .................. o .................. .ooo .......
START: 1273 ORCAI.CC
----4--'' ............ "--'_ ............... 0 ............... 0''0 ..................................... 0 ............... " ..........
START: 1604 ORCA1.CC
oooo_oo.o ........... ....o._ ............... ..o. ............ ..o.o.. ............................ ooo.oooo.. ..........................





....... . ............... .o.. ............... o .................................. . ............... oooo....°o ..........................




.................... ..°. .................. . ............... o ........................................ o .................. . ..........
FUNCT: Iq3VETOLOCATIONSCREEN START: 1457 OflCA1.CC
USERS: ZYMATEHANDPROGRAMMING ZYMATEPROGR/U4MING











DF" ': CCPEMAND COMF4ANDENTRY ZYMATEPLACE






























PEND I NGI,/Ri ST
i,/R] ST
W_/EMENTCOMNAND NYNODULE I O
NAJqEFORNAT MA/4ELENGTH




















.oo .................. o .............. o .............................. o ..................................... o .............. o ........
FUNCT: GETSCALEDRN1 START: 1868 ORCA1.CC
USERS: HOVE TOCOORDI NATESSCREEN
CALLS: ASCI ITOREAL FLOAT FIX
GLOBL : BUFFER RNI
PARAM: MAX M|N SCALEFACTOR
...... . .................. o .......................................... ° .............................................................
FUNCT: NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN START: 1890 ORCA1.CC
USERS: ZYMATEHANDPROGRAMM| NG ZYMATEPROGRAMMI NG
CALLS: UPDATELASTNANE VALUEENTERED RESTOREPOS 1T ION
GETSCALEDRN1 IqOVEZYHATE MOVEHAND
DISPLAY TELLPOSIT ION
G, . BUFFER FJRSTDISPLAT ,I
PEND I NGANGLE PENDI NGGRI P PEND I NGHEI GHT
PEND | NGREACN PEND I NGSYR! NGE PEND I Nb"I/R1ST
...... o... .......................... . .......... . ............... .....o..o .............. * .................. . ...................... .
























.o.oo.ooo. ...................... o .............. oo.o. ......................................
START: 2011 ORCAI.CC
ZYMATEPROGRAMMI NG






FUNCT: ZYKATEHANDPROGRN441NG START: 2052 ORCAI.CC
USERS: ZYIqATEPROGRN, IqING











































































=.o..ooo.o.o ......... .o.. ................... o .......... o ......... _ooo ...... o ...... oo.. .......................... o ......... _ ......
FUNCT: RANGECHECKEDSPEED1N START: 2283 ORCAI.CC
USERS: INITZYMATE





................................................................. o .............................................. . ................




F' : TESTNEWFORPEND I NG
U : %NITZYMATE
I: VAR I ABLECOMMAND
b,..,aL: MOVEMENTCOMMAND


















RANGECHECKPOS I T i ON
D! VRND
GETPOSI T ION
RECE ! VEME SSAGE T! MEDWAI T
RANGECHECKEDSPEED I N





























































































LOCAL: ..A ..B ..C
ROBOTCONMANDCOOE TENPPTR
.. ...... ° ................... o .......... . ................ _ ...... ...° ................ o..° ...... . ......... ° ................ _°.
START: 7'90RCA2. CC
! N I TZYMATEROBOT 1N I TZYMATE
('OI'4HUNI CATEW I T HROBOT DD ! V
OMUL LOW
........................................................... ° ................ ..°° ...... . ..........................................
FUNCT: DISPLAYCOLLISIONHESSAGE START: 203 ORCA2.CC
USERS: STOPANDREIN| TROBOT
CALLS: DISPLAY TYPEN SHR
GLOBL : BASESTATUS COMMANDMOOE WRI STSTATUS
PAEAN: AXISID
LOCAL : NOT I NI_3SMSG
............ . ......... . ............ . ........ . .............. . ......... _ ...... ..°. ..... °°... ...... . ............ ° ...................
FUHCT: SETABSOLUTE START: 263 ORCA2.CC
USERS: MONUMENTSCREEN STOREROBOTPOS I T 1ON CHANGELOCAT I ONSCREEN
CALLS: SAR
DEFIN: COMMAND
GLOBL : ANGLE HEIGHT REACH
REFANGLE REFHE I GHT REFREACH
................................ . ................ . ......... . ................ .... ...... . ......... . ................................
FUNCT: SETRELATIVE START: 274 ORCA2.CC
USERS: STOREROBOTPOS 1T I ON CHANGELOCAT I ONSCREEN
CALLS: SAR
DEFIN: COMMAND
GLOBL: ANGLE HEIGHT REACH
RE FANGLE REFHE I GHT REFREACH
... ...... .... ...... .... ...... . ................ .°...... ...... . ...... . ................... . ................... . ......................
FUNCT: SETHAND START: 282 ORCA2.CC
USERS: STOREROBOTPOS I T 1ON CHANGELOCAT IONSCREEN
CALLS: SAR
DEFIN: HANDCON,lAND
GLOBL: GRIP SYRINGE WRIST
... ...... ° ............ . .......................... . ......... _ ...... . ....................................... . ......... . ............












... ...... . ......... . ......... ° ................... . ......... .o...... ........ ._ ....... ........ ................. . ...................
C'DOC
FUNCT: CONPUTERELATIVE START: 298 ORCA2.CC
U" : NOVETOLOCAT IO_SCREEN INI TZYNATE
r : SAL
J: C_qAND
GLOBL : ANGLE HEI GHT PEND ! NGANGLE
PEND I NGHEI GHT PENDI NGREACN REACH
REFANGLE REFHE ! GHT REFREACH
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.°°. ..... .°°.°.. ..... . ........ . .............. ° ........... . ..................................................... . .................




GLOBL: GRIP PEND[NGGRIP PENDINGSYRINGE
PENDING_/RIST SYRINGE MRIST
.... .............................................................................................................................
FUNCT: STOPANDREINITROBOT START: 327 ORCA2.CC
USERS: ZYMATEWAIT BASEFKEYS HANDFKEYS
ZYM,ATEHANDWAIT












..................... °°°. ..... .°.° ...............................................................................................
FUNC/: FORCEUPPER START: 392 ORCA2.CC
USERS: BASEFKEYS HANDFKEYS HONUNENTSCREEN
DC_ASE ZEROS O0_R I STZEROS CALI BRAT I ONSCREEN
RACKSETUPSCREEN WRI STCAL i BRAT ! ONSCREEN ZYHATE HANDPROGRAHM! NG
ZYMAT EPROGR/U4H[ NG ] NI TZYHATE
P : CHAR
START : 407 ORCA2. CC
BASESPEEDSCREEN BASESENSESCREEN
HOVEZYNATET [ LLACKNCYdLEDGE ZYXATEPROGRAHM I NG
ST ROBECHAR INPUT
TE STZYMATEPOS 1T ]ON D ! SPLAY

























































FUNCT: DISPLAYCURRENTGRIPFORCE START: 613 ORCA2.CC
USERS: HANDSENSESCREEN





F_T: DISPLAYBASEFORCES START: 6.30 ORCA2.CC
USERS: BASESENSESCREEN
CALLS: DISPLAY [ABS UNSIGM
DISPLAYNUMBER
GLOSL: ANGLEFORCE HEIGHTFORCE REACHFORCE
LOCAL: NUN
........................ . ........................................................................................................
FUNCT: STOREANOCHECKSYNBOL START: 669 ORCA2.CC
USERS: STORECC_MANDVAR]ABLE STOREIN4EDIATECC_,IMAND STOREROBOTPOSITION
CALLS: NOVB STOREEXPSYNBOL DISPLAY
DEFIN: CCIdMANDENTRY
GLOBL : CURRENTNANE NAMELENGTH RAMPTR
RESPONSE
FUNCT: STORECOMMANDVARZABLE START: 693 ORCA2.CC
USERS: BASECOORD i NATESCREEN BASESPEEDSCREEN BASESENSESCREEN
HANDCOORDi NATESCREEN HANDSPEEDSCREEN HANDSENSESCREEN
CALLS: DISPLAY LAST F|NPUT
S I ZE STOREANDCHECKSYIdBOL
DEFIN: COI,IMANDVARI ABLE VARIABLEDATA
GLOBL : ABBREV FORMAT LENGTH
MOOULEI D NYMOOULE I D NAME
NANELENGTH SPACES TYPE
VAR IABLEDATAPTR
PARAM: COL COMMANDCOOE FORMATCODE
ROq_
....................................................... o .........................................................................















FUNCT: STOREROBOTPOSITION START: 736 ORCA2.CC
USERS: ZYMATEHANDPROGRAMMING ZYNATEPROGRAMNING


















................. • .......... °°o..°°.. ...................... ° .....................................................................
FUNCT: GETCAL[BRATIONDATA START: 775 ORCA2.CC
USERS: %NITZYIqATEROBOT
CALLS: SETUPROBOTNESSAGE COI,INJNICATEWITHROBOT NOV_
GLOBL: CALFACTOR.ANGLE CALFACTOR.HEIGHT CALFACTOR.I,/R]ST
ROBOTNESSAGE TEXT
.°. .............. . .......... .....°..o...o..°. .......... . ....................... ° ..................................................
FUNCT: SAVECALIBRAT%ONDATA START: 812 ORCA2.CC
USERS: CALIBRATIONSCREEN URISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
CALLS: SETUPROBOTNESSAGE NOVW CONNUN%CATEWITHROBOT
GLOBL: CALFACTOR.HE|GHT CALFACTOR.i,/RIST ROBOTNESSAGE
TEXT








...... . .............. ° ...........................................................................................................
FUNCT: MOVEZYIqATETILLACKNOWLEDGE START: 855 ORCA2.CC
USERS: NONUMENTSCREEN RACKSETUPSCREEN HANDDEF[NITIONSCREEN
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CALLS: 6ASEF_EYS LOAODATABASE
G' ' CHAR _EACHACCEL REACHTRANSOFFSET
ROTARYACCEL _OTARYTRANSOFFSET VERTICALACCEL
VERTICALTRAN,T_)FFSET
.... . ......................................... . ........................................................... o .... . .................




......... . .... o .... o .... o .... . .... . ............ . ...................... . .... . .............................................. ° .......
FUNCT: DISPLAYCURRENTHAND !;TART: 879 ORCA2.CC




... ................ . .............. . ............................. . ........................ . .......................................
FUNCT: GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS START: B89 ORCA2.CC




GLOBL: CURRENTHANDHE|GHTOFFSET CURRENTHANDLATERALOFFSET CURRENTHANDREACHOFFSET
HEIGHTADDON REACHADDON SIDEADDON
.................. ° ................................................................ o ..................... ° .................
FUNCT: NOVETORACKINDEX START: 89T ORCA2.CC
- USERS: RACKSETUPSCREEN CONPUTERACKLOCATION INPUTANDNOVETORACKINDEX

















































































.°.° ...... . ......... ° .... ° .... ° ........... ° .... o ............................. ° ................ ° ..................................
FUNCT: COlqPUTERACKLOCATION START: 1277 O(ZCA2.CC
USERS: INITZYIHATE






















































































...... °.° ...................................................... ° ........ ° ........ ° ........
START: 68 ORCA3 .CC
I N] TZYMATE
DIVISOR
...................... . ...................... .°o .... _ .......... ° ............. o.......................... ° ........................
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PARAM: COMMAND DATABYTESIN DATABYTESOUT
..... . .......... .oooo ................ . ........................................... o.. ................... ... ...................
















FUNCT: COMPUTECHECKSUM START: 190 ORCA3.CC
USERS: COMMUNICATEWITHROBOT




FUNCT: RETURNCHECKSUMOK START: 204 ORCA3.CC
USERS: COMMUNICATEWITHROBOT






























.................................................. . ........ o°o ................... . ...............................................
F : STOPMON]TOR START: 2_,80RCA3.CC
U : DOPOS [ T [ONCONTROL ]Hi TZYMATE
;: SENDMESSAGE
.L: MOVING STOPEXCHANGE. EXCHANGE |D STOPMON] TORACT I VE
ST(_OTASKMESSAGE






































................... ... ......................................... o .......... . ...............................................
















o ........ . ................ o ...... o .......... o ..................... . .......... ..o.o ...... o.o .......... oo. .......................
: TESTZYMATEPOSIT]ON START: 432 ORCA3.CC
, _: CALCULAT EBASEAX I SCOUNTS BASEFKEYS
GLOBL : PEND 1NGANGLE PEND ! NGHEI GHT PEND ! NGREACH
o°. ...... . ................ . ................... o .......... ..o ....................... .... ..........................................
FUNCT: CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS START: 473 ORCA3.CC
USERS: MOVEZYHATE
CALLS: TESTZYMATEPOS | T |ON DDIV DMUL
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DOUBLE UNSIGN LOM




......... o .................................................................... . ..................................................
FUNCT: LOADDATABASE START: 682 ORCA].CC

























































































FUNCT: MOVEHAND START: 826 ORCA3.CC
USERS: STOPANDREXN[TROBOT HANDFKEYS SETFACTORYCAL
DOI,JRISTZEROS _JRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN INITZYNATEROBOT
NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN INITZYNATE
CALLS: CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS ZYNATENANDMAIT DOPOS[T]ONCOMTROL
GLOBL: GRIP GRIPCOUNTS PEND[NGGR[P
PENDINGSYRINGE PENDINGi_IST SYRINGE
SYRINGECOUNTS WRIST WR[STCOUNTS
P$ .... : WA[TTYPE
............... .°°°o°°°o ....................................................................................................
,: LOADDATANRIST START: 8410RCA].CC




PARAH: GR|PACCEL GR]PSPEED SYRINGEACCEL
C-DOG 10-07-199216:17Page14
SYRINGESPEED VRISTACCEL _/RISTSPEED
.................. ..... ........ . ........ . ............ . .................................................... ° ................




°.o ........ ° .....................................................................................................................
FUNCT: GETBASEFORCEVALUE$ START: 915 ORCA3.CC
USERS: BASESENSESGREEN INITZYMATE
CALLS: SETUPRO6OTNESSAGE CONHUNICATEWITHROBOT _OINTEGER




FUNCT: GETI_RISTFORCEVALUES START: 929 ORCA3.CC
USERS: HANDSEMSESCREEN %NITZYHATE
CALLS: SETUPROBOTNESSAGE COMHUNICATEWJTHROBOT TOINTEGER
D|VRND
GLOBL: GRIPFORCE _OBDTNESSAGE SYR|NGEFORCE
TEXT E4_|STFORCE MRISTSTATUS
...................................................................................... o ..........................................
FUNCT: TELLPOSITION START: 968 ORCA3.CC




CALLS: DISPLAY UNS[GN SAR
FDISPLAY |ABS






............................. ° .............................. ° ....................................................................
F' • DISPLAYNLg, IBER START: 1073 ORCA3.CC
U : DISPLAYCURRENTGRiPFORCE DISPLAYBASEFORCES
;: DISPLAY
A: COL _UMBER ROW)
LOCAL: BUFFER
.......................... _ ............................................................................. _ ........................
C-DOC
CALLER/CALLED XREF
C-DOC 10-07-1992 14:17 Page 1
Oe';necl (Internat) Functions, Function XREF (of CALLS/USERs) (1 of 2)
_. WQt_Ot_OQeQQg_t_WQQ_QtQ_QQQ_t t t _ tttW_tQt_Q_Wt t_tttQ_eRt t I • •
....................... • ..... . ............. o ........ ....... ................... . ............. . ..... o .........................
: BASECOORDI NATESCREEM FI LE:ORCA1. CC
u_.._S: 2177 ZYNATEPROGRAN41NG
CALLS: 427 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 429 DISPLAY 430 DISPLAY 431 DISPLAY
440 BASEFKEYS 441 SIZE 441 FINDB 466 STORECOI_JANDVARIABLE
452 STORECONHANDVAR IABLE
.............. ..o. ................ o ...................... . ............................ . ................ o ................ .... .....
FUNCT : BASEFKEYS F I LE:ORCA2. CC
USERS: 460 BASECOORD]NATESCREEN 479 BASESPEEDSCREEN 523 BASESENSESCREEN 7"59 PROGRAHN%NGCONNANDSCREEN
CALLS: 412 FORCEUPPER 412 STROBECHAR 421 INPUT 430 LON)DATABASE
688 DISPLAY 492 TELLPOSITION 495 HOVEZYNATE 497 RECEIVENESSAGETINEDMAIT
50.5 STOPANDRE I NZTR080T
.................... o ............................................................................................................
FUNCT: BASEFUNCT IONSCREEN FI LE=ORCA1 .CC
USERS: 2155 ZYNATEPROGRANN|NG _179 ZYI_TEPROGRAHN]NG 2185 2YNATEPROGRANNING 2197 ZYNATEPROGRAN,IING
2263 2YNATEPROGRAHN] NG
CALLS: 392 DISPLAY 593 DISPLAY 394 DISPLAY 395 DISPLAY
398 DISPLAY 399 DISPLAY _,.OO DISPLAY 401 DISPLAY
40"4 DISPLAY 404 DISPLAY
.............. . ..... ° .................................................................................. o .........................
FUNCT : BASESENSESCREEN F I LE::ORCA1 . CC
USERS: 2195 ZYHATEPROGRAMN ] Nr.
CALLS: 507 CLEARFUNCT]ONAREA 509 DISPLAY 510 DISPLAY 511 DISPLAY
514 DISPLAY 515 DISPLAY 518 LAST 523 BASEFKEYS
524 FINDB 525 GETBASEFORCEVALUES 526 DISPLAYBASEFORCES 531 STORECOMHANDVAR]ABLE
537 STORECOMMANDVAR [ABLE
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT : BASESPEEDSCREEN F I LE :ORCA1. CC
USERS: 2183 ZYNATEPROGRAHNING
CALLS: 465 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 467 DISPLAY 468 DISPLAY 469 DISPLAY
474 LAST 479 BASEFKEYS 480 FINDB 480 SIZE
488 STORECOH_NDVARIABLE 491 STORECOI4HANDVAR]ABLE 494 STORECONI4ANDVARIABLE
..................................................................................... o... ............. oo.. ......................
: CALCULATEBASEAX I SCOUNTS FI LE :ORCA3. CC
U j: 559 NOVEZYNATE
3: 477 TEST2YNATEPOSITION 478 DDIV 478 DHLJL 478 DOUBLE
478 LO_ 479 DOUBLE 479 DNUL 479 LOW
479 DOUBLE 479 DD1V 480 DDIV 48,0 DRUL
480 UNSIGN 480 DOUBLE 480 LOW
...... . ..... . ............. . ........................................................ o..o.°.... ....................................
FUNCT: CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS FILE=ORCA3.CC
USERS: 831NOVEHAND
CALLS: 752 TESTHANDPOSIT[ON 755 LOW 7'55 DOUBLE 755 DDIV
755 DOUBLE 759 LOW 759 UNSIGN 7_9 DNUL
759 DOUBLE 759 lABS 759 DOUBLE 762 DDIV
762 DOUBLE 762 DOUBLE 762 UNSIGN 762 LO_







































.............................................. . .......... . ............................... o.o. ............. . ......................
FUNCT : CHANGELOCAT IONSCREEN F ! LE :ORCA1. CC
USERS: 2111 2YMATEHANDPROGRAICMING 2207 2YNATEPROGRAN4ING
CALLS: 1962 UPDATELASTNAME 1963 FINPUT 1968 LOO_UPEXPSYNBOL 1974 DISPLAY
1984 DISPLAY 1985 SETRELATIVE 1988 DISPLAY 1989 SETHAND
1993 DISPLAY 1996 TYPEN 2000 TYPEN 2001 DISPLAY



























220 LAST 220 DISPLAY
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FUNrT:CLEARKEYBOXES FILE=ORCA1.CC
U' 1348HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN1354 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 2058 ZYNATEHANDPROGRN41MING 2242 ZYNATEPROGRAJ_ING
r, 206 DISPLAY 206 LAST 207 DISPLAY 207 LAST
F_.._[: CLEARNANEAREA FILE:ORCA1.CC
USERS: 552 MONUMENTSCREEN



























.o.o ..................... . ................................................................. o .....................................
FUNCT: COMPUTEABSOLUTE FILE:ORCA2.CC
USERS: 1536 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN ;!506 INITZYRATE
CALLS: 294 SAL 295 SAL 296 SAL




.................................................................................................... . ............ o ...............
FUNCT: CONPUTEHAND FILE::ORCA2.CC
USERS: 1548 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 2514 INITZYMATE
CALLS: 310 SAL 311SAL 312 SAL
............ . ...................................................................................................................
FUNCT: CO_4PUTERACKLOCATION FILE:_ORCA2.CC
USERS: 2526 iNITZYNATE 2813 INITZYMATE
CALLS: 1286 NOVETORACKINDEX 1290 GETRAM 1291MOVB 1292 LOOKUPEXPSYNBOL
1296 FIX 1302 TYPES 1303 TYPEN 1304 TYPECRLF
FUU_T: CC_IPUTERELATIVE FILE::ORCA2.CC
": 1542 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 2510 IN]TZYMATE
L _: 302 SAL 303 SAL 304 SAL
.... . ............ o .................................................... . ......................... . ............................
(: DELETECONMANDSCREEN FILE=ORCA1.CC
USERS: 2114 ZYNATEHANDPROGRAMNING _224 ZYHATEPROGRAMNING
CALLS: 2015 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 2017 DISPLAY 2018 DISPLAY 2019 FINPUT
2032 DISPLAY 2036 DELETEEXPSYNBOL 2039 DISPLAY 2043 DISPLAY
.............................. ....o ................. _ .................................. . .........................................
FUNCT: DISPLAYBASEFORCES FILE=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 526 BASESENSESCREEN
CALLS: 637 DISPLAY 641 DISPLAY 644 IABS 644 UNSIGN
65Z DISPLAY 655 UNSIGN 655 IABS 656 DISPLAYNUI4BER
663 DISPLAY 666 IABS 666 UNSIGN 667 DISPLAYNUMBER
........ . ........ . ............ .o... ..............................................................................................
FUNCT: DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS FILE:ORCA1.CC
USERS: 1349 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 2154 ZYMATEPROGRAMNING 2243 ZYNATEPROGRMe4ING
CALLS: 362 DISPLAY 363 DISPLAY 364 DISPLAY 3&5 DISPLAY
368 DISPLAY 369 DISPLAY 370 DISPLAY 371 DISPLAY
.... ..... .......................................................................... ..... ........ o ................................
FUNCT: DISPLAYCOLLISIONHESSAGE FILE:OECA2,CC
USERS: 349 STOPANDREINITROBOT
CALLS: 211 DISPLAY 217 TYPEN 221SHR 223 TYPEN
235 TYPEN 261TYPEN 245 SHR 247 TYPEN
253 TYPEN 259 TYPEN
................. . ............ o .................................................... ..... .........................................
FUNCT: DISPLAYCURRENTGRIPFORCE FILE=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 1254 HANDSENSESCREEN
CALLS: 620 DISPLAY 624 DISPLAY 627 UNSIGN 627 IABS
............................................................. . ......................... . ..................... . ...................
FUNCT: D]SPLAYCURRENTHAND FILE=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 998 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1109 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1385 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 1408 INPUTANDMOVETORACKINDEX
CALLS: 883 DISPLAY 886 FD|SPLAY
.... o ............ . ............ o .............................. . ..................... .o... ........ . ............ o ...................
FUNCT: DISPLAYHANDFUNCTIONKEYS FILE=ORCAI.CC
USERS: 1355 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 2059 ZYNATEHANDPROGRANMING
_ 'S: 377 DISPLAY 378 DISPLAY 379 DISPLAY 380 DISPLAY
383 DISPLAY 384 DISPLAY 385 DISPLAY
......... . ............ ....° .................................................... o ............ . ................................
FUNCT: DISPLAYMA]NSCREEN FILE=ORCA1,CC
USERS: 2153 ZYNATEPROGRAI_ING
CALLS: 336 DISPLAY 337 DISPLAY 338 DISPLAY 339 DISPLAY
342 DISPLAY 343 DISPLAY 344 DISPLAY 345 DISPLAY
347 DISPLAY 348 DISPLAY 349 DISPLAY 350 DISPLAY
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1170 HANDFKEYS _171 SIZE 1171 FINDS 1176 STORECON4ANDVARIABLE
1182 STORECONMANDVARtABLE
.oo...o ..... . ......... . ....................................................................................................
": HAflDDEF INI T IONSCREEN
U...,S: 20_8 ZYMATEHAHDPROGRAJ4HIMG
F1LE::ORCA1 .CC
CALLS: 1278 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 1282 LOW 1283 HIGH 1285 LOOKUPEXPSYMBOL
1296 LOOKUPEXPSYMSOL 1299 DISPLAY 1303 SAL 1304 SAL
1309 DISPLAY 1310 DISPLAY 1311 FINPUT 1318 LOOKUPEXPSYMBOL
1341 DISPLAY 1342 MOVEHANDTILLACKHO_LEDGE 1348 CLEARKEYBOXES 1349 DISPLAYSASEFUNCTIONKEYS
1350 LAST 1351 DISPLAY 1351 LAST 1352 DISPLAY
1354 CLEARKEYBOXES t355 DISPLAYHANDFUNCTIONKEYS 1370 FLOAT 1370 C05
1370 FIX 1372 FIX 1372 FLOAT 1322 SIN
1373 GETDICT|ONARYHANDOFFSETS 1374 _tOV8 1375 SIZE 1375 SIZE
1382 CHANGEEXPSYNBOL 1385 DISPLAYCURRENTHAND 1388 DISPLAY 1394 DISPLAY
FUNCT: HAHDFKEYS F ! LE :ORCA2. CC
USERS: 876 MOVEHANDTILLACKNOWLEDGE 1170 HANDCOORDINATESCREEN 1209 HANDSPEEDSCREEH 1251 HANDSEHSESCREEN
CALLS: 513 STROBECHAR 513 FORCEUPPER $22 INPUT $31 LOADDATAWRIST
574 DISPLAY 578 TELLPOSITIOfl 581 NOVEHAHD 5_ RECEIVENESSAGETINEDMA[T
591 STOPANDRE I NI TROBOT
............................................ . ............................................... o ............... . ....................
FUNCT: HANDFUMCT I ONSCREEN F I LE =ORCA1 . CC
USERS: 2061 ZYMATEHANDPROGRAMNING 2082 ZYMATEHANDPROGRAMHING 2088 ZYHATEHANDPROGRAMNING 2094 ZYNATEHANDPROGRAMMING
CALLS: 411 DISPLAY 412 DISPLAY 413 DISPLAY 414 DISPLAY
417 DISPLAY 418 DISPLAY _19 DISPLAY 420 DISPLAY
......................................... . ............................................... . .................................. o ....
FUND1": HANDSENSESCREEN F[LE=ORCA1 .CC
USERS: 2092 ZYNATEHANDPROGRAMMING
CALLS: 1237 CLEARFUNCTIOHAREA 1239 OISPLAY 1240 DISPLAY 1241 DISPLAY
1246 LAST 1251 HANDFKEYS 1252 FINDB 1252 SIZE
1254 DISPLAYCURRENTGRIPFORCE 1259 STORECOI_4ANDVARIABLE 1262 STORECOMMANDVARIABLE 1265 STORECOMMANDVARIABLE
................ o .................................. . ............... . .................. ...o..o ............... o ....................
FUHCT : HAHDSPEEDSCREEM F I LE :ORCA1. CC
USERS: 2086 ZYNATEHANDPROGRAHH|HG
CALLS: 1195 CLEARFUHCTIONAREA 1197 DISPLAY 1198 DISPLAY 1199 DISPLAY
1204 LAST 1209 HANDFKEYS 1210 SIZE 1210 FINDS




CALLS: 2357 GETRAJ4 2359 SIZE 2365 LOW 2366 HIGH
2373 STOREEXPSYNBOL 2376 TYPEN 2377 TYPECRLF 2383 SIZE
2388 CHANGEEXPSYNBOL 2391 TYPEN 2392 TYPECRLF 2394 FREERAJ4
2413 LOADDATAMRIST 2414 LOADDATABASE 2419 RECEIVEMESSAGE 2430 SHR
2451 CLEARSCREEN 2453 TYPEN 2457 TYPEN 2461 TYPEN
2469 TYPEN 2471 TYPECRLF 2472 TYPEN 2476 FORCEUPPER
2487 TYPECRLF 248,8, RETURNTOEXEC 2497 GETRAM 2501 ZYMATEPROGRANMING
2506 CONPUTEABSOLUTE 2510 COHPUTERELATIVE 2514 CONPUTEHAND 2520 TYPEN
2526 COMPUTERACKLOCATION 2549 TESTNEWFORPENDIHG 2550 RANGECHECKPOSITION 2551 FIX
2562 TESTNEWFORPENDING 2S63 RANGECHECKPOSITION 2564 FIX 2568 FLOAT
2576 RANGECHECKPOSITION 2577 FIX 2581 FLOAT 2596 FIX
2598 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 2601 CONNUNICATEWITHROBOT 2604 GETPOSITION 2610 STOPNONITOR
2618 RECEIVEMESSAGETIMEDWA[T 2619 GET_RISTFORCEVALUES 2620 FLOAT 2635 FIX
2637 VIBRATORUNITS 2638 CONNUNICATEWITHROBOT 2642 FLOAT 2657 FIX
2662 COMMUNICATEWITHROBOT 2666 fLOAT 2673 RANGECHECKEDSPEEDig 2677 LOADDATABASEWAIT
2681 FLOAT 2688 RAHGECHECKEDSPEEDIN 2689 LOADDATABASEWAIT 2693 FLOAT
2700 RANGECHECKEDSPEEOIN 2701 LOADDATABASEMA[T 2705 SIGNED 2705 FLOAT
2713 LOADDATABASEWAIT 2717 FLOAT 2717 SIGNED 2724 RANGECHECKEDSPEEDIg
2729 SIGNED 27'29 FLOAT 27"36 RAHGECHECKEDSPEEDIN 2737 LOADDATAI_RISTWAIT
2741 FLOAT 2748 RANGECHECKEDSPEED|N 2749 LOADDATAWRISTWAIT 2753 FLOAT
2764 GETWRISTFOItCEVALUES 27'76 ZYMATEWAIT 27"/'7 RECEIVEMESSAGETINEDWAIT 27"/'8 GETBASEFORCEVALUES
2782 ZYMATEWAIT 2783 RECEIVEMESSAGETIMEDWAIT 2784 GETBASEFORCEVALUES 2785 FLOAT
2789 RECEIVEMESSAGETIMEDWAIT 2790 GETBASEFOI_CEVALUES 2791 FLOAT 2794 GETRAM
2"_J_ LOOKUPEXPSYMBOL 2804 SAL 2805 SAL 2806 SAL
2827 TYPEN 2828 TYPECRLF 2836 TYPEN 2837 TYPECRLF
2847 LOADDATABASEMAIT 2_3 GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS 2865 MOV8 2871 TESTNEWFOI_PENDING
2873 FIX 2877 FLOAT 2884 TESTNEWFORPENDING 2885 RANGECHECKPOSITION
2891 GETPOSITIO_I 2892 FLOAT 28_X_ TESTNE_FORPENDING 2900 RANGECHEC_POSITIOI_
2905 FLOAT 2914 RETURNTOEXEC 2920 ZYHATEWAIT 2925 MOVEZYNATE







1338 GETRAH 1338 SIZE 1340 CREATEEXCHANGE 1342 RESETMESSAGEAREAANDUART
1355 GETRAN 1356 MOV8 1358 CURRENTCS 1363 CREATETASK
1366 GETCALIBRATIONDATA 1368 SETFACTORYCAL 137"3 LAST 1386 GETPOSIT]ON
1391 GETPOSITION 1394 MOVEHAND 1400 ZYI_L_TEMAIT 1401ZYMATEHANDWAIT
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354 DISPLAY 356 DISPLAY
.... o ..... . ..... ooo. ..... o.°o°o- ........ .o.o ..... o ........... o ...............................................................
• DISPLAYNUMBER FILE=ORCA3.CC
S: 628 DISPLAYCI, JRREMT_IPFOI_CE 645 DISPLAYBASEFORCES 656 DISPLAYRASEFORCES 667 DISPLAYBASEFORCES
I._LLS: 1088 DISPLAY
.................... o°.o ..... o ........................................................................... o ..... ° ..... ° ...........
FUNCT: DIVRNO FILE:ORCA3.CC
USERS: 935 GETbIRISTFORCEVALUES 936 GET_RISTFORCEVALUES 937 GET_ISTFORCEVALUES 2597 ]NITZYKATE
CALLS:
.......................... ° .............. . .................................................................. ° ....................
FUNCT: DOBASEZEROS FILE=ORCA1.CC
USERS: 997 CALIBRATIONSCREEM
CALLS: 839 STROBECHAR 839 FORCEUPPER _8 INPUT 881NOVEZYMATE
........... °oo° .............. ° ........................................................................... • .......................
FUNCT: DOCAL FILE:ORCA1.CC
USERS: 979 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 981 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1083 _ISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1085 WRISTCAL|BRATIONSCREEN
CALLS: 776 STROBECHAR 780 VALUEENTERED 788 ASCIIT_EAL 801 FIX
804LOU 804DOUBLE 804 UNSIGN 804DDIV
806 DOUBLE 805 UNSIGN 805 UNSIGN 805 SIGNED
805 SIGHED 805 SIGNED 808 SIGNED 813 DISPLAY
FUNCT: DOPOSITiONCONTROL FILE=ORCA,].CC
USERS: 680 MOVEZYNATE 836 HOVEHAND
CALLS: 282 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE 283 LOt,/ 2_ HIGH 285 LOU




CALLS: 906 STROBECHAR 906 FORCEUPPER 915 INPUT 948 MOVEHAND
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: FORCEUPPER FILE:_CA2,CC
USERS: 412 BASEFKEYS 513 HANDFKEYS 593 NONUMENTSCREEM 608 NONUHENTSCREEN
971 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1017 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1048 RACKSETUPSCREEN 10_ WRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
2256 ZYNATEPROGRAMNING 2476 INI TZYNATE
CAI IS:
..................................... . ........ ° .......................... o ....................... o ..........................
,: GETBASEFORCEVALUES FILE=ORCA3.CC
IS: 525 BASESENSESCREEN 2778 INITZYHATE 27_ INITZYNATE 2790 IN1TZYMATE
.LS: 919 SETUPROBOTNESSA_ 920 COMNUNICATEWITHROBOT 921 TOINTEGER 922 TOINTEGER
............................................................... . ....................... ° ........... . .............................
FUNCT: GETCALIBRATIONDATA FIL_:=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 1366 INITZYMATEROBOT
CALLS: 779 SETUPROBOTMESSA_ _0 COt4NUNICATEWITHROBOT 783 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE 784 CONNUNICATE_ITNROBOT
788CON/4UNICATE_ZTHROBOT 789NOV_/
...... o ....................................... o.°°.°. .......................... ° ................................ °.°o ..............
FUNCT: GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS FILE=C_CA2.CC
USERS: 1077 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1373 NANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 1740 NOVETOLOCATI_SCREEN 2863 INITZYMATE
CALLS: 893 SAL 896 SAL 895 SAL
.°°°o.. ........................................................................................................ °..o ..............
FUNCT: GETPOSITION FILE=ORCA2.CC
USERS: 361STOPANDREINITROBOT 362 STOPANDREINITROBOT 1386 INITZYMATEROBOT 1391 [NITZYMATEROBOT
CALLS: 98 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 99 CON_UNICATEWITHROBOT 111DDIV 111 DOUBLE
111 LO_ 111 SIGNED 120 DNUL 120 DOUBLE
120 SIGNED 120 ODIV 120 DOUBLE 129 DOUBLE
129 DDIV 129 DNUL 129 SIGNED 129 DOUBLE
139 LOU 139 DOUBLE 139 SIGNED 139 DOUBLE
143 DDIV 143 DOUBLE 143 LOt,t 143 SIGNED
143 DNUL 152 DDIV 152 DOUBLE 152 DNUL
152 SIGNED 152 DOUBLE 173 DOUBLE 173 SIGNED
173 DDIV 173DOUBLE 173 DNUL
......... o..o°.o°oo°o..o. ..... .o°oo°° ..... .oo.°o° ..... °°°o ............................. o .............. ° .................... o .....
FUMCT: GETSCALEDDATA FILE=OItcAI.CC
USERS: 1567 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1572 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1577 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1582 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1597 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1619 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1748 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1753 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
CALLS: 1636 FIX
............ . ........ .o.°o.o .............. o ............................................ . ........... .o.. ........... o ..............
FUNCT: GETSCALEDRN1 FILE=ORCAI.CC
USERS: 1902 NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1911NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1920 MOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1929 NOVETOCOOADINATESSCREEN
CALLS: 1875 ASCIITOREAL 1876 FLOAT 18T8 FLOAT 1882 FLOAT
......... ooooooo ..... o ..... ooooooo..° ..... o ........... o ........................................................ o .................
r ..... T: GETI_IR|STFORCEVALUES FILE=ORCA3.CC
;: 1253 NANDSENSESCREEN 2619 INITZYHATE 2764 INITZYNATE
._S: 933 SETUPROeOTMESSAnF 934 COMNUNICATE_ITHROBOT 935 TOINTEGER 935 DIVRND
937 TOINTEGER 937 DIVRND
.............................. o ........... o ......................................................................................
FUNCT: NANDCOORDINATESCREEN FILE:ORCAI.CC
USERS: 2080 ZYMATEHANDPROGRA/_|NG
CALLS: 1157 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 1159 DISPLAY 1160 DISPLAY 1161 DISPLAY
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............ . .... o°. ...... . ......................................................................................................
F I NPUT/UJDNOVE TORACK! NDEX F I LE =ORCA1. CC
_' ,: 1553 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1694 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
,: 140a DISPLAYCURRENTHAND 1409 DISPLAY 1410 FINPUT 1417 NOVETORACKINDEX
..... . ...... ° ...... ° ....................................................................................................... . .....
FUNCT : LOADDATABASE F 1LE ,ORCAS. CC
USERS: 173 LOADDATABASENAIT 430 BASEFKEYS 4]5 BASEFKEYS 678 NOVEZYNATE
1633 NOVETOLOCAT IONSCREEN 1639 NOVETOLOCAT ]ONSCREEN 1645 HOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1651 NOVETOLOCAT ]ONSCREEN
2616 IN I TZYHATE
CALLS: 695 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE 529 COMMUNICATEWITHROBOT
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: LOADDATABASENA ! T F I L E =ORCAI. CC
USERS: 2677 INITZYHATE 2689 INITZYNATE 2701 iNITZYHATE 2713 [NITZYHATE
CALLS: 17"_ ZYHATEWAIT 173 LOADDATABASE
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT : LOADDATAWRI ST F [ LE =ORCA3. CC
USERS: 185 LOADDATANRISTWAIT 531 HANDFKEYS 536 HANDFKEYS 1657 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
2076 ZYNATEHAMDPROGR/U4NING 2613 ]NITZYHATE
CALLS: 851 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE 882 CONMUNICATENITHROBOT
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: LOADDATAWRI STNA I T FILE=ORCA1.CC
USERS: 2725 INITZYHATE 27]7 INITZYHATE 2749 INITZYNATE
CALLS: 1_ ZYMATEHANDI_AIT 185 LOADDATAWRIST










$52 CLEARNAMEAREA SS3 UPDATELASTNAHE 554 LAST
561 HIGH $63 LOOKUPEXPSYNBOL 567 FINDSYMBOL
588 FDISPLAY 589 DISPLAY 593 FORCEUPPER
604 DISPLAY 608 FORCEUPPER 608 GETCHAR
636 NOVEZYNATETILLACKNO_LEDGE 6_3 DISPLAY 6_4 FINPUT
654 CHANGEEXPSYMBOL 659 DISPLAY 670 NOVB
676 SIZE 688 D!SPLAY 698 SETABSOLUTE
708 LAST 708 DISPLAY 711 DISPLAY
T: NOVEHAND FILE=ORCAS.CC
, S: 380 STOPANDREINITROBOT 581HANDFKEYS 851 SETFACTORYCAL 948 DO_ISTZEROS
1764 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1950 NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 2943 INITZYMATE






USERS: 21GB ZYNATEHANDPROGRAMMING 2204 ZYNATEPROGRAHMING
CALLS: 1894 UPDATELASTNAHE 1895 VALUEENTERED 1899 RESTOREPOSITIOR 1902 GETSCALEDRN1
1911 GETSCALEDRN1 1913 VALUEENTERED 1917 RESTOREPOSITION 1920 GETSCALEDRN1
1926 RESTOREPOSlTION 1929 GETSCALEDRN1 1931VALUEENTERED 1935 RESTOREPOSITION
1940 VALUEENTERED 1944 RESTOREPOSITION 1947 GETSCALEDRN1 1949 NOVEZYNATE





CALLS: 1464 UPDATELASTNAME 1465 LAST 1465 DISPLAY 1466 DISPLAY
1474 NOVB 1479 FINDSYNBOL 1482 NOVB 1488 DISPLAY
1495 VALUEENTERED 1497 ASCI|TOREAL 1535 DISPLAY 1536 COMPUTEABSOLUTE
1542 CQI4PUTERELATIVE 1547 DISPLAY 1548 COMPUTEHAND 155] IMPUTANDNOVETORACKINDEX
1567 GETSCALEDDATA 1571RANGECHECKVALUE 1572 GETSCALEDDATA 1576 RANGECHECKVALUE
1581RANGECHECKVALUE 1582 GETSCALEDDATA 1586 RANGECHECKVALUIE 1587 GETSCALEDDATA
1592 GETSCALEDDATA 1596 RANGECHECKVALUE 1597 GETSCALEDDATA 1601SETUPROBOTHESSAGE
1605 ZYNATEHANDNAIT 1610 RANGECHECKVALUE 1611 FIX 1612 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE
1614 COM/eJNICATEWITHROBOT 1618 RANGECHECKVALUE 1619 GETSCALEDDATA 1621SETUPROBOTNESSAGE
1628 FLOAT 1628 FLOAT 1628 RANGECHECKVALUE 1629 FIX
1633 LOADDATABASE 1637 RANGECHECKVALUE 1637 FLOAT 1637 FLOAT
1638 UNSIGN 1639 LOADDATABASE 1643 FLOAT 164] RANGECHECKVALUE
1644 F!X 1644 UNSIGN 1645 LOADDATABASE 1649 FLOAT
1649 FLOAT 1650 UNSIGN 1650 FIX 1651LOADDATABASE
1655 FLOAT 1655 FLOAT 1656 FIX 1656 UMSIGN
1661RANGECHECKVALUE 1661 FLOAT 1661 FLOAT 1662 FIX
1663 LOADDATAWRIST 1667 RAMGECHECKVALUE 1667 FLOAT 1667 FLOAT
1668 UNSIGN 1669 LOADDATAWRIST 1673 UPDATELASTNAHE 1674 F|NPUT
1678 LOOKUPEXPSYNBOL 168_ SAL 1685 SAL 1686 SAL
1694 !NPUTANDNOVETORACKINDEX 1703 DISPLAY 1711 DISPLAY 1740 GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSET
1743 DlSPLAYCURRENTHAND 1767 RANGECHECKVALUE 1748 GETSCALEDDATA 1752 RANGECHECKVALUE
1757 RANGECHECKVALUE 1758 GETSCALEDDATA 1763 NOVEZYPlATE 1764 NOVEHAND
1774 DISPLAY 1785 DISPLAY 1788 DISPLAY 1791 DISPLAY
1797 DISPLAY 1800 DISPLAY 1809 DISPLAY 1812 DISPLAY
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1824 TELLPOSITION "829 NOVB 1830 REALTOASCII
1841 FOISPLAY _845 DISPLAY 1851 DISPLAY
.. ........ o ............................................ o ..........................................
: NOVETORACKINDEX FILE=ORCA2.CC
U_cKS: 1120 RACKSETUPSCREEN _156 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1_97 RACKSETUPSCREEN
CALLS: 910 FIX 919 TYPEN 920 TYPECRLF
933 SIGNED 933 FLOAT g34 FLOAT
934 SIGNED 935 SIGNED 935 FLOAT
937 FIX 941 SORT 942 ATAN
944 COS 950 FIX 955 FIX










USERS: 379 STOPANDREINITROBOT 495 BASEFKEYS 638 SETFACTORYCAL 881DOBASEZEROS
1158 RACKSETUPSCREEN !199 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1390 ]NITZYHATEROBOT 1763 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
2925 INITZYHATE
CALLS: 559 CALCULATEBASEAXI$COUNTS 576 UNSIGN 576 IABS 577 IABS
578 lABS 674 ZYNATEWAIT 678 LOADDATABASE 680 DOPOSITIONCONTROL
............................................................ . ........ o ...........................................................
FUNCT: HOVEZYNATETILLACKNOMLEDGE FILE::ORCA2.CC
USERS: 636 MONUMENTSCREEN 1115 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1126 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1163 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1353 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN
CALLS: 863 BASEFKEYS 866 LOADDATABASE
............ . ............ . ............................................................. . .........................................
FUNCT: PROGRAJ_INGCOMMANDSCREEN FILE:ORCA1.CC
USERS: 2218 ZYMATEPROGRAI.U4ING
CALLS: 724 CLEARFUNCTiONAREA 726 DISPLAY 727 DISPLAY 728 DISPLAY
731 DISPLAY 7"34 LAST 739 BASEFKEYS 740 FINDB




CALLS: 995 GETRAM 996 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 997 UPDATELASTNANE 998 DISPLAYCURRENTHAND
1005 LOOKUPEXPSYNBOL 1016 DISPLAY 1017 FORCEUPPER 1017 GETCHAR
1035 DISPLAY 1039 DISPLAY 1047 DISPLAY 1048 FORCEUPPER
1056 DISPLAY 1057 FINPUT 1063 DISPLAY 1067 FINPUT
1068 LAST 1071 LOOKUPEXPSYNBOL 1077 GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS 1078 MOVB
1089 DISPLAY 1098 FDISPLAY 1109 DISPLAYCURRENTHAND 1111 LOADDATABASE
1115 NOVEZYMATETILLACKNO_LEDGE 1120 NOVETORACKINDEX 1121 TELLPOSITION 1122 NOVEZYMATE
1124 DISPLAY 1125 DISPLAY 1126 NOVEZYHATETILLACKNO_LEDGE 1131 FLOAT
1132 SORT 1133 FLOAT 1133 ATAN 1133 FLOAT
1135 SIN 1136 FLOAT 1137 DISPLAY 1141 FDISPLAY
1156 NOVETORACKINDEX 1157 TELLPOSITION 1158 HOVEZYHATE 1160 DISPLAY
1162 DISPLAY 1163 MOVEZYMATETILLACKNOMLEDGE 1168 FLOAT 1169 SORT
1170 FLOAT 117(3 FLOAT 1170 ATAN 1171 FLOAT
1173 COS 1174 SIN 1175 FLOAT 1176 DISPLAY
1185 FINPUT 1197 MOVETORACKZNDEX 1198 TELLPOSITI_ 1199 MOVEZYMATE
1202 FDISPLAY 1203 DISPLAY 1204 HOVEZYHATETILLACKNOI_q.EDGE 1209 FLOAT
1210 FLOAT 1211 ATAN 1211 FLOAT 1211 FLOAT
1212 FLOAT t213 FLOAT 1213 SIGNED 1213 COS
1214 SIN 1214 FLOAT 1215 SIGNED 1215 FLOAT
1240 DISPLAY 1241 MOVEZYMATETILLACKNOWLEDGE 1246 FLOAT 1248 SIZE
1256 STOREEXPSYMBOL 1260 CHANGEEXPSYNBOL 1265 DISPLAY 1269 DISPLAY
FUNCT: RANGECHECKEDSPEEDIN FILE=ORCA1,CC
USERS: 2673 INITZYNATE 2688 INITZYMATE 2700 IN[TZYMATE 2712 INITZYNATE
2748 INITZYNATE
CALLS: 2289 FLOAT 2289 SIGNED 2291 FLOAT 2291 SIGNED
2297 SIGNED 2297 FLOAT 2301 FIX 2301UNSIGN
.............................. o .................................. . ........ o ............ . ..................... ..... ...............
FUNCT: RANGECHECKPOSIT%ON FILE:ORCAI.CC
USERS: 2550 %NITZYMATE 2563 INITZYMATE 2576 [NITZYMATE 287'2 INITZYMATE
CALLS:
.............................. o ............ o ............ . .............................. o ............ . ........ . ...................
FUNCT: RANGECHECKVALUE FILE=ORCAI.CC
USERS: 1566 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1571NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1576 MOVETOLOCATfONSCREEN 1581NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1596 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1610 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1618 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1628 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1643 NOVETOLOCATZONSCREEN 1649 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1655 NOVETOLOCATZONSCREEN 1661NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1747 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1752 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1757 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
CALLS:
........................................... . ............ o ........ ° ...............................................................
FI!_PT: REDOPOSITIONCONTROL FILE=_CA3.CC
: 416 ZYMATEWAIT 793 ZYKATEHANDWAIT
.: 311 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 312 LOW 313 HIGH 314 LO_/
317 HIGH 318 COMMUNICATEWITHROBOT 319 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 320 LO_/
322 LOW 323 HIGH 324 LOM 325 HIGH
................. . ..................................................................... ° ......................... o ...............
FUNCT: RESETMESSAGEAREAANOUART F[LE=ORCA3.CC
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CALLS: 118 TIME 1;)2 TINE 125 TIME 127 TIME
13_, TIME
................... o ...... o ................ . .................................... o ................ . ..........................
: RESTOREPOSI T ION F I LE=ORCA1 .CC
U.... ,_: 1899 MOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1908 MOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1911' HOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1926 NOVETOCOORDZNATESSCREEN
2232 ZYHATEPROGR/U4M I NG
CALLS: 1866 TELLPOSITION
FUNCT : RETURNCHECKSUMOK F I L E=ORCA3. CC
USERS: 242 CO_IUN I CATEI_I T HROBOT
CALLS:
........... o ...... o... ................................. o .................................... o .......................... . .........
FUNCT : RETURNTOEXEC F] LE=O_CAI .CC
USERS: 2488 INITZYHATE 2914 INITZYHATE 2954 INITZYHATE 2959 INITZYHATE
CALLS: 2342 SENDMESSAGE
........ .oo. .....................................................................................................................
FUNCT: SAVECAL I BRAT I ONDATA FI LE=ORCAZ. CC
USERS: 1033 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1043 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1136 k'RZSTCALIBRATI_SCREEN 1146 I,'RISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
CALLS: 816 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 817 MOV_ 818 COMMUNICATEWITHR060T 819 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE
............................... o ............................................................ o ....................................
FUNCT: SENDMESSAGET I L LGOODSTATUS FI LE=ORCA3.CC
USERS: 235 COMMUNI CATEr) THROBOT
CALLS: 160 SENDNESSAGE 161 RECEIVEMESSAGE 167 RESETNESSAGEAREAANDUART 172 CLEARSCREEN
175 FDISPLAY `179 RELEASE
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT : SETABSOLUTE F I LE:ORCAZ. CC
USERS: 698 MO_IUMENTSCREEN 761 STOREROBOTPOSITION 198'1 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN
CALLS: 268 SAR 21'0 SAR 21'2 SAR
.................. . ........................................... ° ..................................................................
FUNCT: SET FACTORYCAL FZLE=ORCAZ. CC
USERS: 1032 CALIBRATiONSCREEN _135 I_RISTCALZBRATIONSCREEN 1368 INITZYHATEROBOT
CALLS: 838 NOVEZYNATE 851 NOVEHAND
FUNCT: SETHAND F ! LE-'ORCAZ. CC
USERS: 7_5 STOREROBOTPOSITION _989 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN
• $: 286 SAR 287 SAR 288 SAR
................................................ . ......... ° ................... o ................ . ......... . ...................
T: SETRELAT IVE F 1LE::ORCAZ.CC
• .;: 1'66 STOREROBOTPOSITION "_985 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN
CALLS: 278 SAR 279 SAR 280 SAR
......................... . ......... . ............................................................. . ................................
F l LE ::ORCA3 .CC
282 DOPOS] T IONCONTROL 311 REDOPOS [ T [ ONCOMTROL 319 REDOPOSI T ! ONCONTROL
495 LOADDATABASE 71'4 ZYNAI"EHANDE/AIT 779 GETCALIBRATIONDATA
816 SAVECALIBRATIONDATA 819 SAVECALIBRATIONDATA 851 LOADOATAWRIST
1014 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1018 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1117 MRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
1612 HOVETOLOCATIO_SCREEN 1621 HOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 2598 INITZYHATE
FUMCT: STOPANDRE I N ] TR060T F [ LE :ORCA2 . CC
USERS: 422 ZYMATEE/AIT 505 BASEFKEYS 591 HANDFKEYS 800 ZYNATEHAND_AIT
CALLS: 338 TYPEN 362 DISPLAY 349 DISPLAYCOLLISIONMESSAGE 352 TYPEN
361 GETPOSlTION 362 GETPOSiTION 37"5 TELLPOSITION 379 NOVEZYMATE
383 STROBEKEYPAD 386 STROBEKEYPAD 389 DISPLAY 389 LAST
............ o ............................. o ......................................................................................
FUNCT: STOPNON I TOR F I LE:ORCA3.CC
USERS: 290 DOPOSITIONCONTROL 2610 INITZYV, ATE
CALLS: 256 SENDMESSAGE
............ ° ......... o... ...... .... .............................................................................................
FUNCT: STOPPROGRAH FILE=ORCAZ.CC
USERS:
CALLS: 1412 GETRAN 1412 SIZE 1429 SIZE 1436 RECEIVEMESSAGE
1446 RECE I VEMESSAGE
............ . ................... o ................ . ......... . ...... ...° ................ ...o ................ . ......................
FUNCT: STOREANDCHECKSYNBOL F I LE=ORCAZ. CC
USERS: 712 STORECOMHANDVARIABLE 733 STOREIlelEDIATECONMAND 7"/'2 STOREROBOTPOSlTION
CALLS: 673 NOVB 674 STOREEXPSYMBOL 677 DISPLAY 683 DISPLAY
............ o ...... . ..... . ...... . ................................. . ...................... o .......................... . ............
FUNCT : STORECONMANDVAR I ABLE F i LE =ORCAZ..CC
U¢cES: 666 BASECOORDINATESCREEN /*49 BASECOORDZMATESCREEN /*52 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 685 BASESPEEDSCREEN
494 BASESPEEDSCREEN 531 BASESENSESCREEN 534 BASESENSESCREEN 537 BASESENSESCREEN
1179 HAkIDCOORDINATESCREEN `1182 HANDCOC_DINATESCREEN 1215 HANDSPEEDSCREEN 1218 HANDSPEEDSCREEN
1224 HANDSPEEDSCREEN 1259 HANDSENSESCREEN 1262 HANDSENSESCREEN 1265 HANDSENSESCREEN
CALLS: 701 DISPLAY 701 LAST 702 FINPUT 1'05 SIZE
................... o ...................... . ............. . ......... .... ...... . ......... . ..........................................
FUNCT : STORE I MMEDI ATECOMMAND F] LE =ORCAZ. CC
USERS: 745 PROGRAMMINGCOMHANDSCREEN 748 PROGRAJ4HINGCOMMANDSCREEN 7_1 PROGRNe41NGCOMMANDSCREEN 7_4 PROGRAMMINGCOMHANDSCREEI
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CALLS: 722 DISPLAY _2 LAST 723 FIN_T 726 SIZE
..... o... .... o ............. o ........................................................... o .................. . .................
F : ST_ER_OTP_[TION FiLE=ORCA2.CC
: 2102 ZY_TENANDPR_RAJIIING 2189 ZY_TEPROGRA_ING 2192 ZY_TEPR_RN_ING
_.._: _1U_ATELASTN_E 742 FIRST 765 SIZE _5 SIZE
_1SETABSOLUTE 762 DISPLAY 7_ SETRELATI_ _7 DISPLAY
.......... o ....... o ............. o ............................. o .......... o ..................... o ....... . .................. . ......
FUNCT: TELLPOSITION FILE=ORCA3.CC
USERS: 373 STOPANDREINITROBOT ¢92 BASEFKEYS 578 HAMDFKEYS 1049 CALIBRATIONSCREEN
1157 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1198 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1824 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1866 RESTOREPOSITION
2063 ZYHATEHANDPROGRAHNING 2157 ZYNATEPROGRAHMING
CALLS: 979DISPLAY 983 DISPLAY 984 UNSIGN 984 SAR
997 _ISPLAY 998 SAR 998 UNSIGN 999 FDISPLAY
1011 DISPLAY t012 UNSIGN 1012 SAR 1013 FDISPLAY
1027 DISPLAY 1028 lABS 1028 UNSIGN 1028 SAR
1030 DISPLAY 1034 D/SPLAY 1035 UNSIGN 1035 SAR
1037 DISPLAY 1047 DISPLAY 1051 DISPLAY 1052 UNSIGN
1053 FDISPLAY !061 DISPLAY 1065 DISPLAY 1066 UNSIGN
1067 FDISPLAY
........ . .................................. o .................................................... o .................................
FUNCT: TE STHANDPOS I T %ON FI LE =ORCA3. CC
USERS: 568 HANDFKEYS T52 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS
CALLS:
......................................................... . .......................................................................
FUNCT: TESTNEQ/FORPEND I NG F l L E-':ORCA1. CC
USERS: 2549 INITZYNATE 2562 INITZYMATE 2575 iNITZYNATE 2871 iNITZYNATE
CALLS:
FUNCT: TESTZYNATEPOS ! T iON F l L E :ORCA3. CC
USERS: 47'7 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 482 BASEFKEYS
CALLS:
FUNCT : TOI NTEGER FILE:ORCA3.CC
USERS: 921 GETBASEFORCEVALUES 922 GETBASEFORCEVALUES 923 GETBASEFORCEVALUES 935 GET_JRISTFORCEVALUES
CAI LS: 891 SIGNED 895 SIGNED
.......................................... . .......... . ....... • .......... o..• .......... o ............ ooo. .................. o.o.
, .r: UPDATELASTN/U4E FILE:ORCA2.CC
_: 553 NO_JUMENTSCREEN 741 STOREROBOTPOS]TZON 997 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1464 NOVETOLOCATiONSCREEN
1962 CHANGELOCAT l ONSCREEN 2158 ZYHATEPROGRANN I NG
CALLS: 600 LAST 600 DISPLAY 601 DISPLAY 601 LAST
603 LAST 603 DISPLAY 604 FDISPLAY 605 LAST
• .................. . .......................... .o°. .......................... . ..................... . .... . .......... ° .......... o.°°
FUNCT : VALUEENTERED F 1LE =ORCA1 . CC
USERS: 780 DOCAL 1495 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1895 tlOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1904 NOVETOC(X)RDINATESSCREEN
1931 NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 1940 NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN
CALLS: 267 CURSOROIQ 268 DISPLAY 272 GETCNAR 276 CURSOROFF
289 DISPLAY 294 TYPECHAR 302 CURRUBOUT 309 CURSOROFF
-°°o .......................................... . ........................................................... • ....... ° ..............
FUNCT : VI BRATORUN 1TS F] LE =ORCA1 . CC
USERS: 1613 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 2637 iNITZYHATE
CALLS: 144 lABS 148 lABS
=... ....... o ....... o0.° ....... o .......... o ........................................ . ....... . ....... ° .... °... ....... ° ..............
F I LE =ORCA1 .CCFUNCT: WRISTCALIBRATIOMSCREEN
USERS: 2118 ZYK4TEHANDPROGRAMNIRG
CALLS: 1067 CLEARFUNCTIOflAREA 1068 DISPLAY 1069 DISPLAY 1070 DISPLAY
1075 STROBECHAR 1083 DOCAL 1084 DISPLAY 1084 LAST
1086 DISPLAY 1086 LAST 1087 DOCAL 1088 DISPLAY
1095 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 1097 DISPLAY 1098 DISPLAY 1099 DISPLAY
1108 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 1109 DISPLAY 1110 DISPLAY 1111 FDiSPLAY
1113 FDISPLAY 1114 FDISPLAY 1115 FDISPLAY 1116 FDISPLAY
1118 COMNiJNICATEWITHROBOT 1121 SETUPROBOTNESSAGE 1122 CONNUNICATEWITNROBOT 1124 DISPLAY
1126 FDiSPLAY 1127 FDISPLAY 1128 FDISPLAY 1129 FDISPLAY
1135 SETFACTORYCAL 1136 SAVECAL]BRAT]ONDATA 1146 SAVECALIBRATIONDATA 1147 DISPLAY
1150 TELLPOSITION
.o..oo° ............ o ........................................ • ............... ° ..... ° ....................... . .......... o ...........
FUNCT : ZYNATEHANDPROGRAMNi NG F l LE=ORCA1 .CC
2240 ZYMATEPROGRAJ,_ING
2057 DISPLAY 2058 CLEARKEYBOXES
2066 LAST 2071 HANDFKEYS
2075 LAST 2076 LOADDATAI,,'RIST
2083 DISPLAY 2083 LAST
2089 LAST 2089 DISPLAY
2095 LAST 2095 DISPLAY
2108 NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 2111 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN


















2139 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 2140 HANDFUNCTIONSCREEN 2142 RECEIVEMESSAGETINEDWAIT
...... ° ....... • .... . ............. _ ............................. . .................................. o ..............................
FUNCT: ZYHATEHANDWAIT FiLE=ORCA3.CC
FUNCT:DISPLAY FILE,USERS:206 CLEARKEYBOXES 207 CLEARKEYBOXES 211DISPLAYCOLLISIONMESSAGE 216 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA
228 CLEARNANEAREA 268 VALUEENTERED 283 VALUEERTERED 289 VALUEENTERED
337 DISPLAYNAIMSCREEM 338 DISPLAYNAINSCREEM 339 DISPLAYIItAINSCREEM 360 DISPLAYNAINSCREEN
_2 STOPANDREINITROBOT ]42 DISPLAYNAINSCREEN 363 DISPLAYNAIMSCREEM _6 DISPLAYMAINSCREEN
]46 D[SPLAYNAINSCREEN 347 DISPLAYNAINSCREEN 348 DISPLAYNAINSCREEN 349 DISPLAYNAINSCREEN
]56 DISPLAYNAINSCREEN 356 DiSPLAYNAINSCREEN 362 D|SPLAYBASEFUNCTiONKEYS 363 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTiONKEYS
]65 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS 366 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS 367 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS 368 D%SPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS
37'0 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS 371DISPLAYBASEFUNCT%ONKEYS 377 DISPLAYHANDFUNCTIOIiKEYS 378 DISPLAYHANDFUNCTIONKEYS
380 DISPLAYHANOFUNCTiONKEYS 38101SPLAYHANDFUNCTIONKEYS 382 DISPLAYHANDFUNCTIONKEYS 383 DISPLAYHANDFUNCTIONKEYS
385 DISPLAYHAMDFUNCTIONKEYS 389 STOPANDREINITROBOT 392 BASEFUNCTIONSCREER 393 BASEFUNCTZON$CREEN
395 BASEFUNCTiONSCREEN 396 BASEFUMCTIONSCREEN 397 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN 398 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN
600 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEM 601BASEFUNCTiONSCREEN 602 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEM 603 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN
611HANDFUNCTIONSCREEN 612 HAMDFUNCT%ONSCREEN 413 HANDFUNCTIONSCREEN 616 HANDFUNCTIONSCREEN
616 HANDFUNCTiONSCREEM 617 HANDFUNCTIONSCREEN 618 HANDFUNCTIONSCREEN 619 HANDFUNCTIONSCREEN
629 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 630 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 631 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 632 BASECOORDINATESCREEN
468 BASESPEEDSCREEN 669 BASESPEEDSCREEN 670 BASESPEEDSCREEN 471BASESPEED$CREEM
509 BASESENSESCREEN 510 BASESEMSESCREEN 511BASESENSESCREEM 512 BASESENSESCREER
516 BASESENSESCREER 515 BASESENSESCREEN 556 /40NUMENTSCREEN 555 NONI.BIENTSCREEN
587 NONUNENTSCREEN 589 NOMUMEMTSCREEN 600 UPDATELASTNANE 601UPDATELASTNAME
603 UPDATELASTNAME 604 NONUMEMTSCREEN 620 DISPLAYCURREMTGR%PFORCE 626 DISPLAYCURRENTGR|PFORCI
637 DISPLAYBASEFORCES 641DISPLAYRASEFORCES 643 MONUNENTSCREEM 648 01SPLAYBA$EFORCES
659 MONUNENTSCREEN 659 OISPLAYBASEFORCES 663 D|SPLAYBASEFO_CES 67"/' STOREANDCHECKSYMBOL
687 STOREANDCHECKSYMBOL 688 NONUNENTSCREEN 701 STORECONNANDVARIABLE 708 MONUMENTSCREEN
715 NONUNENTSCREEM 722 STOREIHNEDIATECOMMAND 726 PROGRANNINGCONMANDSCREEN 7"27 PROGRN4M%NGCONNANDSCREI
729 PROGRANMINGCOMHANDSCREEM 730 PROGRN_IINGCOMMANDSCREEN 731PROGRAJ_IINGCON/¢ANDSCREEM 754 STOREROBOTPOSITIOtl
767 STOREROBOTPOSITION 813 DOCAL 820 DOCAL 883 DISPLAYCURRENTHAND
964 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 965 CAL]BRATIONSCREEN 966 CALIBRAT]ONSCREEM 967 CALiBRAT]ONSCREEN
980 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 982 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 983 TELLPOSITION 993 TELLPOSITION
995 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 996 CALIBRATXONSCREEN 997 TELLPOSITION 999 RACKSETUPSCREEM
1007 TELLPOSIT%ON 1007 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1011 TELLPOS%T%ON 1016 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1021 TELLPOSITION 1027 TELLPOSXTION 1030 TELLPOSIT%011 I034 TELLPOSITION
1037 TELLPOSITION 1039 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1066 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 1067 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1051 TELLPOSITION 1056 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1061 TELLPOSITION 1063 RACKSETUPSCREEN
C-DOC I0-07-199214:18Page9
USFRS:184LOADDATAWRISTWAIT854MOVEHAND 1401[NITZYMATEROBOT 1605 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
_&6 INITZYMATE
C : 7"74 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 776 COMMUNICATEWITHROBOT 785 TYPEN 786 TYPECRLF
7'93 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL 800 STOPANDREINITROBOT




CALLS: 2152 CLEARSCREEN 2153 DISPLAYMAINSCREEN 2154 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS 2155 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN
2161 LAST 2166 BASEFKEYS 2167 SIZE 2167 FINDB
2170 DISPLAY 2171 LOADDATABASE 2177 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 2178 CLEARFUNCTiONAREA
2180 LAST 2180 DISPLAY 2183 BASESPEEDSCREEN 2184 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA
2186 LAST 2186 DISPLAY 2189 STORERO6OTPOSITiON 2192 STOREROBOTPOS[TION
2196 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 2197 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN 2196 DISPLAY 2198 LAST
2204 MQVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN 2207 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN 2210 RACKSETUPSCREEN 2214 MONUMENTSCREEN
2219 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 2_20 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN 2221 DISPLAY 2221 LAST
2228 CALIBRATIONSCREEN 21_32 RESTOREPOSITION 2240 ZYMATEHANDPROGRAMMiNG 2241 DISPLAY
2243 DISPLAYBASEFUNCTIONKEYS 2_44 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 2245 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN 2251 DISPLAY
2256 STROBECHAR 2_56 FORCEUPPER 2262 CLEARFUNCTIONAREA 2263 BASEFUNCTIONSCREEN
2264 LAST 22(_5 RECEIVEMESSAGETIMEDWAIT
.... ° ......... ° .............................................. . ...................................................................
FUNCT : ZYHATEWAi T F[ LE=ORCA3. CC
USERS: 1T'_ LOADDATABASEWA]T 674 MOVEZYHATE 1400 INITZYHATEROBOT 2776 INITZYHATE
2920 INITZYMATE 2929 ZN/TZYMATE
CALLS: 350 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 354 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 358 SETUPROBOTMESSAGE 362 COMMUNICATEWITHROBOT
387 TYPEN 391 SHR 393 TYPEN 399 TYPEN
409 TYPECRLF (,12 RECEIVEMESSAGETiNED_,/AIT 413 COWlMt.JNICATEWITHROeOT 416 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL
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!068 WRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1069 WRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1070 I_I_ISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
1084 I_RISTCALIRRATIONSCREEN 1086 I,IRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1088 DISPLAYNUMBER
_097 MRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1098 M_ISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1099 MRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN
1114 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1124 M_ISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1126 RACKSETUPSCREEN
_147 MRISTCALIBRATIONSCREEN 1159 HANOCOORDINATESCREEN 1160 HANDCOORDINATESCREEN
_162 HANDCOORDINATESCREEN 1162 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1176 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1199 HANDSPEEDSCREEN 1200 HANDSPEEDSCREEN 1201HANDSPEEDSCREEN
4239 HANDSENSESCREEN 1260 HANOSENSESCREEN 1240 RACKSETUPSCREEN
4243 HANDSENSESCREEN 1265 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1269 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1309 HANDDEFIN]T]ONSCREEN 1310 HANDDEFIN]TIONSCREEN 1325 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN
_351 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 1352 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 1388 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN
%09 INPUTANDMOVETORACKINDEX 1465 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1466 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1535 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1541NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1547 NOVETOLOCATiOflSCREEN
1767 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1774 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1785 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1794 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1797 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1800 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1815 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1645 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1851MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
t980 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN 1984 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN 1988 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN
2007 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN 2017 OELETECO_ANDSCREEN 2018 DELETECOI4HANDSCREEN
2039 DELETECC_ANDSCREEN 2043 DELETECOHMANDSCREEN 2057 ZYHATEHANDPROGRAJ_ING
2089 ZYNATEHANOPROGRAle4ING 2095 ZYHATEHANDPROGRAleelNG 2127 ZYHATEHANDPROGRAN4ING
2180 ZYNATEPROGRAMMING 2186 ZYHATEPROGRAMMING 2198 ZYMATEPROGRANNING
2241 ZYMATEPROGRAHMING 2251 ZYMATEPROGRAte4ING 2264 ZYHATEPROGRANqING
........................................................... o .................................................................... o.
FUNCT: DHUL FILE::
USERS: 111GETPOSITION 120 GETPOSIT]ON 129 GETPOSITION 139 GETPOSITION
173 GETPOSITION 478 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 479 CALCULATEBASEAX]SCOUNTS 480 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS
759 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 762 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 763 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 804 OOCAL
....... o .......................................................................................................... o .............
FUNCT: DOUBLE FILE::
USERS: 111GETPOSITION 111GETPOSITION
139 GETPOS]TION 139 GETPOSITION
152 GETPOSITION 173 GETPOSITION
478 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 479 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS
7_5 CALCULATEHANDAX[SCOUNTS _5 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS
















































USERS: 441 BASECOORDINATESCREEN 480 BASESPEEDSCREEN 524 BASESENSESCREEN 740 PROGRAJe4INGCOMHANDSCREEN
1252 HANOSENSESCREEN 2072 ZYMATEHANOPROGRAMMING 2167 ZYMATEPROGRAN4IMG
............................................... o ........................................................ • ........................
FURCT: FINDSYMBOL FILE=
USERS: 567 NONUNEMTSCREEN 1479 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
......................................................................................................................... . .......
FUNCT: FINPUT FILE=
USERS: 644 MONLMENTSCREEN 702 STORECOMMANDVARIABLE 723 STOREIP4_IEDIATECOIelAND 742 STOREROBOTPOSITION
1067 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1146 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1185 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1311 HANDOEFINITIONSCREEN
1467 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1674 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1963 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN 2019 OELETECOI_NDSCREEN
FUNCT: FIX FILE=
USERS: 80100CAL 910 NOVETOAACKINDEX
966 MOVETORACKINOEX 983 MOVETORACKINDEX
1436 GETSCALEDDATA 1611NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN











































































USERS: 1275 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1309 COMPUTERACKLOCATIO_ 136/* INITZYKATEROBOT 2394 INITZYklATE
............. o ...................................................................................................................
FUNCT: GETCHAR FILE=
USERS: Z72 VALUEENrEREO 593 MONUMENTSCREEN 608 I'_3NU_E_TSCR£EN 1017 RACKSETUPSCREEN
............. . .................................................. . ..................................... o ..........................
FUNCT: GETRAM FILE=
USERS: 995 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1290 COMPUTERACKLOCATZON 1338 INITZYMATEROBOT 1355 INITZYNATEROBOT
2497 INITZYNATE 2794 INITZYMATE
FUNCT: HIGH FILE:
USERS: 286 DOPOSITIONCONTROL 2B6 OOPOSIT]ONCONTROL 288 DOPOSITIONCONTROL 313 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL
321REDOPOSITiONCONTROL 323 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL 325 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL 561MONUIqENTSCREEN
2366 |NJTZYMATE
FUNCT: IABS FILE=
USERS: 144 VIBRATORUNITS 148 VIBRATORt_ITS 576 MOVEZYNATE 577 MOVEZYNATE
664 DISPLAYBASEFORCES 655 DISPLAYBASEFORCES 666 OISPLAYBASEFORCES 759 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS
............. o .................................................................................. . ................................
FUNCT: INPUT FILE=
USERS: 421BASEFKEYS 698 BASEFKEYS 522 HANDFKEYS 584 HANDFKEYS










































2198 ZYMATEPROGRAte41NG 2221 ZYMATEPROGRAMMING 2264 ZYMATEPROGRAMMING
....... o ............ . ..... . ........................................................................................ o .............
FUNCT: LOOK'UPEXPSYMBOL FILE=
USERS: 563 MONUMENTSCREEN 672 MONUMENTSCREEN 1005 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1071 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1296 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 1318 HANDDEF|NITIONSCREEN 1678 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1968 CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN
2799 INITZYMATE
.................... . ..................................... o ........................................... o ............ . .............
FUNCT: LOW FILE=
USERS: 111GETPOSITION 120 GETPOSIT|ON 129 GETPOSITIOM 139 GETPOSITION
173 GETPOSITION 283 DOF_)SITIONCONTROL 285 DOPOSITIONCONTROL 287 DOPOSITIONCONTROL
314 REDOPOSITiONCONTROL 316 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL 320 REDOPOS|TIONCONTROL 322 REDOPOSITIONCONTROL
478 CALC1JLATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 479 CALCULATEBASEAX|SCOUNTS 480 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS 560 MOMUMENTSCREEN
759 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 762 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUMTS 763 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 806 OOCAL
2365 INITZYMATE
FUNCT: MOVB FILE=
USERS: 670 MONUMENTSCREEN 675 STOREANDCHECKSYHBOL !078 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1291 COMPUTERAEKLOCATION
1376 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 1474 MOVETOLOCAT|ONSCREEN 1482 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1677 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
1829 MOVETOLOCAT ] ONSCREEN 1834 MOVETOLOCAT l ONSCREEN 2372 ] N ! TZYMATE 2386 I N [ TZYNATE
2865 INITZYMATE
FUNCT: MOV',d F ! LE=
USERS: 785 GETCALIBRATIONDATA 789 GETCALIBRATIONDATA 817 SAVECALIBRATIONDATA 820 SAVECALIBRATIONDATA
............................................. . ...................................................................................
FUNCT : N_T FILE=
USERS: 1835 MOVETOLOCAT 10NSCREEN
.............. ... ........... . ............................................................. . ........................ o .............
F"uCT: REALTOASC| I FILE:
S: 1830 MOVETOLOCAT I ONSCREEN
FUNCT : RECE IVENESSAGE F I L| =
USERS: 161 SENDMESSAGETILLGOOOSTATUS 1436 STOPPROGRAM 1446 STOPPROGRAM 2619 INITZYMATE
FUNCT : RECE i VENE SSAGET i MEDMAI T F I LE=
USERS: /,12 ZYMATEWAIT 497 BASEFKEYS 583 HANOFKEYS 789 ZYMATEHANDWA]T
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1440 STOPPROGRAN 2142 ZYMATEHANOPROGRANMING 2266 ZYNATEPROGRAJqqING 2618 |NITZYNATE
2783 iNITZYMATE 2789 INITZYMATE
: : RELEASE FILEs
_: 179 SENDMESSAGETILLGOCOSTATUS 359 STOPANDREiNITROBOT
............................................ o ....................................................................................
FUNCT: SAL FILE=
USERS: 294 CONPUTEABSOLUTE 295 COMPUTEABSOLUTE 296 COMPUTEABSOLUTE 302 CONPUTERELATIVE
310 CONPUTEHAND 311 CONPUTEHAND 312 CONPUTEHAND 893 GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS
895 GETDICTIONARYHANDOFFSETS 1303 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN 1304 HANDOEFINITIONSCREEN 1305 HANDDEFINIT|ONSCREEN
16_5 NOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 1686 MOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN 2804 INITZYMATE 2805 IN|TZYNATE
FUNCT: SAR FILE=
USERS: 268 SETABSOLUTE 270 SETABSOLUTE 272 SETABSOLUTE 278 SETRELATIVE
286 SETNAND 287 SETHAND 288 $ETHAND 984 TELLPOSITIOM
1012 TELLPOSITION 1028 TELLPOSITION 1035 TELLPOSITioN 1052 TELLPOSITION
................................ . ................................................................................................
FUNCT: SENDMESSAGE FILE:
USERS: 160 SENDMESSAGETILLGOOOSTATUS 256 STOPMONITOR 1445 STOPPROGRAN 2342 RETURNTOEXEO
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: SHR FILE:




USERS: 111 GETPOSITION 120 GETPOSITION 129 GETPOSITioN 139 GETPOSITION
173 GETPOS|TION 805 DOCAL 805 OOCAL 805 DOCAL
808 DOCAL 891 TOINTEGER 895 TOINTEGER 933 NOVETORACKINDEX
934 MOVETORACKINDEX 934 MOVETORACKINOEX 935 MOVETORACKINDEX 935 NOVETORACKINDEX
1212 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1213 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1214 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1215 RACKSETUPSCREEN
2291RANGECHECKEDSPEEDIN 2295 RANGECHECKEDSPEEOIN 2297 RANGECHECKEDSPEEOIN 2681 INITZYNATE
2705 INITZYMATE 2717 INITZYklATE 2729 INITZYMATE 2741 INITZYMATE
FUNCT: SIN FILE:
USERS: 1135 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1174 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1214 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1372 NANDDEFINIT%ONSCREEN
........ o ................................................................................. ..... ....... ..°°•.°°o.o.. ..........
: SIZE FILE:
' "S: 146 441 BASECOORD[NATESCREEN 480 BASESPEEDSCREEN 524 BASESENSESCREEN
676 705 STORECOMMANDVARIABLE 726 STOREIMMEDIATECOMMAND 740 PROGRAMMINGCONIqANDSCREE_
745 1171 HANDCOORDINATESCREEN 1210 HANDSPEEDSCREEN 1248 RACKSETUPSCREEN
1252 1338 IN]TZYNATEROBOT 1351 iNiTZYMATEROBOT 1375 HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN
1412 1429 STOPPROGRAH 2072 ZYNATEHANDPROGRAMNING 2167 ZYI_TEPROGRA_4ING
SETUPROBOTMESSAGE
MONUMENTSCREEN




• ................... o .................................... o.ooo ................................................ _ ..................
FUNCT: SQRT FILI_=
USERS: 941MOVETORACKINDEX 1132 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1169 RACKSETUPSCREEN 1210 RACKSETUPSCREEN
............ . ..................................... o ....... . ............................ _ ........... o ..............................
FUNCT: STONEEXPSYMBOL FILE=
USERS: 650 MONUHENTSCREEN 674 STOREANDCHECKSYMBOL 701NONUNENTSCREEN 1256 RACKSETUPSCREEN
............ . .................................... . ................................................................ o ..............
FUNCT: STROBECHAR FILE=
USERS: 412 gASEFKEYS 513 HANOFKEYS 776 OOCAL 839 DOBASEZEROS
1075 M21STCALIBRATIONSCREEN 2132 ZYHATEMANDPROGRA/qHING 2256 ZYVatTEPROGRAM_ING 2476 INITZYNATE
.................... o ........................ . ...................................................................................
FUNCT: STROBEKEYPAO FILE=
USERS: 383 STOPANDRE|NITROBOT 386 STOPANDREINITROBOT
................................................. . .................................... . ............... o ..........................
FUNCT: TIME FIL_s
USERS: 118 RESETMESSAGEAREAAflDUART 122 RESETMESSAGEAREAANDUART 125 RESETNESSAGEAREAANDUART 127 RESETNESSAGEAREAANDUART
134 RESETMESSAGEAREAANDUART
......................................... o..o...oo .................................... o ..........................................
FUNCT: TYPECHAR FIL_=
USERS: 294 VALUEENTERED 602 MONUMENTSCREEN 631NONUNENTSCREEN
...................................................................................... o ..........................................
FUNCT: TYPECRLF FILE=
USERS: 355 STOPANDREINITROBOT 409 ZYNATEWAIT 786 ZYMATEHANDMAIT 920 NOVETORACK1NOEX
2392 INITZYNATE 2471 INITZYHATE 2487 INITZYMATE 2521 INiTZYHATE
2837 INITZYNATE
............................................. ...°o ................................................................ . ..............
FUNCT: TYPEN FILE=
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FUNCT: TYPES FILE=
U" : 1302 CONPUTERACKLOCATION
....... . .... . .............. . ...................................................................... . .........................
": UMSIGN FILE=
,: 478 CALCULATEBASEAXISCI]JNTS 479 CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS
627 DISPLAYCURRENTGRIPFORCE 644 DISPLAYBASEFORCES
759 CALL"ULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS 762 CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS
805 DOCAL 805 DOCAL
1028 TELLPOSlTION 1035 TELLPOSITION
1629 t,IOVETOLOCAT]ONSCREEN 1638 HOVETOLOCATIONSCREEN
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F I LE=ORCAI. CC
56 : 38 56
;'0 : 26 70





















25 : 26 25
71 : 71
_2 : 62







































68 : 68 69







56 57 58 86
71 72 76
C'OOC
ENTRYNOTFOUNDMESSAGE ,,0 : 40
EXPSYMBOLTABLEENTRY 0 : 28
FKEY 59 : 41
GRIPCOUNTS 34 :
GRIPTOFORCEACTXVE 48 : 48
H 0 : 24
HANOGEOMETRYPTR 0 : 35
HE|GHTCOUNTS $3 : 33
HEIGHTMESSAGE 36 : 36
INITERRORMESSAGE 34 : 36
J 43 : 43
LASTPOSIT]ONTYPE _7 : 87
MAINMESSAGE 33 : 33
MESSAGEPTR 37 : 37
MOOULEWAIT 50 : 50
MONUMENTANGLE _3 : 63
MONUMEHTHEIGHT 85 : 85
MONUMENTREACH 84 : 84
MOVEMENTCOMMAND 49 : 49
NEMAACK 45 : 45
NL,_IBER 96 : 44
OUTPUTVOLTAGE T5 : 7'5
PARMPTR 80 : 80
POSITIONTYPE 88 :
PRESSRETMESSAGE 39 : 39
RACKCOMMANDENTRYPTR 28 : 28
RACKCOMMANDPTR 0 : 30
RACKIHDEXPTR 31 : 31
RAJ4PTR 0 : 36
REACHCOUNTS 32 : 32
REACHMESSAGE 37 : 37
RNO 55 : 55
RNI 54 : 54
RN2 53 : 53
RN3 52 : 52
RN4 51 : 51
RN5 50 : 50
ROBOTCOMMANDCCOE 52 : 52
ROBOTSTATUS 50 : 50
RO_ 48 : 48
SPACES 42 : 42
SPEEDMUL 60 : 60
STOPKEYPRESSED 63 : 63
SYR%NGECOUNTS 35 : 35
TIMEOUT 51 : 51
TRZES 42 : 42
VARIABLEDATAPTR _0 : 40
WAITFORRETURN 97 : 97
WIDENUMFORMAT 99 : 99
I_RISTAXIS1POS 49 : 49
WRI STAXIS2POS ¢8 : 48
WRI STAXI S3POS 47 : 67
WRZSTCOUNTS 36 : 36
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ZPCASE 188 : 188
.......... _..o.o. ........ .... ..... ° ........... _..o... ..... °o.. ............................................ _ ......................
FUNCT : 8ASECOORD I NATE SCREEN F%LE =ORCA1. CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 641
ZPCASE 0 : 434 435 437 438 441 443
L_CAL: ZPKEYS _,26 : /,26 435 441 441
.......... ...o.o.o° ............... o..oo....°°.. ........ . ..... . ...................................... o ............................
FUNCT: BASEFKEYS FILE=ORCA2.CC
GLOBL: BASEPAGE 0 : 480
BASESTATUS 0 : 501
BLINKSCLEARED 0 : 411 484 490
CHAR 0 : 412 413 415
DUNNYPTR 0 : 497
FKEY 0 : 421 424 427
I 0 : 486 486 486
KEYPADSTATUS 0 : 501 504 504
MOVING 0 : 503
PENDINGANGLE 0 : 458 458 462
PENDINGHEIGHT 0 : 440 440 444
PENDINGREACH 0 : 448 448 452
REACHACCEL 0 : 430 435
REACHTRANSOFFSET 0 : 430 435
ROTARYACCEL 0 : 430 435
ROTARYTRANSOFFSET 0 : 430 435
417 419 422
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SPEEDMUL 0 : 429 434 440 444 448 452 456 458 462 468 470 474
VERTICALACCEL 0 : 430 435
VERTICALTRANSOFFSET 0 : 430 435
........ ° .... o ..............................................................................................................
FU_¢T: BASESENSESCREEN F|LE=ORCAI.CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 524
ZPCASE 0 : 517 518 520 521 524 528
LOCAL: ZPKEYS 506 : 506 518 524 524
........................................................................................................ o ........................
FUHCT: BASESPEEDSCREEM FILE=ORCAI.CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 480
ZPCASE 0 : 473 474 476 47"7 480 482
LOCAL: ZPKEYS 464 : 464 474 480 480
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: CALCULATEBASEAXISCOUNTS F]LE:ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: ANGLECOUNTS 0 : 480
CALFACTOR.ANGLE 0 : 480
CALFACTOR.ANGLEZERO 0 : 480
CALFACTOR.HEIGHT 0 : 479
CALFACTOR.HEIGHTZERO 0 : 47'9
CALFACTOR.REACH 0 : 478
CALFACTOR,REACHZERO 0 : 478
HEIGHTCOUNTS 0 : 479
PEHD]NGANGLE 0 : 480
PEMDINGHEIGHT 0 : 479
PENDINGREACH 0 : 478
REACHCOUNTS 0 : 478
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: CALCULATEHANDAXISCOUNTS FILE:ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: CALFACTOR.GRIP 0 : 763
CALFACTOR.GR|PZERO 0 : 76]
CALFACTOR.SYRIHGE 0 : 762
CALFACTOR.SYRINGEZERO 0 : 762
CALFACTOR.WR|ST 0 : ?55 7'59
CALFACTOR.WRISTZERO 0 : 755 ?59
GRIPCOUHTS 0 : 763
PENDINGGRIP 0 : 763
PENOINGSYRINGE 0 : 762
PENDINGVR|ST 0 : ?53 7'55 7'59
SYRINGECOUNTS 0 : 762
_RISTCOUHTS 0 : 755 759
....................................... .........................................................................................
FUNCT: CALIBRAT[ONSCREEN FILE:ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: ACCESSPTR 0 : 1020
C 0 : 966
CAL 0 : 961 1040
CALFACTOR.ANGLE 0 : 1010
CALFACTOR.ANGLEZERO 0 : 101]
CALFACTOR.HEIGHT 0 : 979 1008
CALFACTOR.HEIGHTZERO 0 : 1011
CALFACTOR.REACH 0 : 981 1009
CALFACTOR.REACHZERO 0 : 1012
CHAR 0 : 968 969 969 969 969 971 972 977 989 1003
F 0 : 967
F|RSTDJSPLAY 0 : 1048
PENDINGHE[GHT 0 : 979
PENDINGREACH 0 : 981
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 1016 1020
SPACES 0 : 980 980 982 982
TEXT 0 : 1016 1020
WIDENUNFORNAT 0 : 1008 1009 1010 1011 1012 1013 1022 1023 1024 1025 1026 1027
NORDDATA 0 : 1022 1023 1024 1025 1026 1027
Z 0 : 965
.............. ° ................................ o .......................................... o ............. ° ........................
FUNCT: CHANGELOCATIONSCREEN FILE=ORCAI.CC
DEFiN: COMMAND 0 : 1970 1970 1972
COI_ANDEMTRY 0 : 1963 1964 1969
GLOBL: ABSOLUTES|GN 0 : 1980
CONMANDCOOE 0 : 1970 1970 1977
COMMANDPTR 0 : 1969
ENTRYNOTFOUNDHESSAGE 0 : 2007
HANOSIGM 0 : 1988
NOOULEIO 0 : 1972
NYNODULEIO 0 : 1972
NANE 0 : 1969
NAMEFORMAT 0 : 1963
NAMELENGTH 0 : 1963 1964 1969




RELATIVESlGN 0 : 198/,
RESPONSE 0 : 1968197019921994
TYPE 0 : 1970
.... . ..... . ............................... . ........................................................ o ........................
FUn_T: CLEARFUNCTIONAREA FILE:ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: | 0 : 214 214 216 216 218 218 218 220
SPACES 0 : 216 216 220 220
FUNCT: CLEAR_EYBOXES FJLE::ORCAI.CC
GLOBL: I 0 : 204 204 204 204 206 207
SPACES 0 : 206 206 207 207
......... o ..... o .................................................................................................................
FUNCT: CLEARNk,MEAREA FILE::ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: SPACES 0 : 227 227 228 228
......... o ..... . ..................................................................................................... . ...........
FUNCT: CONNUNICATEWITHROBOT FILE::ORCA3.CC
GLOSL: SYTESIN 0 : 242
BYTESOUT 0 : 231 242 242 242
CHECKSUM 0 : 242
KEYPADSTATUS 0 : 236
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 231 238 242 242 242 242 242
ROaOTSTATUS 0 : 232 233 241 244
TEXT 0 : 238 242
......... . ....................................................................................... * ..............................
FUNCT: COMPUTEABSOLUTE FILE::ORCA2.CC
DEFIN: COMMAND 0 : 294 295 296
GLOBL: ANGLE 0 : 296
HEIGHT 0 : 294
PENDING.ANGLE 0 : 296
PENDINGHEIGHT 0 : 294
PENDINGREACH 0 : 295
REACH 0 : 295
REFANGLE 0 : 296
REFHEIGHT 0 : 294
REFREACH 0 : 295
.......................................... ° ........................................................ . ........................
FI : CONPUTECHECKSUM F|LE:ORCA3.CC
: CHECKSUM 0 : 196 199 199 201 201 202
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 199 202
TEXT 0 : 190 202
PARAN: INDEX I'73 : 192 193 197 202
LOCAL: I 1'75 : 195 197 197 197 199
FUNCT: CONPUTEHAND FILE:ORCA2.CC
DEFIN: HANDCONJ_ND 0 : 310 311 312
GLO6L: GRIP 0 : 311
PENDINGGRIP 0 : 311
PENDINGSYRINGE 0 : 312
PENDINGI_R]ST 0 : 310
SYRINGE 0 : 312






RACKINDEX 0 : 1291
REALDATA 0 : 1296
GLOBL: ABORT 0 : 1305
ACCESSPTR 0 : 1295
COL 0 : 1284
COHMANDNOOE 0 : 1300
COIeQ_NDPTR 0 : 1281
DXC 0 : 1284
DXR 0 : 1284
DYC 0 : 1284,
DYR 0 : 1284
DZC 0 : 1284
DZR 0 : 128/,
NAME 0 : 1295
NAHELENGTH 0 : 1291
NAMES 0 : 1291
RACKCOI_IANDPTR 0 : 1281
RACKINDEXPTR 0 : 1290 1309
1284 1284 1284 1284 1264 1284 1291 1291
1292 1295 1295 1302
1295 1302
1291
RESPONSE 0 : 1292 1293
......................................... . ........................................................ * ..............................
FUMCT: COMPUTERELATIVE FILE=ORCA2.CC
DEFIN: COMMAND 0 : 302 303 304
GLOBL: ANGLE 0 : 304
HEIGHT 0 : 302
C'OOC
PEND|NGANGLE 0 : 304
PENO|NGMEiGHT 0 : 302
PENDIHGREACH 0 : 303
REACH 0 : 303
REFANGLE 0 : 304
REFHE|GHT 0 : 302
REFREACH 0 : 303
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............................. o ...................................................................................................
FUNCT: DELETECOMMANDSCREEH F]LE:ORCAI.CC
OEFIN: COMMAND 0 : 2030
COM/,U_NDENTRY 0 : 2019 2020 2020 2029 2029
GLOBL: COMMANDPTR 0 : 2029
ENTRYNOTFOUNDNESSAGE 0 : 2025
I,K)OULEID 0 : 2030
MYMOOULEiD 0 : 2030
NAME 0 : 2020 2029
HAMEFORNAT 0 : 2019
NAMELENGTH 0 : 2019 2020 2029
RANPTR 0 : 2022 2036
RESPONSE 0 : 2022 2023 2036 2037
=.o. ......................... o ...................................................................................................
FUNCT: DiSPLAYBASEFORCES FJLE:ORCA2.CC
GLOSL: ANGLEFORCE 0 : 657
HEIGHTFORCE 0 : 635 644
REACHFORCE 0 : 64,6 655
LOCAL: NUll 6_4 : 634 6_4 645 655 656 666 667
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: DISPLAYCOLL|SIONMESSAGE FILE=ORCA2.CC
GLOTL: BASESTATUS 0 : 215 221 227
CONNANDMCOE 0 : 209
iJR|STSTATUS 0 : 239 245 251
PARAN: AXISIO 206 : 205 206 213
LOCAL: NOTINPOSNSG 208 : 208 235 259
FUNCT: DISPLAYCURRENTGRIPFORCE FiLE:ORCA2.CC
G' • GRIPFORCE 0 : 618 627
Lk : HUM 617 : 617 627 628
................................................... . ........................................................................
F, ,: 01SPLAYCURRENTHANO FILE=ORCA2.CC
GLOSL: CURRENTHAMDNAME 0 : 884 886
..................... ° ...........................................................................................................
FUNCT: DISPLAYMAJNSCREEN F|LE=ORCAI.CC
GLOBL: I 0 : 352 352 352 354
MAINNESSAGE 0 : 336
..................... . ............ o ..................... . ........................................................................
FUNCT: DISPLAYNUMBER FILE=ORCA3.CC
PARAM: COL 1077 : 1075 1077 1088
HUNBER 1078 : 1075 1078 1082. 1083 1083 1084 1085 1085 1087
ROW 1076 : 1075 1076 1088
LOCAL: BUFFER 1080 : 1080 1081 1082 1084 1086 1087 1088
........ • ......................... o .............................................................................. • ...............
FUHCT: DIVRND F|LEtO_CA3.CC
PARAM: DIVIDENO 70 : 69 70 73 _3 79
DIVISOR 71 : 69 71 7'3 75 7'9 79
.............................. ..o°o ........ . .....................................................................................
FUNCT: OOBASEZERO$ FILE=ORCAI.CC
GLOSL: CAL 0 : 882
CALFACTOR.ANGLEZERO 0 : 8_ 87"3 877 877
CALFACTOR.HEIGHTZERO 0 : 857 857 861 861
CALFACTOR.REACHZERO 0 : 865 865 869 869
DUMMYPTR 0 :
LOCAL: CHAR 837 : 837 839 8/.0 842 844 846 849 888
FKEY _38 : 838 848 851 854 854 855 859 863 867 871 875 879 885
................. • ................ . ........ o .....................................................................................
FUNCT: DOCAL FILE:C_CAI.CC
GLOBL: BUFFER 0 : 782 788
CAL 0 : 809
CALFACTOR 0 : 804 805 805
CALVARNING 0 : 813 820
CHAR 0 : 776
NUMBER 0 : 777 778 801
PENDINGVALUE 0 : 806 808
RNI 0 : 788 789 791
PARAN: AXISCALFACTORPTR 771 : 767 771
AXlSPOSPTR 772 : 767 T'_
CALIOPERCENT 773 : 767 773 805
COL 769 : 767 769 780









F : DOPOS l T IONCONTROL FI LE=OR_3.CC
GL_,oL: BASEAXIS1POS 0 : 2?0
BASEAXIS2POS 0 : 271
BASEAX i S3POS 0 : 27"2
RC)BOTCCMMAHDCOOE 0 : 269 276 282
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 283 284 285 2_
TEXT 0 : 283 284 285 286
WRISTAXIS1POS 0 : 277'
_ISTAXIS2POS 0 : 278
WRISTAXlS3POS 0 : 27'9
PARAM: AXlS1POS 2_3 : 261 263 270 277
AX[S2POS 264 : 261 264 271 2;8
AXIS3POS 2_5 : 261 265 272 279







FUNCT: DOLORi STZEROS F] LE::ORCA1. CC
GLOBL: CAL 0 : 949
CALFACTOR.GR]PZERO 0 : 932 932 936 936
CALFACTOR.SYRINGEZERO 0 : 926 924 928 928
CALFACTOR.WRISTZERO 0 : 940 940 964 964
DUMMYPTR 0 : 951
LOCAL: CHAR 904 : 904 906 907 909 911 913 916 955
FKEY 905 : 905 915 918 921 921 922 926 930 934 938 962 946 952
.......................................... ° ........................................... . .........................................
FUNCT : FORCEUPPER F I LE,:ORCA2 .CC
PARAM: CHAR 3(;5 : 396 395 397 397 399 403
FUNCT: GETBASEFORCEVALUES F ] LE::ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: ANGLEFORCE 0 : 921
BASESTATUS 0 : 927
HE/GHTFORCE 0 : 922
RDIR 0 : 926
REACH 0 : 926
REACHFORCE 0 : 923 926 926
ROROTMESSAGE 0 : 921 922 923 927
TEXT 0 : 921 922 923 927
........ . .................................. o .....................................................................................
FUNCT : GETCAL 1BRAT I ONDATA F [ LE :ORCA2. CC
GLOSL: CAt.FACTOR.ANGLE 0 :
CALFACTOR.HEIGHT 0 : 785
CALFACTOR.WAIST 0 : 789
RO6OTMESSAGE 0 : 7'81 785 789
TEXT 0 : 781 785 789
.... ° ............................................................ ° ..................... _ ......... o ...............................
F ! LE :ORCA2. CC







.... ° ........ .°°.. ............ . ........ ° ......................... ° ...............................................................
FUNCT: GETD I CT I C)NARYHANDOFFSETS
DEFIM: HAMOGEOMETRY







GLO6L: A 0 : 105 111 137 139 143
ANGLE 0 : 107 111
g 0 : 116 120 166 152
C 0 : 123 129 167 173
CALFACTOR.ANGLE 0 : 111
CALFACTOR.ANGLEZERO 0 : 105 111
CALFACTOR.GRIP 0 : 173
CALFACTOR.GRIPZERO 0 : 167 173
CALFACTOR.HEIGHT 0 : 120
CALFACTOR.HEIGHTZERO 0 : 114 120
CALFACTOR.REACH 0 : 129
CALFACTOR.REACHZERO 0 : 123 129
CALFACTOR.SYRIMGE 0 : 152
CALFACTOR.SYRINGEZERO 0 : 166 152
CALFACTOR.t_RXST 0 : 139 143
CALFACTOR.t,/RISTZERO 0 : 137 139 163
GRIP 0 : 169 173 176 178 182 184
HEIGHT 0 : 116 120
PENDIHGGRIP 0 : 178
PENDINGSYRINGE 0 : 157
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0 : 101
0 : 168 152 155 157 161 163
0 : 105 111 114 120 123 129 137 139 143 146 152 167 1_
0 : 101
0 : 139 143
81 : 80 81 89 102
_: 86
85 : 85
: 88 91 95 98
87 : 87 101
FUNCT: GETSCALEDDATA FILE=ORCAI.CC
GLOBL: RN1 0 : 1436
PARAN: SCALEFACTOR 1434 : 1433 1434 1636
. .................. . .............................................................................................................
FUNCT: GETSCALEDRN1 FILE=ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: BUFFER 0 : 1875
RN1 0 : 1875 1876 1878 1882 1884 1868
PARAM: MAX 1872 : 1870 1872 1882 1884
MIN 1_71 : 1870 1871 1876 1878
SCALEFACTOR 1873 : 1870 1873 1875
................... o .............................................................................................................
FUNCT: GET_/RISTFORCEVALUES FILE=ORCA3.CC
GLO6L: GRIPFORCE 0 : 937
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 935 936 937 938
SYRINGEFORCE 0 : 936
TEXT 0 : 935 936 937 938
k'RISTFORCE 0 : 935
krRISTSTATUS 0 : 938
......................................................................................................... . .......................
FUNCT: HANDCOORDINATESCREEH FIL|::ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 1171
ZPCASE 0 : 1164 1165 1167 1168 1171 1173
LOr_W: ZPKEYS 1156 : 1156 1165 1171 1171
.......................................................... o .... . ................... o ..........................................
FL : HANDDEFINITIONSCREEN FILE:ORCAI.CC
' ': CONNANO 0 : 1303 1304 1305
CONNANDENTRY 0 : 1280 1281 1282 1283 1284 1294 1294 1294 1295 1295 1302 1302 1311 1312 132
HANOGEOMETRY 0 : 1323 1323 1365 1366 1369 1370 1371 1371 1372 1375
GLOBL: ABBREV 0 : 1368
ANGLE 0 : 1305 1370 1372
BASEPAGE 0 : 1343
CHAR 0 : 1346 1356
CONMANDCODE 0 : 1323 1366
CONMANDPTR 0 : _295 1302
CURREHTHANONANE 0 : 1374
FORNAT 0 : 1363
G 0 : 1341 1352
HANOGEONETRYPTR 0 : 1321 1364
HEIGHT 0 : 1303 1369
HEIGHTOFFSET 0 : 1369
LATERALOFFSET 0 : 1372
LENGTH 0 : 1375
NOOULEID 0 : 1323 1365
NONUNENTANGLE 0 : 1305 1370 1372
NONUNENTHEIGHT 0 : 1303 1369
V_NUMENTREACH 0 : 1304 1370 1372
NYNOOULEID 0 : 1282 1283 1323 1365
NAME 0 : 1281 1282 1283 1284 1294 1294 1295 1302 1321 1364
NAMELENGTH 0 : 1280 1294 1295 1302 1311 1312 1321 1364 1368 1374 1374 1375
RANPTR 0 : 1285 1296 1318 1378 1382
REACH 0 : 1304 1371
REACHOFFSET 0 : 1370 1371 1371
RESPONSE 0 : 1285 1286 1296 1297 1318 1319 1378 1382 1386
SPACES 0 : 1350 1350 1351 1351
TYPE 0 : 1362













0 : 512 570 576
0 : 513 514 516 518 520 523 565
0 : 583
0 : 522 525 528 539 5_3 547 551 555 559 563 569 569 570 579 5,
0 : 531 536










0 : 587 590 590
0 : 589
0 : 549 569 553 553
0 : 541 561 565 545
0 : 557 557 561 561
0 : 530 535 541 565 549 S53 557 561
0 : 531 536
0 : 531 536
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FUNCT: HANDSENSESCREEN FILE:ORCAI.CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 1252
ZPCASE 0 : 1245 1246 1248 1249 1252 1256
LOCAL: ZPKEYS 12156 : 1236 1246 1252 1252
FUNCT: HANDSPEEDSCREEN F1LE=ORCA1.CC
GLORL: CHAR 0 : 1210
ZPCASE 0 : 1203 1204 1206 1207 1210 1212





























































F] LE =ORCA1. CC
0 : 2420 2430 2433 2438 2649 2800 2802 2806 2805 2806 2811




0 : 2359 2359 2360 2361 2362 2363 2364 2365 2366 2367 2383 2383 2384 2385 2386
0 : 2370 2371 2372
0 : 2796 2796 2797 2865 2865 2866
0 : 2767 2771 2779 2785 2791
0 : 2547 2551 2555 2560 256/, 2568 2573 2577 2581 2586 2588 2590 2592 2594 2596
0 : 2362 2386
0 : 2423 2627 2468 2492 2522 2814
0 : 2367
0 : 2806 2823
0 : 2791
0 : 2465
0 : 2414 2676 2677 2689 2701 2712 2713 2717 2847
0 : 2597 2600 2658 2661
0 : 2601 2918 2921
0:2673 2476 2676 2477 2479 2683
0 : 2630 2433 2433 2438 2638 2661 2449 2492 2694 2802 2811
0 : 2370
0 : 2369 2419
0 : 2415 2498 2502
0 : 2419
0 : 2620 2798 2862
0 : 2441
0 : 2441 2916
0 : 2518 2865 2866
0 : 2395 2500 2843 2846
0 : 2618 2777 2783 2789
0 : 2370
0 : 2361 2385
0 : 2547 2560 2573 2586 2625 2647 2671 2686 2698 2710 2722 2734 2746 2869 2882
0 : 2605 2892
0:2499 2413 2725 2737 2769
0 : 2620
0 : 2613 2725 2736 2737 2741 2769
0 : 2400 2609 2936 2939
0 : 2596 2597 2602
0 : 2862
0 : 2804 2821
0 : 2779
0 : 2657
0 : 2414 2674 2677 2688 2689 2693 2701 2713 2847
0 : 2535 2535 2538 2538 2541 2561 2544 2564 2758 2758 2761 2761 2856 2856 285_;
0 : 2453
0 : 2421 2447 2447
0 : 2396 2925 2'926
0 : 2359 2383 2796 2797 2865 2866
0 : 2800
0 : 2432 2437 2912 2927 2964 2952
0 : 2642 2507 2511 2515 2530 2611 2910
0 : 2411
0 : 2355 2387 2800
0 : 2364 2365 2366 2367 2372 2387 2387 2796 2798
0 : 2363 2499 2797 2798
0- 2398 2657 2658 2666
C'DOC
PARMPTR 0 : 2795 2864
PENDINGANGLE 0 : 2529 257"7 2581 2818 2823
PENOINGGRIP 0 : 2605 2686
PENDINGHEIGHT 0 : 2527 2551 2555 2816 2621
PENDINGREACH 0 : 2528 2564 2568 2617 2622
PENDINGSYRINGE 0 : 2901 2905
PENDINGWRIST 0 : 2673 2677
POS|TIONTYPE 0 : 2397 2850 2853 2926
PRESSRETMESSAGE 0 : 24"7"2
PTR 0 : 2796 2865
PTRTOPARMS 0 : 2795 2_
R/U4PTR 0 : 2357 237"3 2388 2394 2497 2503 2794
REACH 0 : 2805 2822
REACHACCEL 0 : 2406 2414 2677 2689 2701 2713 2847
REACHFORCE 0 : 2785
REACHMESSAGE 0 : 2461
REACHSPEED 0 : 2414 2675 2677 2689 2700 2701 2705
REACHTRANSOFFSET 0 : 2403 2414 2677 2689 2701 2713 2847
REFANGLE 0 : 2529 2806 2618
REFHE%GHT 0 : 2527 2804 2816
REFREACN 0 : 2528 2805 2817
RESPONSE 0 : 2373 2374 2388 2389 2799 2800
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 2600 2637 2661
ROBOTSPEED 0 : 2673 2674 2675 2676 2681
ROTARYACCEL 0 : 2405 2414 2677 2689 2701 2713 2847
ROTARYTRANSOFFSET 0 : 2402 2414 2677 2689 2701 2713 2647
SETABSWARNING 0 : 2627 2836
SETUPCOMMANO 0 : 2371
SYRINGEACCEL 0 : 2410 2413 2725 2737 2749
SYR]NGESPEED 0 : 2413 2725 2737 2748 2749 2753
TEXT 0 : 2600 2637 2661
TYPE 0 : 2360 2384
VALUE 0 : 2551 2555 2564 2568 2577 2581 2588
VERTICALACCEL 0 : 2407 2414 2677 2689 2701 2713 2647
VERTICALTRANSOFFSET 0 : 2404 2414 2677 2689 2701 2713 2847
VIBRATORSPEED 0 : 2399 2635 2637 2642
WRXSTACCEL 0 : 2408 2413 2725 2737 2749
WRISTMESSAGE 0 : 2469
WRISTSPEED 0 : 2413 2724 2725 2729 2737 2749
WRISTSTATUS 0 : 2765
PAR/U4: ZYMATEID 2347 : 2346 2347 2355 2365 2366
LOCAL: ANGLEFAULT 2553 : 2353 2463
HEXGHTFAULT 2351 : 2351 2455
INITFAULT 2354 : 2354 2443
REACHFAULT 2352 : 2352 2459
SYRINGEFAULT 2349 : 2349
_ISTFAULT 2350 : 2350 2467
2799 2840
2713 2647
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2590 2592 2594 2596 2620 2627 2629 263!
FUNCT: INITZYMATEROBOT FILE=ORCA2.CC
GLOBL: ANGLE 0 : 1387 1398
ANGLESPEED 0 : 1379
COOESEG 0 : 1358
CURRENTHANDHE_GHTOFFSET 0 : 1371
CURRENTNANDLATERALOFFSET 0 : 1371
CURRENTHANDNAME 0 : 1372
CURRENTHANDREACHOFFSET 0 : 1371
CURRENTNAME 0 : 1373 137'5
DATASIZE 0 : 1360
GRIP 0 : 1393
GRIPSPEED 0 : 1364
HEIGHT 0 : 1389 1396
HEIGHTSPEED 0 : 1380
1 0 : 1373 1373
INITIALIP 0 : 1359
NOOULEID 0 : 1357
MOOULENAME 0 : 1356
MYNODULEIO 0 : 1348 1357
PENOINOANGLE 0 : 1387
PEND]NGGRiP 0 : 1393
PENOINGHE%GHT 0 : 1389
PENDXNGREACH 0 : 1388
PENDINGSYRINGE 0 : 1393
PENDINGi,/RIST 0 : 1392
PRIORITY 0 : 1362
RDIR 0 : 1399
REACH 0 : 1388 1397
REACHSPEED 0 : 1361




REFHEIGHT 0 : 1396
REFREACH 0 : 1397
RESPONSEID 0 : 1340
RETURNEXCHANGE 0 : 1340
RETURNEXCHANGE.EXCHANGE[D 0 : 1336
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 1338 1340
ROBOTMESSAGEPTR 0 : 1338
ROBOTSPEED 0 : 1378
STACKSIZE 0 : 1361
STATICTASKDESCR]PTOR 0 : 1333
STOPEXCHANGE 0 : 1345
STOPEXCHANGE.EXCHANGE[O 0 : 1344 1349
STOPKEYPRESSED 0 : 1353
STOPMONITORACTIVE 0 : 1352
STOPTASX 0 : 1356 1357
STOPTASKMESSAGE 0 : 1351
STOPTASKMESSAGE.OEST[NATIONIO 0 : 1349
STOPTASKMESSAGE.HOME]D 0 : 1348
$TOPTA$10,IESSAGE.LENGTH 0 : 1351
STOPTASKMESSAGE.RESPONSEID 0 : 1347
STOPTASKMESSAGE,TYPE 0 : 1350
SYRINGE 0 : 1393
SYRINGESPEED 0 : 1383
WRIST 0 : 1392
WRISTSPEED 0 : 1382
LOCAL: DUI_IYCOOE 1334 : 1334 1345 1363
1358 1359 1360 1361 1362
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STOPTASKPTR 1333 : 1333 1355 1363 1304
FUNCT: INPUTANDMOVETORACKINDEX FILE=ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: ABORT 0 : 1418 1426
COMMANDPTR 0 : 1416
CURRENTNAMETYPE 0 : 1429
NUMBER 0 : 1410 1411 1413 1417
PENOINGANGLE 0 : 1422
PENOINGHE]GHT 0 : 1420
PENOINGREACH 0 : 1421
RACKCOMMANDPTR 0 : 1416
REFANGLE 0 : 1422
REFHE[GHT 0 : 1420
REFREACH 0 : 1421
......... o .......................................................................................................................
FUNCT: LOADDATABASE FILE::ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: ROROTMESSAGE 0 : 498 502 507 511
TEXT 0 : 498 502 507 511
PARN4: ANGLEACCEL 466 : 484 488 523
ANGLESPEED 4_5 : 484 485 496 498
HEIGHTACCEL 489 : 484 489 524
HE]GHTSPEED 486 : 484 486 505 507
REACHACCEL 4o0 : 464 490 525
REACHSPEED 487 : 484 487 514 516
TRANSOFFSET1 491 : 484 491 526
TRANSOFFSET2 492 : 484 492 527
TRANSOFFSET3 493 : 484 493 528
516 520 523 524 525 526 527 528
516 520 523 524 525 526 527 528
FUNCT: LOADDATABASEi,/AIT FILE:ORCA1.CC
PARAM: AXISIACCEL 165 : 161 165 173
AXISIOFFSET 168 : 161 168 173
AXISISPEED 162 : 161 162 173
AXXS2ACCEL 166 : 161 166 173
AXIS2OFFSET 169 : 161 169 173
AXIS2SPEED 163 : 161 163 173
AXZS3ACCEL 167 : 161 167 173
AXIS3OFFSET 170 : 161 170 173
AXIS3SPEED 104 : 161 164 173
..... °
FUNCT: LOADDATAWRIST FILE:ORC/_.CC
GLOBL: ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 854 858 863 867 872 876 879 880 881
TEXT 0 : 854 858 863 867 872 876 879 88,0 881
PAR/U4: GRIPACCEL 6/,9 : 643 649 881
GRIPSPEED 646 : 643 646 870 872
SYRINGEACCEL 8_8 : 643 648 880
$YRiNGESPEED 645 : 843 645 861 863
WRISTACCEL 647 : 643 647 879
i,,'RZSTSPEED 844 : 643 644 852 854
........................... o .....................................................................................................
FUNCT: LOADDATAE/RISTWAIT FZLE=ORCA1.CC
PARk.N: AXISIACCEL 180 : 176 180 185
AXIS1SPEED 177 : 176 177 185
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AXIS?.ACCEL 181 : 176 181 185
AXISZSPEED 176 : 176 178 185
AXZS3ACCEL 182 : 176 182 185
AXIS3SPEEO 179 : 176 179 185
........ • ........................ ° ............................................................... o ..........................
FUNCT: NONUNENTSCREEN F|LE=ORCAI.CC
DEFIN: COIdP_ANO 0 : 676 680 (:.81 686 686
COI4W_NOENTRY 0 : 558 559 560 561 562 567 561 582 583 583 588 644 645 647 647
GLOBL: ABBREV 0 : 583 677
CHAR 0 : 590 591 593 594 594 598 600 602 605 606 608 609 613 619 625
COI_U_NDCOOE 0 : 681 686
CO#,*,MJ_NDPTR 0 : 671 685
DUNNYPTR 0 : 567
FORIqAT 0 : 582 679
G 0 : 635
LENGTH 0 : 647 676
MOOULEIO 0 : 680 686
NYNOOULEID 0 : 560 561 680 686
NANE 0 : 559 560 561 562 567 588 644 645 647 670 670 671 685
NANEFORNAT 0 : 588
NANELENGTH 0 : 558 583 670 671 676 677 685
RANPTR 0 : 563 571 650 654 672 701 705
RESPONSE 0 : 563 565 567 568 571 650 654 657 672 673 701 705 709
SPACES 0 : 554 554 708 708
TYPE 0 : 581 678
LOCAL: NEb_4ONUHENT 550 : 550 557 570 576 579 641 648 675 693 699
NEgNANE 549 : 549 615 621 641
.................................................................................................................................
FUNCT: NOVEHAND F[LE:ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: GRIP 0 : 839
GRIPCOUNTS 0 : 836
PENDINGGR%P 0 : 839
PENDINGSYRINGE 0 : 836
PENDINGWRIST 0 : 837
SYRINGE 0 : 838
SYRINGECOUNTS 0 : 836
I_RIST 0 : 837
k/R|STCOUNTS 0 : 836
F .: WAiTTYPE _f29 : 828 829 832
...................................................................................................... . ..........................
FUNCT: HOVEHANDTILLACKNO_LEDGE FILE!=ORCA2.CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 873 874 874
FUNCT: NOVETOCOORDINATESSCREEN FLL[=ORCA1.CC
GLOeL: BUFFER 0 : 1897 1906 1915 1924 1933 1942
FIRSTDISPLAY 0 : 1955
I 0 : 1951 1951 1951 1953
PENDINGANGLE 0 : 1920
PENDINGGRIP 0 : 1938
PENDINGHEIGHT 0 : 1902
PENDINGREACH 0 : 1911
PENOINGSYRINGE 0 : 1947

















F I RSTD [ SPLAY
GRi PACCEL







0 : 1484 1484 1484 1486 14_ 1491 1491 1491 1491 1516 1516 1516 1516 1526 152_
0 : 1467 1468 1474 1474 1479 1483 1483 1674 1675 16T'/ 167"? 1679 1679 1742 174;
0 : 1484
0 : 1535
0 : 1686 1698
0 : 1632 1633 1639 1645 1650 1651
0 : 1600 1603 1620 1623
0 : 1497
0 : 1484 1484 14_ 14_ 1491 1491 1491 1491 1516 1516 1516 1516 1526 1527 152 q
0 : 1483 1679 1739
0 : 1742
0 : 1474 1677 1829 1830 1834 1835 1836 1839 1841
0 : 1477 1493 1699 1825 1827
0 : 1718 1721
0 : 1851
0 : 1823
0 : 1657 1663 1669
0 : 1657 1662 1663 1669
0 : 1597 1598 1600
0 : 1739
0 : 1547
0 : 1684 1696
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0 : 1731 1731 1735 1735 1765 1765 1765 1767 1772 1772 1772 1774
0 : 1484 1680
0 : 1678 1522 1537 1543 1549 1558 1761
0 : 1484 1680
D : 1683 1679
[) : 1467 1674
0 : 1467 1468 1474 1474 1479 1483 1674 1675 1677 1677 1679 1742 1742
o : 1554 1835
0 : 1619 1620
0 : 1592 1698
0 : 1572 1753
0 : 1582 1696
0 : 1587 1697
0 : 1577 1758
0 : 1567 1748
0 : 1724 1727
U : 1682 1678
0 : 1685 1697
U : 1633 1639 1(#,5 1651
0 : 1631 1633 1639 1644 1645 1651





0 : 1479 1480 1678 1680
0 : 1697 1504 1506 1510 1512 1516 1518 1518 1611 1629 1638 1644 1650 1656 1662
0 : 1603 1613 1623
0 : 1629 1630 1631 1632
0 : 1633 1639 1645 1651
0 : 1633 1639 1645 1651
0 : 1703 1711
O : 1665 1465 1466 1466
0 : 1657 1663 1669
: 1657 1663 1668 1669
0 : 1603 1613 1623
: 1484
0 : 1633 1639 1645 1651
0 : 1633 1639 1645 1651
3 : 1611 1613
: 1657 1663 1669
0 : 1656 1657 1663 1669
1667 : 1462 1526 1777 17'77 17'77 IT;'7 1780 1782 1806
1663 : 1463 1479 1482
INT 1661 : 1661
FUNCT: NOVETORACKINOEX FILE=ORCA2.CC
DEF%N: RACKCOIe_ND 0 : 907 908 910 915 915 930 931 933 933 933 934 934 934 935 935
GLOBL: A 0 : 943 944 983
ABORT 0 : 921
COL 0 : 915 930 931 931 933 934 935
CON_NDNOOE 0 : 917
CURRENTHANDHEIGHTOFFSET 0 : 910 937
CURRENTHANDLATERALOFFSET 0 : 943
CURRENTHANDREACHOFFSET 0 : 944
DXC 0 : 933
DXR 0 : 933
OYC 0 : 936
OYR 0 : 936
OZC 0 : 935
DZR 0 : 935
INDEXMARN]NG 0 : 919 925
PENDINGANGLE 0 : 950 955 964 971 976 983 983 984 986
PENDIMGHE%GHT 0 : 910 937
PENOINGREACH 0 : 944
RN1 0 : 907 933 941 941 942 945 962
RN2 0 : 908 934 961 941 942 948 969
RN3 0 : 935 937
RN4 0 : 941 943 944
RN5 0 : 962 950 955 964
ROW 0 : 915 930 931 933 934 935
X1 0 : 907 933
Y1 0 : 908 934
21 0 : 910 935
PARktI: INDEX _0 : 899 900 906 915 915 930 931
FUNCT: NOVEZYMATE F[LE=ORCA3.CC
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0 : 680




0 : 573 676
0 : 577 683
0 : 6,80
0 : 597 597 636 659 667
0 : 576 682
0 : 57'7' 683
0 : 561 563 578 681
0 : 565 569
0 : 561 563 57B 681
0 : 678
0 : 680






534 : 533 534 672 674
539 : 539 596 605 605 607 628
545 : 545 628 629 631 658 666 678
544 : 544 636 637 639 659 667 678
543 : 543 644 645 647 660 668 678
542 : 542 576 580 596 625
541 : 541 57'7 584 597 63_
540 : 540 578 588 598 642
538 : 538 597 605 611 613 636
536 : 536 607 613 617 622 628 628 636 636 644 644
546 : 546 579 582 582 586 586 590 590 592
537 : 537 59B 605 611 617 644
F • MOVEZYMATE T XLLACICNOWLEDGE F | LE=ORCA2.CC




ROTARYTRANSOFFSET 0 : 866
VERTICALACCEL 0 : 8[>0
VERTICALTRANSOFFSET 0 : 866
....... .............. o .................. . ........................................................................................
FUNCT: PROGRAMMI NGCOMMANDSCREEN F | LI:,'=ORCA1, CC
GLOBL: CHAR 0 : 740
ZPCASE 0 : 733 734 7'36 737 740 742
































0 : 1064 1065 106T 1069 1074 1074 1078 1078 1083 1090 1099
0 : 1075 1075
0 : 1013 1013 1057 1058 1134 1135 1136 1140 1149 1172 1173 1173 1174 1174 11T
0 : 1000 1001 1006 1006 1013 1248 1248 1248 1251 1252 1253 1253
0 : 1253
0 : 1133 1170 1211
0 : 1017 1018 1024 1048 1049 1054 1116 1127 1164 1205 1242
0 : 1140 1149 1172 1194 1213 1214 1215 1229
0 : 1013 1075 1255
0 : 1136 1175 1215
0 : 1132 1132 1133 1169 1169 1170 1210 1210 1211
0 : 107B 1096 1098
0 : 1131 1168 1209
0 : 1173 1213 1230
0 : 1213 1220 1234
0 : 1174 1214 1231
0 : 1214 1221 1235
0 : 1175 1215 1232
0 : 1215 1222 1236
0 : 1252
0 : 1114 1125 1162 1203 1240
0 : 1074
0 : 1136 1175 1215 1239 1246
0 : 1248
0 : 1013 1075 1254
0 : 1013 1075 1254
0 : 1006 1074
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0 : 1057 1058 1248
0 : 1009 1015 1045 1054 1112 1138 1147 1154 1177 1186 1195 1249




0 : 995 1005 1256 1260 1275
0 : 1006
0 : 1071






0 : 1005 1007 1071 1072 1256 1260 1263
0 : 1131 1132 1132 1133 1168 1169 1169 1170 1209 1210 1210 1211
0 : 1132 1134 1135 1169 1173 1174 1210 1213 1214
0 : 1133 1134 1135 1170 1173 1174 1211 1213 1214
0 : 1171 1173 1174 1175 1212 1213 1214 1215
0 : 1111
0 : 1111
0 : 1179 1168 1193 1212 1219 1233
0 : 1035 1035 1068 1068 1124 1124
0 : 1013 1251
0 : 1111
0 : 1111
0 : 1134 1173 1213
0 : 1135 1174 1214
0 : 1136 1175 1215 1246 1246
_3 : 993 1020 1026 1112
904 : 994 1239 1246
oo°2 .......... ° .......................... . ......................................... 0 .............................................
FUNCT: RANGECNECKEDSPEEDIN FILE::ORCAI.CC
OEF_N: VARIABLECOMMAHD 0 : 2289 2291 2295 2297 2301
G : VALUE 0 : 2289 2291 2295 2297 2301
P, .: NAXSPEED 2287 : 2285 2287 2295 2297
MiNSPEED 2286 : 2285 2286 2289 2291
.............................................................................................................................
FUNCT: RAHGECHECKPOSITION FILE=ORCA1.CC
OEFIM: VARIABLECOMMAND 0 : 2307 2309 2313 2315
GLOBL: VALUE 0 : 2307 2309 2313 2315
....... . .........................................................................................................................
FUNCT: RANGECHECKVALUE FILE:ORCAI.CC
GL08L: RN1 0 : 1444 1446 1450 1452
PARAM: HIGH 1442 : 1440 1442 1450 1452
LOW 1441 : 1440 1441 1444 1446
....... oo... .......... . ...................... . .................. o .............. o .......................... o ......................
FUNCT: REDOPOS|TIONCONTROL FILE=ORCA].CC
GLOSL: BASEAXIS1POS 0 : 312 313
IASEAJ(IS2POS 0 : 314 315
8ASEAXlS3POS 0 : 316 317
ROBOTCONNANDCOOE 0 : 310 311 319
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 312 313 314 315 316 317 320 321 322 323 324 325
TEXT 0 : 312 313 314 315 316 317 320 321 322 323 324 325
WRISTAXlS1POS 0 : 320 321
WRISTAXIS2POS 0 : 322 323





















0 : 121 123
0 : 117
0 : 124 126 128 130 133 135
0 : 111 112
0 : 110 114







0 : 117 121 123 124 126 128 130 133 135
0 : 107





°° .................. o°°°. .......... ° ........... ° ...................... • ..........................................................
F' • RESTOREPOSITION FILE:ORCA1.CC
C ; ANGLE 0 : 1861
FIRSTDISPLAY 0 : 1865
GRIP 0 : 1863
HEIGHT 0 : 1859
PENDIRGANGLE 0 : 1861
PENDINGGRIP 0 : 1863
PENDINGHEIGHT 0 : 1859
PENDINGREACH 0 : 1860
PENDIMGSYRINGE 0 : 1864
PEMDING_I_IST 0 : 1862
REACH 0 : 1860
SYRINGE 0 : 1866
_RIST 0 : 1862
FUNCT: RETURNCNECKSUNOK FILE=ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: I 0 : 212 212 212 214
ROeOTMESSAGE 0 : 214 216
TEXT 0 : 214 216
PARAN: BUFFERINDEX 207 : 206 207 212
CHECK$U_INDEX _08 : 206 208 212 216
LOCAL: RETURNCHECK 210 : 210 211 214 214 216
FUNCT: RETURNTOEXEC F]LE=ORCAI.CC
DEFIN: CONMAND 0 : 2340
COMICkNDNSG 0 : 2342
GLOBL: ABORT 0 : 2338
COleCI,NDCOOE 0 : 2340
COMHANONSGPTR 0 : 2342
RESPONSEID 0 : 2342
............. • .................. o .................................................................... . .......... o ................
FUNCT: SAVECALIBRATIONDATA FILE:ORCA2.CC
GLOBL: CALFACTOR.HEIGHT 0 : 817
CALFACTOR.MRIST 0 : 820
ROBOTNESSAGE 0 : 817 820
TEXT 0 : 817 820
........ o...• .......... . ......................................................... • ..........................................
FILE=ORCA3.CC
0 : 176 175




0 : 162 174
0 : 161
0 : 160 162 174
]55 : 155 157 158 185
154 : 154 156 164 164 165 169
..................... .°°.. .......................................................................................................
FUNCT: SETABSOLUTE FILE=ORCA2.CC
OEFIN: COMMAND 0 : 268 270 272
GLOBL: ANGLE 0 : 271 272 272
HEIGHT 0 : 267 268 268
REACH 0 : 269 270 270
REFANGLE 0 : 271
REFHEIGHT 0 : 267
REFREACH 0 : 269













GLOBL: CALFACTOR.ANGLE 0 : 832
CALFACTOLANGLEZERO 0 : 835
CALFACTOC.GRIP 0 : 846
CALFACTOR.GRIPZERO 0 : 847
CALFACTOR.HEIGHT 0 : 830
CALFACTOR.HEIGHTZERO 0 : 833
CALFACTOR.REACH 0 : 831
CALFACTOR.REACHZERO 0 : 834
CALFACTOR.SYRINGE 0 : 845
CALFACTOR.SYRINGEZERO 0 : 868
CALFACTOR.WRIST 0 : 843
CALFACTOR.i.'RISTZERO 0 : 846
,: AXlSID 826 : 825
FUNCT: SETHAND FILE=ORCA2.CC
DEFIH: HANOCOMMAND 0 : 286
GLOBL: GRIP 0 : 287
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WRIST 0 : 286 286
...... . ............................................................................. o ......... . .............................
F, : SETRELATIVE FILE=ORCA2.CC
l : CONMANO 0 : 278 279 280
G_...,L: ANGLE 0 : 280 280
HEIGHT 0 : 278 278
REACH 0 : 279 279
REFANGLE 0 : 280
REFHEIGHT 0 : 2?8
REFREACH 0 : 279
...... . ......... o ................................................................................................................
FUMCT: SETUPROBOTNESSAGE FILE=ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: BYTESIN 0 : 145
BYTESOUT 0 : 144
LENGTH 0 : 146
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 144 145 146 146 147 148
TEXT 0 : 147 148
PARN4: COMMAND 142 : 139 142 148
DATABYTESIN 141 : 139 141 145 146
DATABYTESOUT 140 : 139 140 146 166 147
FILE=ORCA2.CCFUNCT: STOPANDREINITROBOT
GLOeL: ABORT 0 : 365
ANGLE 0 : 366
BASESTATUS 0 : 377 377
CHAR 0 : 383 38,/, 386
CONMANDMOOE 0 : 336 353 370 381
FIRSTOISPLAY 0 : 372
HEIGHT 0 : 367
KEYMESSAGE 0 : 352
KEYPADSTATUS 0 : 332 332 357 363 38,8 388
MOVING 0 : 348
MYMOOULEID 0 : 359
PENO_NGANGLE 0 : 366
PENDINGHEIGHT 0 : 367
PENDINGREACH 0 : 368
PENDINGWRIST 0 : 369
REACH 0 : 368
SPACES 0 : 389 389
STOPKEYPRESSED 0 : 334 376
STOPPEDMESSAGE 0 : 338 342
WRIST 0 : 369
WRlSTSTATUS 0 : 378 378
PARAM: AXISID 330 : 329 330 349
...................... o ..........................................................................................................
FUNCT: STOPMONITOR FILE=ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: MOVING 0 : 252
STOPEXCHANGE.EXCHANGEID 0 : 256
STOPMOflITORACTIVE 0 : 253 255
STOPTASKMESSAGE 0 : 256
...................... . .... ° .... . ........................................................ o .......................................
FUNCT: STOPPROGRAM FILE=ORCA2.CC
DEFIN: ',JORDOATA 0 : 1425 1426
GLC_L: BYTESIN 0 : 1428
BYTESOUT 0 : 1427
CHANNELMESSAGEDESCRIPTOR 0 : 1409
CHANNELPTR 0 : 1626
CONTROLIMAGE 0 : 1622
DESTINATIONID 0 : 1414
HOMEIO 0 : 1413
KEYPADSTATUS 0 : 1442
LENGTH 0 : 1429
NAXRXMAIT 0 : 1417
MAXTXWAIT 0 : 1418
MOVING 0 : 1438 1442
MYMOOULEID 0 : 1413
POSTTERMCHARS 0 : 1621
RESPONSEID 0 : 1415
STOPEXCHANGE.EXCHANGEID 0 : 1415 1436
STOPKEYPRESSED 0 : 1447
STOPMESSAGE 0 : 1412 1413
STOPMONITORACTIVE 0 : 1451
TERMCHAR1 0 : 1419
TERMCHAR2 0 : 1420
TEXT 0 : 1430 1431
TYPE 0 : 1416
LOCAL: ACCESSPTR 1410 : 1410 1424
COUNTER 1407 : 1407 1437
1648
1446
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MESSAGEPTR 14(_8 : 1408 1436 1440 1446
STOPflESSAGEPTR 14(K_ : 1409 1412
.................................... ... .....................................................................................
I : STOREANDCHECKSYNBOL F I LE,:ORCA2. CC
,1: COIegtNDENTRY 0 : 67] 673
GLO6L: CURRENTNAME 0 : 673
NAMELENGTH 0 : 673 673
RAMPTR 0 : 674
RESPONSE 0 : 674 675 681
................................... ..... ........................................................................................
FUNCT : STORECOMMANDVARI ABLE F I LE::ORCA2. CC
OEFIN: COMMANOVARIABLE 0 : 702 703 705 705 705 TO6 707 708 708 709 709
VARIABLEDATA 0 : 710 711
GLOBL: ABBREV 0 : 708
FORNAT 0 : 707
LENGTH 0 : 705
I,K]OULEID 0 : 710
NYHOOULEID 0 : 710
NAME 0 : 709
NAMELENGTH 0 : 702 703 705 708 709
SPACES 0 : 701 701
TYPE 0 : 706
VARIABLEDATAPTR 0 : 709
PARAM: COL 697 : 695 697 702
COIOIANDCOOE 698 : 695 698 711 711
FORMATCOOE 699 : 695 699 707
RO_ 696 : 695 696 702
FUNCT : STORE %NNED I ATECOMNAND FI LE :ORCA2. CC
OEFIN: COMMAND 0 : 731 732
COMMANDENTRY 0 : 723 72G 726 726 726 727 728 729 729 730 730
GL_L: ABBREV 0 : 729
COMMANDPTR 0 : 730
FORMAT 0 : 728
LENGTH 0 : 726
NOOULEID 0 : 731
MYMOOULEID 0 : 731
NAME 0 : 730
NAMELENGTH 0 : 723 724 726 729 730
SPACES 0 : 722 722
TYPE 0 : 727
COL 719 : 717 719 723
COM_MNDCOOE 770 : 717 720 732 732
ROW 718 : 717 718 723
....=o ....... o ........................ .°... ................................................................................
PARAM:
FUNCT: STOREROBOT POS i T I ON F I LE:ORCA2. CC
DEFIN: COMMAND 0 : 745 750 751
COletANDENTRY 0 : 742 743 745 745 745 746 747 748 748 749 749
GLOBL: ABBREV 0 : 748
ABSOLUTESIGN 0 : 762
COPe4ANDPTR 0 : 749
FORMAT 0 : 747
HANDSIGN 0 : 754
LENGTH 0 : 745
NOOULEZD 0 : 750
MYI,KX)ULEID 0 : 750
NAME 0 : 749
NAMEFORNAT 0 : 742
NAMELENGTH 0 : 742 743 745 748 749
RELATIVESIGN 0 : 767
TYPE 0 : 746
PARAM: COIelANDCOOE 739 : 738 739 751 751 752 759
FUNCT: TELLPOSITION FILE=ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: ANGLE 0 : 1003
FIRSTDISPLAY 0 : 975 989
GRIP 0 : 1043
HEIGHT 0 : 97_
PEND|MGANGLE 0 : 1003 1005
PENOINGGRIP 0 : 1043 1045
PENDINGHEIGHT 0 : 975 977
PENDINGREACH 0 : 989 991
PENDINGSYRINGE 0 : 1057 1059
PENOINGNRIST 0 : 1017 1019
REACH 0 : 989
SYRINGE 0 : 1057
THREEDIG%TFORHAT 0 : 1013
TNCOIG%TFORMAT 0 : 985 999










600 601 601 602 602 603 603
279 279 279 292 296 295 300
286 290 292 293 293 300 303 303
FUNCT: UPOATELASTNANE FILE=ORCA2.CC
GLOBL: CURRENTHAME 0 : 598 604 605 607 609
CURRENTNAMETYPE 0 : 610
I 0 : 605
SPACES 0 : 600
..................................................
FUHCT: VALUEEHTERED FILE:ORCA1.CC
GLOBL: SUFFER 0 : 275 286 292 304
CHAR 0 : 269 270 272 273 279 279
I 0 : 269 279 281 284 284 284
PARAJ¢: BUFFER_]DTH _65 : 262 265 279 284
COL ;!6_ : 262 2_ 268 283 289
RO_ ;!63 : 262 263 268 283 289
F" _ Vl SRATORUN%TS FILE :ORCAI.CC
P, : VIBRATORSPEED _61 : 160 141 166 168 153
I"'_L: UNITS _63 : 163 168 169 151 155 155 158
.... T: WR[ STCAL ] BRAT ! ONSCREEN F ] L[ =ORCA1. CC
GLOgL: ACCESSPTR 0 : 1123
C 0 : 1070
CAL 0 : 1066 1163
CALFACTOR.GRIP 0 : 1085 1113
CALFACTOR.GRIPZERO 0 : 1116
CALFACTOR,SYR!NGE 0 : 1087 1112
CALFACTOR.SYRIHGEZERO 0 : 1115
CALFACTOR.WRIST 0 : 1083 1111
CALFACTOR._RISTZERO 0 : 1116
CHAR 0 : 1072 1073 1073 1073 1073 1075 1076 1081 1092 1106
F 0 : 1071
PENOINGGRIP 0 : 1085
PENDINGSYRINGE 0 : 1087
PENDINGWRIST 0 : 1083
ROBOTNESSAGE 0 : 1119 1123
SPACES 0 : 1084 1084 1086 1086 108,8 1088
TEXT 0 : 1119 1123
WIDEHUNFORMAT 0 : 1111 1112 1113 1114 1115 1116 1125 1126 1127 1128 1129 1130
WORDDATA 0 : 1125 1126 1127 1128 1129 1130
Z 0 : 1069
........... °°° .............................................................................. . ....................................
FUNCT : ZYKATENANOPROGRAN4 [ NG F [ LE-ORCA1. CC
GLOBL: BASEPAGE 0 : 2066
CHAR 0 : 2072 2129 2130 2132 2133 2135
DUN,tYPTR 0 : 2142
FIRSTDISPLAY 0 : 2062
GRIPACCEL 0 : 2076
GRIPSPEED 0 : 2076
PRESSRETMESSAGE 0 : 2127
SPACES 0 : 2075 2075 2083 2083 2089 2089 2095 2095 2138 2138
SYRINGEACCEL 0 : 2076
SYRIHGESPEED 0 : 2076
UAITFORRETURN 0 : 2074 2099 2115 2119 2125
t,_RISTACCEL 0 : 2076
WRISTSPEED 0 : 2076
ZPCASE 0 : 2065 2066 2068 2069 2072 2077
LOCAL: ZPKEYS 2356 : 2056 2066 2072 2072




FUNCT: ZYNATEHANDWA ! T F ] LE :ORCA3. CC
G' ABORT 0 : 801
AXlSERROR 0 : 771 772 779 794 803
DUNMYPTR 0 • 789
NAXRX_A|T 0 : 775 777
MOVING 0 : 778
ROROTMESSAGE 0 : 775 777 780 791
TEXT 0 : 780 791
_iRJSTSTATUS 0 : 780 781 783 787 791
LOCAL: HOLDMSG 770 : 770 785
798





BASEPAGE 0 : 2150 2161 2164 2172 2239 2246
CHAR 0 : 2167 225] 2254 2256 2257 2259
DUNNYPTR 0 : 2266
FIRSTOISPLAY 0 : 2156
HEIGHTSPEED 0 : 2171
NAINMESSAGE 0 : 2241
PRESSRETMESSAGE 0 : 2251
REACHACCEL 0 : 2171
REACHSPEED 0 : 2171
REACHTRANSOFFSET 0 : 2171
ROTARYACCEL 0 : 2171
ROTARYTRANSOFFSET 0 : 2171
SPACES 0 : 2170 2170 2180 2180 2186 2186 2198 2198 2221 2221 2264 2264
VERTICALACCEL 0 : 2171
VERTICALTRANSOFFSET 0 : 2171
WAITFORRETURM 0 : 2169 2211 2215 2225 2229 2249
ZPCASE 0 : 2160 2161 2163 2164 2167 2174
LOCAL: ZPKEYS 2149 : 2149 2161 2167 2167
................. . ...............................................................................................................
FUNCT: ZYNATEWAIT FILE:ORCA3.CC
GLOBL: ABORT 0 : 623
AX|SERROR 0 : 335 336 368 417 425
BASESTATUS 0 : 369 370 373 ]76 379 385
OUMMYPTR 0 : 412
NAXRXWAIT 0 : 361 363
MOVING 0 : 366
ROBOTMESSAGE 0 : 361 363 369 414
TEXT 0 : 369 416
PARk)I: WAITTYPE 331 : 330 331 338 338 342 364
LOCAL: HOLDMSG 334 : 3]4 405
THERNALMSG 333 : 333 399
391 403 410 414
C-DOC
COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STORE | IgqED I ATECOMMANO
STORERO|IOTPOS I T ION
TELLPOSIT ION
TEST HANDPOSI T ION
TESTNEVFORPENO I NG




































6 22 36 1 40
1 7 9 0 11
5 20 30 0 32
1 6 6 0 8
I 4 6 0 8
1 9 11 0 13
9 38 60 1 65
2 5 9 0 11
4 38 46 8 5_
3 10 20 0 24
2 16 20 0 22
2 15 19 0 21
4 23 35 0 39
16 52 94 2 105
7 16 36 1 61
2 S 11 0 14
7 16 36 0 41
2 6 12 I 15
3 11 17 0 19
8 35 56 3 6O
6 11 19 1 20
9 58 82 3 9O
17 76 92 1 93
7 26 44 1 66
21 101 121 3 124
17 54 96 9 104
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TOTAL SYSTEM SUMMARY 680 3190 4711 548 5516

